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FOREWORD

The Government of India has set an ambitious target of imparting skills to 30 crores people, one out of every
four Indians, by 2020 to help them secure jobs as part of the National Skills Development Policy. Industrial
Training Institutes (ITIs) play a vital role in this process especially in terms of providing skilled manpower.
Keeping this in mind, and for providing the current industry relevant skill training to Trainees, ITI syllabus
has been recently updated with the help of  Media Development Committee members of various stakeholders
viz. Industries, Entrepreneurs, Academicians and representatives from ITIs.

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI), Chennai, has now come up with instructional
material to suit the revised curriculum for Carpenter  -  Volume II of II Trade Practical - Level 4
Construction Sector under Yearly Pattern. The NSQF Level - 4 Trade Practical will help the trainees to
get an international equivalency standard where their skill proficiency and competency will be duly recognized
across the globe and this will also increase the  scope of recognition of prior learning. NSQF Level - 4
trainees will also get the opportunities to promote life long learning and skill development. I have no doubt
that with NSQF Level - 4  the trainers and trainees of ITIs, and all stakeholders will derive maximum benefits
from these Instructional Media Packages IMPs and that NIMI's effort will go a long way in improving the
quality of Vocational training in the country.

The Executive Director & Staff of NIMI and members of Media Development Committee deserve appreciation
for their contribution in bringing out this publication.

Jai Hind

Director General
Directorate General of Training

Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneruship
Government of India.

         New Delhi - 110 001
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PREFACE

The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI) was established in 1986 at Chennai by then Directorate
General of Employment and Training (D.G.E & T), Ministry of Labour and Employment, (now under Directorate
General of Training, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship) Government of India, with technical
assistance from the Govt. of Federal Republic of Germany. The prime objective of this Institute is to develop
and provide instructional materials for various trades as per the prescribed syllabi under the Craftsman and
Apprenticeship Training Schemes.

The instructional materials are created keeping in mind, the main objective of Vocational Training under
NCVT/NAC in India, which is to help an individual to master skills to do a job. The instructional materials are
generated in the form of Instructional Media Packages (IMPs). An IMP consists of Theory book, Practical
book, Test and Assignment book, Instructor Guide, Audio Visual Aid (Wall charts and Transparencies) and
other support materials.

The trade practical book consists of series of exercises to be completed by the trainees in the workshop.
These exercises are designed to ensure that all the skills in the prescribed syllabus are covered. The trade
theory book provides related theoretical knowledge required to enable the trainee to do a job. The test and
assignments will enable the instructor to give assignments for the evaluation of the performance of a trainee.
The wall charts and transparencies are unique, as they not only help the instructor to effectively present a
topic but also help him to assess the trainee's understanding. The instructor guide enables the instructor to
plan his schedule of instruction, plan the raw material requirements, day to day lessons and demonstrations.

IMPs also deals with the complex skills required to be developed for effective team work. Necessary care
has also been taken to include important skill areas of allied trades as prescribed in the syllabus.

The availability of a complete Instructional Media Package in an institute helps both the trainer and
management to impart effective training.

The IMPs are the outcome of collective efforts of the staff members of NIMI and the members of the Media
Development Committees specially drawn from Public and Private sector industries, various training institutes
under the Directorate General of Training (DGT), Government and Private ITIs.

NIMI would like to take this opportunity to convey sincere thanks to the Directors of Employment & Training
of various State Governments, Training Departments of Industries both in the Public and Private sectors,
Officers of DGT and DGT field institutes, proof readers, individual media developers and coordinators, but for
whose active support NIMI would not have been able to bring out this materials.

R. P. DHINGRA
Chennai - 600 032      EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION

TRADE  PRACTICAL

The trade practical manual is intended to be used in workshop . It consists of a series of practical exercises
to be completed by the trainees during the one year course  of the  Carpenter trade  supplemented and
supported by instructions/ informations to assist in performing the exercises. These exercises are designed
to ensure that all the skills in compliance with NSQF LEVEL - 4

The manual is divided into Five modules.

            Module 1   Advanced Wood Working Machines

Module 2 Pattern Making

Module 3 Basic Fitting

Module 4 Sheet Metal

Module 5 Building Construction - Wood, Aluminium and PVC

The skill training in the shop floor is planned through a series of practical exercises centred  around some
practical project. However, there are few instances where the individual exercise does not form a part of
project.

While developing the practical manual a sincere effort was made to prepare each exercise which will be easy
to understand and carry out even by below average trainee. However the development team accept that there
is a scope for further improvement.  NIMI, looks forward  to the suggestions from the experienced training
faculty for improving the manual.

TRADE  THEORY

The manual of trade theory consists of  theoretical information for the one year course of the Carpenter Trade.
The contents are sequenced according to the practical exercise contained in the manual on Trade practical.
Attempt has been made to relate the theoretical aspects with the skill  covered in each exercise to the extent
possible. This co-relation is maintained to help the trainees to develop the perceptional capabilities for
performing the skills.

The Trade theory has to be taught and learnt along with the corresponding exercise contained in the manual
on trade practical. The indicating about the corresponding practical exercise are given in every sheet of this
manual.

It will be preferable to teach/learn the trade theory connected to each exercise atleast one class before
performing the related skills in the shop floor. The trade theory is to be treated as an integrated part of each
exercise.

The material is not the purpose of self learning and should be considered as supplementary to class room
instruction.
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Module 1 : Advanced wood working machines

2.1.87 Demonstrate the band saw machine with different parts and
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Parting off by chain drilling 126
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Hacksawing                                                                                           9 129
Filing flat surface 130
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Drilling through holes 134
Tapping through holes 134
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   Lesson No. Title of the Lesson                                       Learning Page No.
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LEARNING / ASSESSABLE OUTCOME

On completion of this book you shall be able to

Sl.No Learning Outcome Exercise No.

1 Demonstrate ripping, cross cutting, curve cutting etc. on band 2.1.87 - 2.1.102
saw/ circular saw machine and grinding and setting of
blade/ cutter.

2 Demonstrate different operations on Jointer/surface Planer/ 2.1.103 - 2.1.109
Thickness planer machine along with sharpening blades.
(Range of operations – Surfacing, thickening, chamfering,
edge bending etc.)

3 Demonstrate working on pedestal grinding (Range of 2.1.110 - 2.1.112
operations – grinding of mushroom head, cutting edge of
tools, drills, etc.)

4 Demonstrate working on pedestal /potable drilling machine, 2.1.113 - 2.1.116
use of different types of drill bits, make holes of different sizes
in correct location on woodwork.

5 Demonstrate different operations on wood turning lathe along 2.1.117 - 2.1.122
with sharpening of cutting tools.

6 Demonstrate different operations on Tenon and mortise 2.1.123 - 2.1.127
machine.

7 Demonstrate different operations on Sanding machine. 2.1.128 & 2.1.129

8 Identify and prepare different types of pattern, core box, core 2.2.130 - 2.2.147
print etc. for moulding application with proper allowances and
colour codes.

9 Produce component involving different operations of fitting 2.3.148 - 2.3.150
work and check for functionality.

10 Produce component involving different operations of sheet 2.4.151 - 2.4.155
metal work and check for functionality.

11 Prepare various roof truss, door and windows frame, shutters, 2.5.156 - 2.5.169
assembling & fixing (wooden, aluminium & pvc).

12 Paint various door, windows frame, stair and furniture 2.5.170 - 2.5.174
(wooden bar aluminum or PVC).

13 Prepare various type of wooden floor, partition wall etc. 2.5.175 - 2.5.179

14 Check, identify, analyze and repair the wooden job. 2.5.178 & 2.5179
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SYLLABUS
(Volume II of II)

Duration Reference Learning
          Outcome

  Professional Skill
    (Trade Practical)
(With indicative hour)

  Professional Knowledge
          (Trade Theory)

Professional
Skill 75 Hrs;

Professional
Knowledge 21
Hrs

Demonstrate ripping, cross
cutting, curve cutting etc. on
band saw/ circular saw ma-
chine and grinding and set-
ting of blade/ cutter.

87 Demonstrate band saw ma
chine with different parts &
their functions. (07 hrs.)

88 Demonstration to the safety
precaution with operational
techniques. (07 hrs.)

89 Remove and refit band saw
blades. (03 hrs.)

90 Grinding and setting opera-
tion of band saw blade. (08
hrs.)

• Describe constructional
features of band saw ma-
chine.

• Types of band saw machine.
• Sizes of band saw machine.
• Parts of band saw machine.
• Function of band saw ma-

chine.
• P.P.E for band saw machine

(07 hrs.)

91. Ripping & cross cutting
operation on band saw ma-
chine with hard wood.
(07 hrs.)

92. Curve cutting operation on
hard board or soft wood or
ply board by band saw ma-
chine. (08 hrs.)

93.Bevelling operation on hard
wood/ soft wood. (05 hrs.)

94.Chamfering operation on
hard wood/ soft wood/ ply
board by bend saw machine.
(05 hrs.)

• Operation of band saw
machine.

• Safety precaution of bad saw
machine.

• Care & maintenance of band
saw machine with oiling &
greasing. (07 hrs)

95.Demonstrate circular saw
machine, its parts and their
operational techniques with
safety precaution. (04 hrs.)

96.Remove and refit of circular
saw blade. (02 hrs.)

97.Grinding and setting opera-
tion of the circular saw blade.
(04 hrs.)

98.Ripping & cross cutting op-
eration on hard wood/ soft
wood/ ply wood (not less
than 12 mm) by circular saw
machine. (04hrs.)

99.Rebating & grooving opera-
tion on hard wood/ soft wood
by circular saw machine. (04
hrs.)

100.Mitering operation on hard
wood/ soft wood/ plywood
(not less than 12 mm) (02
hrs.)

• Describe circular saw
machine.

• Types of circular saw ma-
chine.

• Sizes of circular saw machine.
• Identify the parts of circular

saw machine.
• Function of circular saw

machine.
• Different types of saw blades

used in circular saw machine.
• Safety precaution of circular

saw machine.
• Care & maintenance of

circular saw machine with
oiling & greasing.

• Operation of portable type
circular saw machine.

• Safety precautions
• P.P.E for the circular saw

machine. (07 hrs)
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Professional
Skill 25 Hrs;

Professional
Knowledge 07
Hrs

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 25 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 07
Hrs

Demonstrate working on ped-
estal grinding (Range of op-
erations – grinding of mush-
room head, cutting edge of
tools, drills, etc.)

101.Demonstrate portable
Circular saw machine with
different parts & their
functions. (04 hrs.)

102.Remove and refit of saw
blade. (01 hr.)

Professional
Skill 50 Hrs;

Professional
Knowledge 14
Hrs

Demonstrate different opera-
tions on Jointer/surface
Planer/Thickness planer ma-
chine along with sharpening
blades. (Range of operations
– Surfacing, thickening,
chamfering, edge bending
etc.)

103. Demonstrate Jointer/sur
face Planer machine, its
parts and their operational
techniques and safety pre
caution. (06 hrs.)

104.Remove and refit of cutter
of planning machine. (04
hrs.)

105.Sharpening and honing
operation of cutter of plan
ning machine. (15 hrs.)

• Describe of planning machine.
• Types of planning machine.
• Sizes of planning machine.
• Parts of surface/thickness

planning machine.
• Function of surface/ thickness

planning machine.
• P.P.E for the surface/ thick-

ness planning machine.
(07 hrs)

106.Surfacing operation on
hard wood/ soft wood by
planning machine. (06hrs.)

107.Thickness operation on
hard wood/ soft wood by
planning machine. (06hrs.)

108.Chamfering Operation
(06hrs.)

109.Edge bending operation
on hard wood/ soft wood
by planning machine.
(07hrs.)

• Operation of surface /thick-
ness planning machine.

• Safety precaution of surface
/ thickness planning ma-
chine.

• Care & maintenance of sur-
face / thickness planning ma-
chine

• Oiling & greasing. (07 hrs)

110. Demonstrate pedestal
grinding machine, its parts
and their operational tech
niques with safety precau
tions. (06hrs.)

111. Demonstrate off hand
grinding operation as per
requirement of the trade.
(07 hrs.)

112. Grind mushroom head,
cutting edge of tools, drill
bits and check correct
ness. (12 hrs.)

• Pedestal grinding machine -
Description, Types, Sizes,
Parts, Function, Operation of
pedestal grinding machine.

• Safety precaution and P.P.E
for the pedestal grinding ma-
chine

• Care & maintenance of ped-
estal grinding machine with
oiling &greasing.(07 hrs)

Demonstrate working on ped-
estal /potable drilling ma-
chine, use of different types
of drill bits, make holes of
different sizes in correct lo-
cation on woodwork.

113. Demonstrate pedestal
  drilling machine and its
 parts & their operational
 techniques and safety
 precaution. (06 hrs.)

114. Make different sizes of drill
hole on wooden block/ job
using straight/ taper shank
drill bit. (10 hrs.)

115 Use of counter sinking bit
on job. (07 hrs.)

116. Demonstrate care & main
tenance. (02 hrs.)

• Pedestal drilling machine -
Description, Types, Sizes,
Parts, Function, Operation of
pedestal drilling machine.

• Safety precaution and P.P.E
for the pedestal drill ing
machine

• Care & maintenance of ped-
estal drilling machine with oil-
ing & greasing

• Types of drill bits used in drill
machine.(07 hrs)
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Professional
Skill 25 Hrs;

Professional
Knowledge 07
Hrs

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 25 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 07
Hrs

Demonstrate different opera-
tions on Tenon and mortise
machine.

Professional Skill
25 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 07
Hrs

Demonstrate different opera-
tions on wood turning lathe
along with sharpening of cut-
ting tools.

117. Demonstrate wood turning
lathe, its parts & chisels
sets with operational tech
nique and safety precau
tion. (04 hrs.)

118. Remove, grind and refit
cutting tools and set job.
(04 hrs.)

119. Plain turning operation on
hard wood/ soft wood by
wood turning lathe.(04

hrs.)
120. Drilling, boring, taper turn

ing operation on hard wood/
soft wood by wood turning
lathe. (05 hrs.)

121.Make chisel handle, table
lamp stand, etc on wood
turning lathe. (05 hrs.)

122. Internal turning operation
using face plate. (03 hrs.)

• Wood turning lathe - Descrip-
tion, Types, Sizes, Parts,
Function, Types, Operation of
wood turning lathe.

• Safety precaution and P.P.E
for wood turning lathe.

• Care & maintenance of wood
turning lathe with oiling &
greasing.

• Types and application of set
of chisels

• Signature of cutting tools.
(07 hrs)

123.Demonstrate working of
mortise machine, its part,
their operational tech
niques and safety precau
tion. (06 hrs.)

124.Adjust table along with feed
and job holding. (03 hrs.)

125.Mortising operation on
hard wood/ soft wood
(300mmX50 mm X 25mm).
(05 hrs.)

126.Remove and refit of chain
& sprocket with the ma-
chine. (05 hrs.)

127. Make groove at the face
or edge on the job. (06 hrs.)

• Mortise machine - Descrip-
tion, Types, Sizes, Parts,
Function, Operation of mor-
tise machine.

• Safety precaution and P.P.E
formortise machine.

• Care & maintenance of mor-
tise machine with oiling &
greasing

• Calculation of timber, weight,
area, volume etc.
(07 hrs)

Demonstrate different opera-
tions on Sanding machine.

128.Demonstrate working of
different types Sanding ma
chine, its part, their opera
tional techniques and
working safety precaution.
(10 hrs.)

129.Operation on hard wood/
soft wood by using sand
ing machine. (15hrs.)

• Sanding machine - Descrip-
tion, Types, Parts of sanding
machine.

• Safety precaution and P.P.E
for sanding machine.
(07 hrs)

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 75 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 21
Hrs

Identify and prepare different
types of pattern, core box,
core trint etc., for moulding
application with proper allow-
ances and colour codes.

130. Identify pattern making
hand tools (02 hrs.)

131.Use contraction rule (01hr.)
132.Demonstrate application of

different type of pattern al
lowances. (05 hrs.)

133.Layout simple solid pattern
on layout board. (03 hrs.)

• Introduction of pattern
• Different hand tool including

contraction rule.
• Different allocation
• Different shrinkage
• Drafting
• Pattern allowance
• Different types of timber used

in pattern making.
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P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 25 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 07
Hrs

137.Making dowels for split pat
tern. (02 hrs.)

138.Use of dowel pin and nail
and screw etc. (02 hrs.)

139.Make templates by sun-
mica, hard wood. (04 hrs.)

140.Make filets. (03 hrs.)
141.Layout of multi pieces pat

tern. (07 hrs.)
142.Mark and make multi piece

pattern with teak wood as
per layout and drawing. (07
hrs.)

Produce component involving
different operations of fitting
work and check for function-
ality.

148.Mark and make hanging
plate, corner plate, name
plate, different types of
clamps and angle plate by
chipping, sawing filling,
drilling, counter sinking
etc. (14 hrs.)

149.Make nuts, bolts, washers,
screws by drilling, taping
and dieing. (06hrs.)

150.Grind chisels, drills and
check for correct cutting
angle. (05hrs.)

General safety in fitting shop
• Types of marking and cutting

tools and their uses. (viz.,
marking block, chisels, ham-
mer, hacksaw, files, etc.)

• Usesand maintenance of
tools - Steel rule, try squares,
scriber, divider, calipers and
other tools. Marking table,
marking block etc.

• Application of bench vice,
clamps.

• Types of drill bits, counter bor-
ing tool, taps and dies used
in fitting work.

• Types of nuts, bolts, washers,
machine screws etc. (07 hrs)

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 50 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 14
Hrs

Produce component involving
different operations of sheet
metal work and check for
functionality.

Sheet metal work (S.M.W)
151.Mark, cut and make vari

ous joints. (06hrs.)
152.Develop and mark metal

sheet to make simple
square container as per
drawing. (08hrs.)

134.Make pattern as per
checked layout (take help
of wood working machines
as much as possible) on
teak wood. (06hrs.)

135.Make Layout of split pat
tern. (03 hrs.)

136.Mark and make split pat
tern on teak wood. (05hrs.)

• Types of pattern and their
uses.

• Application of colour code in
pattern making.
(07 hrs)

• Reading of blue print and
drawing

• Layout board and its use.
• Dowel types, size and use in

pattern making work.
• Multi-piece pattern complica-

tion and remedy.
(07 hrs)

143.Mark and make core and
core print. (06 hrs.)

144.Prepare core box. (06 hrs.)
145.Carting pattern. (05 hrs.)
146.Positioning of core point

(03 hrs.)
147.Apply Colour code on pat

tern, core box as per IS
specification. (05 hrs.)

• Types and uses of core and
core print.

• Colour codes specification.
• Use of points on pattern, core,

corebox is point.
• Estimate volume of wood and

other requirement for pattern
making box. (07 hrs)

Common sheet metal tools ¡V
• Description, type and uses of

hand tools for sheet metal
work.

• Application of various types
of hammer.
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P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 100 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 28
Hrs

Prepare various roof truss,
door and windows frame,
shutters, assembling & fixing
(wooden, aluminium & pvc).

156.Revision of basic joint re
lated with building work.
(04 hrs.)

157.Making door shutter. (06
hrs.)

158.Making panel door. (06
hrs.)

159.Making door glazed shut
ter. (06 hrs.)

160.Fitting moulding with
glass. (03 hrs.)

• Introduction about building
construction.

• Different type door & windows
and different size.

• Different type panel used for
panel shutter, glazed shutter.

• Substitute of wood viz., block
board, hard board etc.
(07 hrs)

169.Assembling and fixing of
P.V.C door for kitchen and
W.C bath. (25 hrs.)

• Cutting angular wise P.V.C
door frame.

153.Make simple square con
tainer with wired edge and
riveted joint and check di
mension of the product.
(12hrs.)

154.Develop and mark metal
sheet to make a funnel as
per drawing. (10hrs.)

155.Make funnel as per draw
ing with solder joint and
check dimension of the
product. (14hrs.)

• Application of various types
of stakes.

• Development of various type
of shape.

• Development of drawing and
layout simple pattern

• Right concept of shearing,
punching, folding, bending
etc(14 hrs)

161.Marking and making win
dow frame and window
shutter. (06 hrs.)

162.Use protection bar. (05 hrs.)
163.Roof trusses layout. (06

hrs.)
164.Make Model type king post

and queen post. (08 hrs.)

• Description of window frame
and shutter

• Uses of frame and shutter of
window

• Definition of roof trusses
• Terms of king post and queen

post. (07 hrs)

Prepare sliding window & ‘Z’
battened window by alumi-
num channel
165.Angular cutting of alu

minium bar at different
angle and size. (06 hrs.)

166.Join angular aluminium bar
by screw and modern ad
hesive like dendrite,
feviquick etc. (06 hrs.)

167.Aluminium channel bar
joining by fibre glass (06
hrs.)

168.Fiber glass shutter fitted
with aluminium channel.
(07 hrs.)

• Description of aluminium
• Anodising of the aluminium

windows, channel, section
etc.

• Knowledge of different alu-
minium section, channels re-
quired for manufacturing the
windows.

• Drilling of aluminium bar and
joining by screw and adhe-
sive.

• Knowledge of fibre glass
• Introduce about rubber pad-

ding /gasket and aluminium
wheel.

• Uses of channel window
which is involved in building
construction. (07 hrs)

• Uses of P.V.C as substitute
of wood.

• Give more get-up and cheap-
est in price.

• New style framing work.
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P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 50Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
K n o w l e d g e
14Hrs

170.Removal of old painting by
application of chemical
paint remover. (04 hrs.)

171.New painting for door, win
dow stair, furniture, etc. (04
hrs.)

172.Plain and smoothing of
door & window and stair
case railing. (05 hrs.)

173.Apply Synthetic enamel
primer on the new surface.
(08 hrs.)

174.Apply synthetic enamel
paint or oil paint on the
priming surface as finish
ing coat. (04 hrs.)

Prepare various type of
wooden floor, partition wall
etc.
Check, identify, analyze and
repair the wooden job.

175. Identification of simple floor
construction. (10hrs.)

176.Use the cogged joint for
wooden floors. (10hrs.)

177.Demonstrate different type
basement floor single joint
wooden floor and double
joint wooden floor. (10hrs.)

178.Make structure of wooden
partition wall. (10hrs.)

179.Repair and recondition fur
niture, door and window,
staircase hand railing.
(10hrs.)

• Purpose of using floor con-
struction with different types
of joist.

• Basic principal of repairing
work, door window, staircase
rack etc.

• Illustrate of nail screw bracket
angle plate nut bolt, etc.

• Economic factors and mate-
rial estimates.

• Hilti laser tools, types and
their applications(14 hrs)

• Apply of removing old paint-
ing by new chemical then af-
ter repainting on furniture

• Uses of new painting and
priming on furniture. (07 hrs)

• Forming shape by joining
adhesive and screwing.

• P.V.C shutter door finish by
adhesive and screwing.

• Assembling & fixing the
PVC door.

• Modern technologies follow
up P.V.C moulding.

• Advantages and disadvan-
tages (07 hrs)

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Skill 25 Hrs;

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Knowledge 07
Hrs

Paint various door, windows
frame, stair and furniture
(wooden or aluminum).

In-plant training / Project work Projects viz.

a Pen stand

b Flower vase

c Drawing Board

d Notice Board

e Doors

f Windows, etc.
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Construction Exercise 2.1.87
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate the band saw machine with different parts and their functions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the band saw machine
• identify the parts of band saw machine
• functions of  band saw machine.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate all the
parts of band saw machine and their functions
to the students.

• Trainees will note down all the parts and their function
of band saw machine.`

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identification of parts and their functions

Parts No. Name of Parts Functions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.88
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate to the safety precaution with operational techniques
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate to the safety precautions while using band saw machine
• demonstrate to the operational techniques of band saw machine.

Band saw machine illustration shown in Ex.No:2.01.87

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate all the safety precautions  of band saw machine and their
operational techniques  to the students.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed safety
precautions and operational techniques

Table 1

Safety precautions and operational techniques

Sl.No Operational techniques                                    Safety precautions

1 Ripping • Remove scraps from table and floor.
• Guards are in position and secure.
• Check the blade positioned between the jaws.
• Saw guide adjust the 5mm sequence above the thickness of

the work.

2 Cross cutting • Allow the saw to attain full speed before commencing to saw.
• Keep fingers at least 75mm away from the blade.
• Use a push stick for small work.

3 Curve cutting • Avoid backing out of curved cuts.
• Do not saw cylindrical work.

4 Bevelling • Tilt the table at the desired angle before commencing to saw.

5 Chamfering • Switch off to make any adjustments.
• Give your undivided attention to the job of sawing.
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Construction Exercise 2.1.89
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove and refit band saw blades
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove the band saw blade in machine
• refit the band saw blade in machine.

Job Sequence
Remove the band saw blade

• Disconnect the unit from power.

• Open the top and bottom wheel guard.

• Clean out any excessive saw dust or chips.

• Loose the upper and lower saw guide assemblies.
(Fig 1)

• Remove upper guide (jaws) and lower guide (jaws).

• Loose the blade tension locate  the tension adjustment.

• Remove upper guide (jaws) and lower guide (jaws).

• Remove the band saw blade safely out of the way.

Refit the band saw blade

• Installing the new band saw blade slide the blade
through the slot in the saw table.

• Place the blade on the upper, lower wheels.

• Centre the table over the centre of each two wheels.

• Front side of the blade teeth should be painting down
towards the blade. (Fig 2)

• Raise the top wheel to apply tension keep turn the
tightening knob.

• Bring the saw guides forward. (Fig 2)

• Front edges of the jaws even or slightly back of the
teeth gullet. (Fig 2)

• Blade should run evenly between the jaws about 1mm
clearance on each side. (Fig 2)

• Lock the guide assemblies in position.

• Move the blade support wheel forward on each guide
assembly.

• Blade support wheel 1mm away from the back edge of
the blade.

• With the blade properly tensioned and tracking on the
centre of the tires.

• Lock them in position.

• Rotate the wheels by hand.

• Check all the adjustment and clearance. (Fig 3)
• Close the top and bottom wheel guard.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.90
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Grinding and setting operation of  band saw blades
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding the band saw blade
• teeth setting the band saw blade.

Job Sequence

Grinding the band saw blade

• Check the grinding wheel.

• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closer to the wheel.

• Protect your eyes with goggles.

• Switch on the grinder machine.

• Hold the band saw blade parallel to the grinding wheel
edge.

• Rest the width of the blade on the tool rest.

• Allow the teeth point to touch the grinding wheel.

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting edge.

• Continue pushing the band saw blade teeth are grind.

• Move the  band saw blade evenly across the grinding.
Wheel to get required sharpness.

• Switch off the grinder.

• Remove the band saw blade.

Precaution

• Never touch  the wheel while rotating

• Avoid burning of the blade

• Never allow the blade to become blue

• Only the face of the wheel and not the sides.

Skill sequence

Sharpening and teeth setting in band saw blade
Objective: This shall help you to
• sharpen the band saw blade.

Saw sharpening using triangular file and teeth
setting using notched saw set.

Fix the blade on work bench vice using wooden support
pieces. (Fig 1)

Select suitable slim taper triangular file. (Fig 2)

Set the teeth using notched saw set. (Fig 3)

Setting operation consist of bending over the teeth
alternately to one side and then to the opposite side 11/
2 times thickness of the blade.(Fig 4)

Hold the file square to the blade.

Filling is done by holding right hand on the handle and left
hand at the tip of the file. (Fig 5)



5Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.90
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.91
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Ripping and cross cutting operation on band saw machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• sawing for the ripping
• sawing for the cross cutting.
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Job Sequence
TASK 1: Sawing for the ripping

• Adjust the saw guide post to 20 mm above the job for
clearance.

• Set the ripping fence at the distance of 30mm from the
blade. (Fig 2) Stock must be held flat on the table
against the ripping fence.

Wheel guards must be closed before switching
on the machine.

Saw blade must be properly adjusted before
turning on the machine.

• Switch on the machine.

Allow the saw blade to reach full speed before
starting to feed the job.

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure.

Stock must be held flat on the table

• Saw the stock along the marked pencil line.

• Feed the stock slowly with the support of a push stick.

• Repeat the same procedure for all other(marked lines)
pieces also.

• Mark the job as per drawing. Using foot rule pencil
marking gauge and try square.

• Draw three parallel lines on the job at a distance of
30mm width wise using foot rule and carpenter pencil.

• Select the band saw blade as required size.

• Sharp the band saw blade using triangular file.

• Set the blade on band saw wheel (upper and lower).

• Check the tension of the saw blade.(Fig 1)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.91

TASK 2:  Sawing for the cross cutting

• Mark the job as per drawing. Using foot rule and try
square.

• Draw three cross line on the job at a distance of 105mm
length using foot rule and carpenter pencil.

• Check the tension of the saw blade.

• Adjust the saw guide post to 20mm above the job for
clearance.

• Set the ripping fence at the distance of 105mm from the
blade. (Fig 1) Stock must be held flat on the against the
ripping fence.

• Set the mitre gauge at the table slot.

• Hold job at the mitre gauge.(Fig 2).



8 Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.91

Avoid uneven setting of the saw blade teeth.

Keep fingers atleast 75 mm away from the
blade.

• Switch on the machine.

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure.

• Saw the stock across the marked pencil line.

• Feed the stock slowly.

• Repeat the same procedure for all other marked lines.

• Switch off the machine.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.92
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Curve cutting by using band saw machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• curve cutting the wooden piece.
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Job Sequence

• Mark the job as per drawing using foot rule and try
square.

• Draw the curve lines on the job at a distance of 25, 50,
50 and 75 mm width wise using foot rule and carpenter
pencil. (Fig 1)

• Place the job work table.

• Switch on the machine.

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure.

• Pushing stock forward to make the cut.

Do not back out of a curved cut while the saw
is running.

Job jamming in a cut suddenly stop the switch.

• Saw the stock along the marked curved line.

• Repeat the same procedure for all other marked curved
lines.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.92

• Transfer the measurement from the steel rule to the
using trammel for the required curves.

• Select the band saw blade properly required for curve
cutting.

• Set the blade on band saw upper and lower wheel.
(Fig 2)

• Check the tension of the saw blade. (Fig 2)

• Adjust the saw guide post to 20 mm above the job for
clearance.

• Remove the ripping fence and mitre gauge.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.93
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Bevelling operation by band saw machine
Objectives:: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the band saw machine table
• set the ripping fence
• sawing for the bevelling.
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Job Sequence

• Mark the job as per drawing.

• Draw the bevelling line on the job length wise using foot
rule, try square, marking gauge, pencil and bevel
square. (Fig 1)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.93

• Select the band saw blade properly required bevelling
operation.

• Set the band saw blade upper and lower wheel.

• Raise the upper wheel using tenon adjustment.

• Check the alignment of blade in wheels.

• Set the band saw table tilting required angle. (Fig 2)

• Set the ripping fence from the blade required distance.
(Fig 2)

• Stock must be held against the ripping fence. (Fig 2)

• Switch on the machine.

• Pushing stock forward as you make the cut.

• Sawing stock the bevelling marked line.

• Repeat same procedure for other bevelling marked line
also.

• Finishing the job. (Fig 3)

• Switch off the machine.

Switch off to make any adjustments.

Give your undivided attention to the job of
sawing.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.94
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Chamfering operation by band saw machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the band saw machine table
• set the band saw fence
• do the sawing for chamfering.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material using foot rule.

• Mark the chamfering line on the job using foot rule,
Pencil and bevel square. (Fig 1)

• Select  the blade as properly required chamfering
operation.

• Set the blade upper and lower wheel.

• Check the alignment of the saw blade

• Set the saw table tilting required chamfering angle.
(Fig 2)

• Set the ripping fence from the saw blade required
distance. (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.94

• Adjust the saw guide post above the job for clearance.

• Switch on the machine.

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure.

• Saw the stock along the chamfering line.

• Finish the chamfering cut. (Fig 3)

• Switch off the machine.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.95
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate circular saw machine parts and their operational techniques
with safety precaution
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate circular saw machine its parts and their operational techniques
• demonstrate the safety precautions to followed while working circular saw machine.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
circular saw machine along with parts,
operational techniques and safety precaution
to followed the student.

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of circular
saw machine and their operational techniques with
safety precautions.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Parts No. Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

      10

Safety precautions and operational  techniques

Sl.No Operational techniques Safety precautions

1 Ripping • Blade is properly fitted and tightened to the arbor.
• Never stand directly in line with the blade.
• Use saws which are properly sharpened.

2 Cross cutting • Make sure the guard and splitter are firmly secured in the correct
position.

• Do not use the fence as a stop when cross cutting.
• Always use flat stock for sawing.

3 Rebating • Guard has to be removed for this operation.
• Table adjusted to required depth of cut.

4 Grooving • Avoid loose knots, warps and nail materials.
• Do not reach post the blade.
• Switch off the machine to make any adjustment.

5 Miter cutting • While using the saw keep fingers atleast 100 mm away from blade.
• Use correct saw blade for the job.
• Never saw free hand on circular saw machine.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.96
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove and refit of circular saw machine blade
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove the blade in circular saw machine
• refit the blade incircular saw machine.

• Locate the blade plate on the table loosen and remove
these screws in order to remove the plate.

• Clean out any excessive saw dust or chips.

• Place a small block of wood against the blade to
prevent blade from accidentally turning.

• Located and remove arbor nut and washer from the
blade by turning the nut counter clock wise (Towards
you) with a spanner. (Fig 1)

Remove the blade and set a side out the way
while you work.

TASK 2: Refit the blade in circular saw machine

• Select the blade for the application. (Fig 2) Hold the blade safely with the small block of
wood.

• Place the washer and nut in place and secure the blade
in place by tightening the nut. By tarring it clockwise.
(away from you)

• Check the blade in position.

• Reinstall the blade plate by lightening the screws that
secure the plate to the top of the table.

• Reconnect the power in machine.

• Turn the saw on and run the blade to determine if the
blade is correctly installed and running true.

Job Sequence

TASK 1: Remove the circular saw blade

• Disconnect the power of the machine.

• Proper size and shape of arbor hole.

• Installing the new circular saw blade place on the arbor.

• Teeth of the blade positioned toward the front of the
table saw.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.97
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Grinding and setting the circular saw machine blade
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding and setting the circular saw blade.

Job Sequence

Grinding and setting circular saw machine blade.

• Select the grinding wheel.

• Installing the grinding wheel in place of spindle on
grinding machine.

• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closer to the grinding wheel..

• Hold the circular saw blade in tool rest.

• Protect your eyes with goggles.

• Allow the teeth to touch the grinding wheel. (Fig 1)

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting edge.

• Continue pushing the  circular saw blade teeth angle
grind. (Fig 1)

• Setting operation consist of bending over the teeth
alternately to one side and then to the opposite side.

1 ½ times thickness of the blade setting.

• Move the circular saw blade evenly the  grinding to get
required sharpness.

.• Switch off the grinder machine.

• Remove the circular saw blade.

• Fix the blade on work bench vice using wooden support
pieces.

• Set the teeth using notched saw set. (Fig 2)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.98
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Ripping and cross cutting by using circular saw machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• sawing for the ripping
• cutting for the cross section.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Sawing for the ripping

• Mark the job as per drawing.

• Draw two parallel lines on the job at a distance of
50 mm width wise using steel rule and carpenter
pencil. (Fig 1)

• Sharp the circular saw blade using triangular file.

• Set the blade on circular saw arbor.

• Check the position of the saw blade.(Fig 2)

• Adjust the saw guard to 20 mm above the job for
clearance. Using extension rod.

• Set the fence at the distance of 50mm from the
blade.Stock must be held flat on the table against the
fence. (Fig 2.)

Check to see that the blade runs free.

Teeth should project 8 mm above the top of the
work.

• Switch on the machine.

• Keeping the stock pressed against the fence.

• Slowly push it with an even pressure through the saw.

• Saw the stock along the marked pencil line.

• Feed the stock slowly with the support of a push stick.

• Repeat the saw procedure for all other marked pencil
line pieces also.

TASK 2: Cutting for the cross section

• Mark the job as per drawing.

• Draw three cross lines on the job at a distance of
150 mm width wise using steel rule, try square and
carpenter pencil. (Fig 1)

• Select cross cut circular saw blade.

• Set the blade on circular saw arbor.

• Check the position of the saw blade.

• Adjust the saw guard to 20 mm above the job for
clearance.

• Remove the fence in table.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.98
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• Set the mitre gauge to table slot support and push the
work through the work. (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.98

• Switch on the machine.

• Start sawing slowly with even pressure. (Fig 2)

• Saw the stock along the blade pencil line.

• Feed the stock slowly.

• Repeat the same procedure for all other marked pencil
line pieces also.

Never allow the hands to be in front or above
the blade.

Adjust the fence and mitre gauge so that the
stock will not bind in the blade.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.99
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Rebating and grooving operation by circular saw machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the rebating on the plank
• make the grooving on the plank.
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Job Sequence
TASK 1: Sawing for rebating

• Check the planed plank for required length, width and
thickness to make rebating.

• Mark the dimension of rebating on plank using marking
gauge and steel rule as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Set the saw blade at a distance of 20mm above the
table to cut depth of rebating.

• Check the required measurement keeping the plank
against the fence and saw blade by rotating the saw
blade by hand.

• Switch on the machine. Keep the plank vertically on
the table against the saw blade.

• Push the plank gently with even pressure against the
saw blade facing with fence. (Fig 2)

• Switch off the machine.

• Set the fence at a distance of 10 mm from the saw
blade to cut the shoulder portion of rebating.

• Set the saw blade at a distance of 10 mm above the
table.

• Keep the plank flat on the table against the saw blade.

• Check the measurements before cutting.

• Switch on the machine.

• Move the plank gently with even pressure against the
saw blade facing with fence.

• Switch off the machine after work.

• Remove the waste portion of the rebating.

• Check the rebating as per drawing.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.99

TASK 2: Sawing for grooving

• Check the planed plank for required length, width and
thickness to make groove. (Fig 1)

• Mark the dimension of groove on plank using mortise
gauge and steel rule as per drawing.

• Select the saw blade. (Fig 2)
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• Set the saw fence to the required distance of 22 mm
from the saw blade.

• Set the saw blade at distance of 15 mm above the
table.

• Check the measurements.

• Switch on the machine.

• Keep the plank vertically on the table against the
blade.

• Move the plank against the saw blade and facing with
fence slowly and evenly for first groove cut.  (Fig 3)

• Switch off the machine.

• Adjust the saw fence to 25mm distance from saw blade
for second cut. Switch on the machine.

Switch off main power to change blade.
Do not allow scrap to accumulate on the table.

• Push the plank gently with even pressure against the
saw blade facing with the fence.

• Switch off the machine after work.

• Finish the grooving operation.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.99
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.100
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Mitering operation by circular saw machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the mitering on the plank.
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Job Sequence

• Check the planed plank for required length, width and
thickness to make mitering.

• Mark the job as per drawing using steel rule, mitre
gauge, carpenter pencil. (Fig 1)

• Select the circular saw blade in mitre cutting work.

• Set the blade on circular saw arbor using spanner.

• Check the position of the saw blade.

• Adjust the saw guard to 30 mm above the job for
clearance.

• Remove the fence.

• Set the mitre gauge in table slot in 45° angle. (Fig 2)

• Switch on the machine.

• Hold the stock in mitre gauge.

• Pushing the mitre gauge forward as you make the cut.

• Sawing stock slowly with even pressure to make mitre.

• Repeat the same procedure for other end to make mitre
cutting. (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.100

Saw guard should never be set higher them
level with the top of the teeth.
Should be short and properly set the blade.

• Switch off the machine after work.

• Finish the mitre cutting operations. (Fig 3)

• Check the mitering as per drawing. (Fig 3)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.101
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate portable power circular saw machine with different parts and
their functions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the portable power circular saw machine and parts
• demonstrate the portable power circular saw machine functions.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate all
the parts of  portable power circular saw
machine and their functions to the students.

• Trainees will note down all the parts of portable power
circular saw machine and their functions.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by instructor.

Table 1

Identification of portable power circular saw machine parts and their functions

Sl. No. Name of Parts Functions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.102
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove and refit of portable power circular saw machine blade
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove the blade in portable power circular saw machine
• refit the blade in portable power circular saw machine.

Job Sequence

Task 1: Remove the portable power circular saw machine blade

• Disconnect power the machine.

• Move the support of the cutting guide.

• Place a small block wood against the  blade teeth  to
prevent form accidently turning.

• Located and remove arbor nut and washer form the
blade by turning the nut counter clockwise with a
spanner. (Fig 1)

• Remove the blade in the machine.

Task 2: Refit the portable power circular saw machine blade

• Select blade for the application.

• Check the proper size shape in arbor hole.

• Place the new blade on the arbor.

• Teeth of the blade positioned towards the front.

• Place the washer and nut in place and secure the blade
in place by tightening nut by turning it clockwise.
(Fig 2)

• Check the all adjustment.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.103
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate jointer/surface planer machine, its parts and their operational
techniques and safety precautions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate for jointer/surface planer machine parts and their operational techniques
• demonstrate safety precautions to followed while working jointer/surface planer machine.

Table 1

Identification surface planer of parts name

Parts No. Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

         10

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
jointer/surface planer machine along with
parts; operational techniques and safety
precautions to followed the student

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of jointer/
surface planer machine and their operational techniques
with safety precautions.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Operational techniques and safety precautions for surface planer

SL.No Operational Technique Safety precautions

1 Surface planing • Check that the floor is clear of scraps.
• Check sharpness and security of cutting blade.
• Do not  warped (or) twisted board.
• Do not allow fingers with in 100mm of cutter.
• Adjust front blade only for depth of cut.

2 Face edge Planing • Never plane stock of varying thickness at the same time.
• Feed the stock slowly and evenly.
• Never bend down to look in to a planer while it is running.

3 Chamfering • Make sure the guard is in place and cut.
• Do not plane stock less than 9mm thick.

4 Bevelling • Cupped stock should be placed hollow side down on the tables.

• Too much down pressure on warped thin stock.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.104
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove and refit of cutter of planing machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove the planing machine cutter
• refit the planing machine cutter.

Job Sequence

Remove the planer machine cutter (Fig 1)

• Disconnect the unit from power.

• Remove the fence in table.

• Lock for cutter head.

• Adjust the rear and front table turn freely cutter.

• Clean the dust in blade slots.

.• Located and remove bolt using spanner.

• Remove the cutter in slot.

• Repeat the same process for the other cutters.

Apply lubricant to the wedge locking  screws
so they turn freely.

Refit the planer blades/cutters

• Place the new blade in the slot of the cutter head.
(Fig 1)

• Set the blade with 3mm projection outside from the
cutter head and parallel to the cutter head using cutter
lock bar.(Fig 2)

• Check the projection of the cutter using straight edge.

• Tight the blade on the cutter head with bolt using
spanner.

• Repeat the same process for the other cutters.

• Test the projection of the blade with straight edges by
rotating the cutter head.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.105
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Grinding and sharpening operation the cutter of planing machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding of planer cutter
• sharpening of planer cutter.

Job Sequence

Grinding of planer cutter

• Open the jaws of the grinding machine to insert the
cutter.

• Insert the cutter in between the jaws of the grinding
machine.

• Set the cutter evenly projecting from the jaws of the
grinding machine.

• The projection of  the cutter should be 5 mm to from the
jaws of the grinding machine. (Fig 1)

• Tight  the cutter with jaws  of  the grinding machine
properly.

• Set the angle of jaws to 30° for grinding the cutter.

• Adjust the cutter against the grinding wheel for grinding.

• Switch on the machine.

• Move the cutter to and from against the grinding wheel
uniformly by hand.

• Continue the grinding till the required angle of cutter is
obtained.

Sharpening of planer cutter

• Keep the oil stone with oil stone block on work bench
stop.

• Place the grounded edge of the blade on the surface of
the oil stone. (Fig 2)

• Use proper recommended lubrication oil while
sharpening.

• Move the cutter to and from with even pressure on the
oil stone till to form a burr. Keep the cutter flat on the
oil stone and rub it till to remove the burr.

• Continue the sharpening procedure till you get fine
cutting edge. (Fig 3)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.106
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Surface planing operation on hard wood by surface planing machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• sharp the planer blade
• set the planer blade
• set the fence
• surface planing the hard wood.
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Job Sequence
• Sharp the planer blade using oil stone.

• Set the planer blade in the cutter head using spanner.

• Set the fence  80 mm away from right side end of the
table of an angle of 90° and clamp it. Switch on the
machine.

• Plane the face side or surface  stock by push stick with
fence and moving against the blade. (Fig 1)

• Set the fence  50 mm away from right side end of the
table of an angle of 90° and clamp it.  Plane the face
edge of the stock by push stick with fence and moving
against the blade.

• Feed the job against the cutter head for planing
required face side (or) surface and face edge.

• Check the face edge, face side of planed wooden
pieces using try square and steel rule. (Fig 2)

Do not plane stock less than 250 mm long.

Feed the stock slowly and evenly.

• Finish the surface planing as per the drawing.

Skill sequence

Setting the fence on surface planer machine
Objective: This shall help you to
• setting the fence on planer machine.

Place the fence above the table. (Fig 3)

Adjust fence 80 mm away from right side end on the table
to plane the job. (Fig 4)

Set the fence at 90° angle on the table by tightening the
adjustment handle and clamp it. (Fig 5)

Test the 90° angle of fence using try square.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.106
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Job Sequence

• Sharp the planer blade using oil stone.

• Set the planer blade in the cutter head using spanner.

• Planing wood piece is available in Ex.No.2.1.106
 required size of 75 x 35 x 600mm. (Fig 1)

• Feed the job against cutter head of the planing required
30 mm thickness.

• Check the required thickness 30 mm of the job using
steel rule.

• Switch off the machine.

• Set the lower table 70 mm height using adjustment
hand wheel.

• Switch on the machine.

• Feed the job against the cutter head for planing
required 70 mm width.

• Switch OFF the machine.

• Check the required width 70  mm of the job using steel
rule.

Switch off and allow the blades to stop rotating
before making any adjustments.

• Finish the thickness planing operation. (Fig 3)

• Set the lower table 30 mm height using adjustment
hand wheel. (Fig 2)

• Switch ON the machine.

Construction   Exercise 2.1.107
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Thickness planing operation on hard wood by thickness planing machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• plane the wooden piece to thickness planing machine.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.108
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Chamfering operation by surface planing machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the fence for chamfering
• set the table for chamfering operation
• plane a wooden piece to chamfering.

Note: The planing  wood is available in exercise No.2.1.107
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Job Sequence

• Check the planed wood for required size using  foot
rule.

• Mark the dimension of chamfering as per drawing using
foot rule, marking gauge.

• Set the planer blade in the cutter head to make
chamfering operation.

• Set the front table and rear table.

• Set the fence at 35° for supporting work when planing
chamfering. (Fig 1)

• Set the fence at required distance.

• Place the wooden piece on the table.

• Check the required measurements  against the fence
keeping the plank against the fence and  planer blade.
(Fig 2)

• Switch on the machine.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.108

• Plane the chamfering side by moving the wood piece
against the cutter head using push stick by hand.
(Fig 3)

• Repeat the same procedure to chamfering the wooden
piece to the required size as per drawing.

• Stop the machine and check the chamfering with bevel
square.

• Finish the chamfering planing operation.(Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.109
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Edge bevelling operation on hard wood by planing machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the fence and table for edge bevelling
• edge bevelling a wooden piece.
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Job Sequence

• Check the planed wood for required size using foot rule
as per drawing.

• Mark the dimension of edge planing as per drawing
using, foot rule, marking gauge and try square.

• Set the planer blade, in the cutter head to make edge
bevelling operation.

• Set the front table and rear table to make edge
bevelling.

• Set the fence at 90° for supporting work when edge
bevel planing. (Fig 1)

• Switch on the machine

• Plane the edge side bevelling by moving the wooden
plank against the cutter head. (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.109

• Repeat the same procedure to other edges bevel
planing.

• Stop the machine and check the dimension with foot
rule and bevel square.

• Finish the edge bevelling operation as per drawing.

• Set the fence at required distance.

• Place the wooden piece on the table. Keeping plank
against the fence and planer blade.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.110
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate pedestal grinding machine its parts and their operational
techniques with safety precautions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate pedestal grinding machine its parts and their operational techniques
• demonstrate the safety precaution to the followed while working pedestal grinding machine.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
pedestal grinding machine along with parts,
operational techniques and safety precaution
to followed the student

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of pedestal
grinding machine and their  operational techniques
with safety precaution.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identification of Parts

Parts No. Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Skill sequence

Pedestal grinding machine operation technique and safety precautions
Objective: This shall help you  to
• pedestal grinding machine operation techniques and safety precautions.

• Clean the pedestal grinding machine thoroughly.

• Check the grinding machine ON/OFF switch in is
proper position.

• Rotate and check the grinding wheels by hand with out
applying electric power.

• Switch ON the grinding machine standing aside and
allow to run the grinding wheels little while freely.

• Hold the grinding tool is hand.
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• Support the tool on work rest / tool rest.

• Touch the tool on grinding wheel face and grind it by
applying light pressure.

• Grind the tool both sides to the required angle and
sharpness.

• After grinding ‘Switch off’ the machine and allow to
stop.

• Clean the grinding machine thoroughly without dust
particular.

Note: For rough grinding, grind it in rough
wheel, and for fine grinding grind it is fine
wheel.

Safety precautions for pedestal grinding machine

• Use coolant to minimize the heat while grinding.

• Use personal protective  equipment  live, safety goggles,
hand gloves, safety shoes while grinding.

• Grinding wheels should be covered with proper guards
be from grinding.

• Do not grinding the work tool on sideways of the
grinding wheel. If you grinding the work/tools on sideways
of  the grinding wheel changes are there to get create
or break and also injury to operator and others.

• Perform the grinding operations very carefully while
grinding. Otherwise operator will get injury and others.
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Instructor shall display and demonstrate to
the student regarding the hand grinding
operation.

Construction   Exercise 2.1.111
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate off hand grinding operation as per requirement of the trade
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate off hand grinding operation
• grinding the firmer chisel.

Job Sequence

Hand grinding operation

• Before grinding : Check the grinding wheel by, sliding
the finger tip across the grinding wheel to detect
glazing.

• (In case of glazing, dress the wheel) For dressing use
silicon carbide sticks and seek the help of the
instructor. (Fig 1)

• Visually check for cracks.

• Switch on the grinder, stand by the side of the wheel
for safety, and see whether the wheel runs ‘true’ and
has no excessive vibration. In case of excessive
vibration, truing is necessary. Ask the instructor for
advice.

• Ensure that there is enough coolant in the container.

• Protect your eyes with goggles or lower the protecting
shield near the tool rest. (Fig 2)

• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closer to the wheel, if
necessary. (Fig 2)

During grinding: Take a blunt chisel for re-grinding.
Wood chisels will become blunt due to use. For efficient
chiseling, chisels are to be re-sharpened regularly.

• Do not use cotton waste or other material for holding
the chisel while grinding.

• Use only the face of the wheel and not the sides.

• Switch on the grinder.

• Hold the chisel edge parallel to the wheel surface; the
body of the chisel must be at an angle of 20° to 25°.

(Fig 3)

• Rest the body of the chisel on the tool rest and allow the
point to touch the wheel. (Fig 4)

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting edge, (avoid blue
colour, i.e. annealing effect). (Fig 5)

• Dip the chisel in the coolant as and when it is required
so as to avoid overheating.
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• Repeat the grinding on the side of the cutting edge.

• Check the grinding angle with a bevel protractor.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.112
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Grinding for mushroom head chisel, chisel cutting edge, drill bit and check
correctness
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding the chisel mushroom head
• grinding the chisel cutting edge
• grinding the drill bit.
• check the correctness.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Grinding the chisel mushroom head

• Select the grinding wheel.

• Check the grinding wheel for cracks.
• Ensure that there is enough coolant in the container.
• Protect your eyes with goggles or lower the protecting

shield near the tool rest..
• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closer to the wheel if

necessary.
• Switch on the grinder
• Hold the mushroom head chisel across the wheel

surface.
• Rest the body of the chisel on the tool rest and allow

the head to touch the wheel surface.
• Keep the pressure evenly and slowly.
• Rotate the chisel head grinding the mushroom head.

(Fig 1)

• Repeat the grinding cleaned mushroom head of the
chisel.

TASK 2: Grinding of flat chisel

Before grinding

• Check the grinding wheel by
• Sliding the finger tip across the grinding wheel to detect

glazing.
• Visually check for crack.
• Ensure that there is enough coolant in the container.
• Protect your eyes with goggles or lower the protecting

shield near the tool rest. (Fig 2)
• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closer to the wheel, if

necessary.  (Fig 2)

• Switch on the grinder.

During grinding
• Take a blunt chisel for re-grinding chisels will become

blunt due to use. For efficient chipping, chisels are to
be re-sharpened regularly.

• Do not use cotton waste or other material for holding
the chisel while grinding.

• Use only the face of the wheel and not the sides.
(Fig 3)

• Hold the chisel edge parallel to the wheel surface; the
body of the chisel must be at an angle of  30° in such
a way as to get 600 wedge angle.(Fig 5)

• Rest the body of the chisel on the tool rest (A) Fig 5 and
allow the point to touch the wheel. (Figs 4 & 5)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.112
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TASK 3: Grinding a twist drill bit and check cutting edge

•  The hand near the point should be pivoted lightly on the
tool rest for easy manipulation. (Fig 2)

• Lightly press the drill with an angle of  59° against the
grinding wheel, and at the same time, the drill shank is
moved up and down to get the lip clearance angle of
8°  to 12°.

• Before grinding, check for loading, glazing, and trueness
of wheels and cracks.

• Dress and true the wheel , if necessary.

• Switch on the grinding machine.

• The drill bit is held behind the point with the thumb and
index finger of the left hand, shank with the thumb and
index finger of the right hand. (Fig 1)

• Swing the shank of the drill slightly downward and
towards the left. (Fig 3)

• Repeat the operation for the other lip.

• Dip the tool in a coolant frequently.

• Finish the clearance angle from 9° to 12° and check the
angle with a drill gauge. (Fig 4)

• Check the lip length and maintain both sides equal.

• Reduce the web thickness at dead centre.

• Deburr the cutting edge by an oilstone.

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting edge. (Avoid blue
colours i.e., annealing effect.)

• Rock the point on both sides in as to provide convexity
at the cutting edge. (Fig 5 ) See the arrows ‘C’

• Dip the chisel in the coolant as and when it is required
so as to avoid overheating.

• Repeat the grinding on the opposite side of the cutting
edge.

• Check the wedge angle with a bevel protractor.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.113
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate  pedestal drilling machine parts, operational techniques and
safety precautions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate pedestal drilling machine parts and operational techniques
• demonstrate the safety precautions to the followed while working pedestal drilling machine.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
pedestal drilling machine along with parts,
operational techniques and safety precaution
to followed the student.

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of pedestal
drilling machine and their operational techniques with
safety precautions.

Skill sequence

Pedestal drilling machine operational techniques and safety precautions
Objectives: This shall help you to
• know the operational techniques while working on pedestal drilling machine
• know the safety precautions while working on drilling machine.

Pedestal drilling machine operation and shaping
Drilling, Chamfering, Boring deep hole, Counter sinking
and  Pivot hole
Never make any adjustments while the machine is
operating.
Never clean away chips with your hand use a brush.
Keep all loose clothing away from turning tools.
Make sure that the cutting tools are running straight before
starting the operation.
Never place tools or equipment on the drilling tables.
Keep all guards in place while operating.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1
Identification of parts

Parts No. Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Ease up on the feed as the drill breaks through the work
to avoid damaged tools or workplaces.
Remove all chuck keys and wrenches before operating.
Always wear eye protection while operating any drilling
machines.
Switch off power when not in use.
Clean and oil the machine after finishing the work.
The work piece and the drill should be rigidly held.
Select proper cutting speed according to material.

Ensure that the spindle head and table is locked properly.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.114
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Different sizes of drill hole on wood
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• drill through holes using pedestal drilling machine
• operate safety the pedestal drilling machine.
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Job Sequence

• Check the size of the given raw material.

• Plane and finish the given material to size 75 x 20 x
150 mm

• Mark and locate the centers for the holes to be drilling
using steel rule, try square,  marking gauge and pencil.
(Fig 1)

• Fix  the  φ20 mm taper shank drill bit on the spindle in
a drilling machine. (Fig 4)

• Centre punch the located drill centre.

• Mount the job in a machine vice using parallels and
clamp if securely in the drill press table.

• Set the work table in such a manner that drill can be
fixed and removed without disturbing the vice or table.
(Fig 2)

• Fix a  φ6 mm twisted drill bit on the chuck in a drilling
machine. (Fig 3)

• Set the spindle speed of the drilling machine.

• Switch on the drilling machine.

• Drilling the hole with uniform feed.

• Release the drill frequently from the hole

• Switch off the machine

• Remove φ6 mm twisted drill bit and fix the φ10 mm
twisted drill bit in a check.

• Repeat the same procedure to drill to the φ10 mm size

• Switch off the machine.

• Repeat the same procedure to drill to the 20 mm size.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the 20mm taper shank drill bit using drill drift.

• Fix  the  φ18 mm  taper shank drill bit using spindle in
a socket (or) sleeve the tang portion should align in the
slot. (Fig 4)

• Repeat the same procedure to drill to the 18 mm size.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the 18mm taper shank drill bit using drill drift.
(Fig 5)

• Clean the machine using a brush.

While removing  the drill from the socket
sleeves don’t allow it to fall on  the table or
jobs.

• Finish different sizes of drill hole. (Fig 6)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.115
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Use of counter sinking bit on job
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• drill through holes using drilling machine
• countersink in drilled hole.
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Job Sequence
• Check the raw material for the size. 80 x 25 x 150 mm

• Plane and finish the given material to size:
75 x 20 x 150 mm. Using jack plane.

• Mark and locate the centers for the drill holes using
steel rule, try square, marking gauge and pencil.
(Fig 1)

• Centre punch the located drill centers.

• Mount the job in a machine vice using parallels and
clamp if securely in the drill press table.

• Set  the work table in such manner that drill can be fixed
and removed without disturbing the vice or table.

• Fix 5 mm drill bit on the check using chuck key.
(Fig 2)

• Switch on the drilling machine.

• Drill the hole with uniform feed.

• Release the drill frequently from the hole.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the drill bit and fix the counter sink tool bit in
drilling machine.(Fig 3)

• Counter sink the drilling hole 900 the required depth

• Similarly, repeat the same procedure for drilling
6 mm , 7 mm, and 8 mm, and counter sink the drilling
holes to 90° to fix countersink screens. (Fig 4)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.115

• Finish the countersink operation. (Fig 5)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.116
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate care and maintenance on pedestal drilling machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate care and maintenance while working on pedestal drilling machine.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the pedestal drilling machine care and maintenance to
followed the student

Care and maintenance (Fig 1) • The work piece and the drill should be rigidly held.

• Switch off power when not in use

• Use the drill drift for removing the drills, chucks or
sockets

• Use a minimum number of socket and sleeves to make
for the spindle bore size.

• Clean and oil the machine after use.

• Stop the machine to remove the swarf.

• Use a brush to clean the chips and swarf.

• While using cutting fluid (or) lubricant directly from the
machine.

• Check the job for proper clamping

• Use proper feeds and depth of cuts

• Do not take any measurement while the machine is in
running condition.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.117
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate wood turning lathe parts, turning chisels sets with operational
technique and safety precautions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate wood turning lathe parts and their operational techniques
• demonstrate wood turning chisel and its name
• demonstrate the safety precautions to the followed while working wood turning lathe.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
wood turning lathe along with parts and chisels
sets, with operational technique and safety
precaution to followed the student.

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of wood
turning lathe, chisels name and their operational
techniques and safety precautions

• Record it in table 1 and 2

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identification of wood turning lathe parts

Parts No. Name of parts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

         10
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Parts No. Name of parts

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.117

Table 2

Identification of wood turning chisel name

Fig 2 Name of chisel

1

2

3

4

5

6

Skill sequence

Operational technique and safety precautions on working wood turning
lathe
Objectives: This shall help you to
• operational techniques the wood turning lathe
• safety precautions while working with the wood turning lathe.

Sl.No. Operational techniques               S.No.

1 Plan turning                                                5 Internal turning

2 Taper turning                                               6                Face plate turning

3 Drilling                                                        7 Concave and convex turning

4 Boring        8 Sanding and polishing

Safety precautions on wood turning lathe

• Wear tight fitting apron tied at the back.

• Wear an eye shield or goggles.

• Remove scraps from around the machine especially
from the floor.

• Keep the tool rest close the work.

• See that the chisel are correctly sharpened and good
condition .

• Turn the work by hand to see that it revalves clear of
the tool rest.

• Rough turning for slow speed.

• Increase the speed for smooth turning.

• Apply the wax or grease dead centre end of wood.

• Check guards are in position and secure.

• Avoid knot, split wood be turned.

• Select turning speed carefully.

• Do not attempt to stop the lathe by brasping the job.

• Screw face plate on tightly by hand.

• While working give your fell attention to the job don’t
talk to others.

• Do not lean over the revolving work.

• Never leave the lathe running while searching for tools
etc.

• Switch off the lathe remove the job and clean down
the lathe and oiling and grease.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.118
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove the job and refit/set  the job on wood turning lathe
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove and set the job between centers from turning lathe
• set the job between centers for turning.

Job Sequence

Remove the job between centers

• Loose the binding lever from the tail stock.

• Rotate the spindle feed wheel by right hand anti-
clock wise to loose the tail stock spindle and
hold the job by left hand

• Remove the finishing job by live centre from the
head stock.

Setting the job for turning.

Refit/Set the job between centres.

• Remove the live centre from the head stock.

• Drive the live centre at one end where the shallow
cuts are made by using mallet. (Fig 1)

• Without removing the job from the live centre, fix the
live centre with head stock spindle and hold the job in
hand.

• Fix the dead centre in the stock spindle.

• Use wax in the hole bored on the other end of the
stock.

• Slide the tail stock over the bed near to the job.

• Fix the tail stock over the bed using clamp / nut and
bolt.

• Move the dead centre inside the marked point by
rotating tail stock hand wheel.

• Turn the tail stock hand wheel until the dead centre
exerts pressure against the job. (Fig 2)
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Skill sequence

Prepare the job for turning
Objective: This shall help you to
• mark on the job to hold in between the centres for turning.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.118

• Clamp the tailstock, with tailstock spindle clamp or
binding lever. (Fig 3)

• Turn the stock by hand to see that it clears the tool rest.

Marking

Draw the diagonals on both the ends of the job to locate
the exact centre. (Figs 1, 2 & 3)

Make a shallow saw cut on one end and punch a small hole
on the other end of the job using tenon saw and punch.
(Fig 2)

Remove the sharp corners of the job for rough turning.
(Fig 4)

Wood with knots and splits should not be used
for turning.
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Grinding and sharpening the turning chisel
Objective: This shall help you to
• grinding and sharpening  the turning chisel.

Grinding

Adjust the tool rest of the grinder to the required angle

Place the blade over the tool rest and move the chisel
evenly across the wheel to get required angle of about 400

Grinding the chisel both side or face side

Grinding bevels should be even and straight

Grinding should be honed at the same angle.

Sharpening

Wet the surface of the fine slip oilstone with oil.

Lay the cutting bevel on the surface

Place the blade lightly rub each grinding bevel.

Do not separate honing bevel.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.119
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Plain turning by wood turning lathe
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark the job for turning
• set the job between centers for turning
• turn the wooden piece to plain.
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Job Sequence

• Check the work piece for required size with steel rule
50 x 50 x 300 mm (as per the dimensions) (Fig 1)

• Draw the diagonals on the both ends of the stock to
locate the exact centre using steel rule, scriber and try
square. (Fig 2)

• Make shallow saw cut along the diagonal on one end
of the stock by using tenon saw.

• On the other end punch a small hole on the centre.

• Remove the sharp corners of the job using plane.
(Fig 3)

• Drive the live centre into the end on which the diagonals
were sawn.

• Without removing the stock place the live centre in the
head stock spindle.

• Fix the dead centre in the tail stock spindle.

• Use wax or grease in the hole bored on the other end
of the stock.

• Slide in the tail stock over the bed using clamp /nut and
bolt.

• Rotate the tail stock hand wheel until the dead centre
enters hole of the job. (Fig 4)

• Set the tool rest 3 mm away from the stock. (Fig 5)

• Set the spindle of the lathe at the lowest

• Switch ON the machine.

• Plane the gauge chisel on tool rest. Using left hand
thumb over the gauge chisel blade and keep the right
hand on the chisel handle. (Fig 6)

• Move the gauge chisel parallel to the lathe axis carefully
along the tool rest for turning.

• Turn the job from square to round using gauge chisel
through out its length from left to right leaving in
cylindrical gauge for finishing.

• Increase the speed for smooth turning. Read just the
tool-rest near to the job for smooth turning. Finish the
job to the required dimension, using the flat. Skew
chisel.
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• Check the outside diameter of the work using outside
calliper.(Fig 7)

• Sanding is done using sand paper No:80 and finish with
sandpaper No:120.

All the turning tools should be sharpened
correctly

Avoid work pieces with note, splits, etc.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.119
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.120
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Drilling, boring and taper turning operation
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• drilling the job wood turning lathe
• boring operation in the lathe
• turn taper surface on the job.
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Job Sequence
TASK I: Drill the job on the lathe

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.120

• Check the raw material size φ130 x 35 mm.

• Fix the face plate on the head stock properly
• Fix  the job on the face place using wood screws tightly

• Fix the sleeve with φ10 mm dia drill bit on tail stock
spindle.

• Adjust the tail stock near to the stock and clamp it,
using bolt and nut with the bed

• Switch on the machine move the drill bit slowly using
even pressure.

• Rotate the hand wheel until to get through hole in the
stock (Fig 1)

• Remove the drill bit from the stock.
• Switch off the machine.

• Move the tail stock and remove the sleeve from it.

• Finish the job using sand paper.

• Check the measurement using in side calliper.

TASK 2: Boring in the wood working lathe

• Fix the φ20 boring bit on the tail stock spindle

• Fix the Task 1: 10 mm dia, drill the job with head stock
face plate

• Switch on the machine boring bit rotates in slow speed.
Using even move the pressure

• Rotate the hand wheel until slide tail stock and to get
through boring in the stock.

• Switch off the machine remove the boring bit from the
stock.

• Move the tail stock and remove the boring bit from it.

• Finish the job using sand paper.

• Check the measurement using in side caliper (Fig 1)

TASK 3: Taper turning operation

Turning the taper surface on the job

• Check the raw material size 45 x 45 x 400 mm.

• Fix the job between the centres

• Adjust the tool rest level with the centre of the job for
turning.

• Set the tool rest 3 mm away from the job. Clamp the
tool rest in proper position. (Fig 1)

• Revolve the stock by hand to check the tightness of the
job and make sure that the stock has sufficient
clearance with tool rest. (Fig 1)

• Set the spindle speed of the lathe at the lowest speed,
then switch on the motor.

• Leave 65 mm on the left side and start turning.

• Place the gouge chisel on tool rest using left hand
thumb over the gouge chisel blade and keep the right
hand on the chisel handle.

• Move the gouge chisel parallel to the lathe axis carefully
along the tool rest for turning.(Fig 2)

• Continue this operation using gouge chisel until the job
becomes in cylindrical shape.
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• On the turned cylindrical surface mark the length of
taper 300 mm from left side.

• Reduce the dia of the job from left to right along it’s
length 300 mm.

• Finish the taper surface using flat or skew chisel
maintaining major dia 40 mm and minor dia 25 mm.
(Fig 3)

• Check the major dia 40 mm and minor dia 25 mm using
outside caliper.

• Reduce the dia of waste portion of the job on right side
to 365 mm.

• Sanding with sand paper No.80 and No.120.

• Finishing taper turning operation. (Fig 5)

• Reduce the dia of waste portion of job on left side.

• Chamfer the end of major dia and minor dia using skew
chisel. (Fig 4)

Skill sequence

Sanding with sand paper
Objective: This shall help you to
• finish the job using sand paper.

Sanding

Finishing the job using sand paper

Remove the tool rest from the bed for sanding the job.

Take a bit of sand paper number 80 for rough sanding the
job, switch on the machine.

Hold the sand paper by hand and press along the grain of
the job for rough sanding.

Take a bit of sand paper number 120 for smooth sanding
the job.

Hold the sand paper by hand and press along the grain of
the job for smooth surface.

Remove the job from lathe.

Cut off the waste portion of job on right and left side using
tenon saw.

Safety precautions

Wear goggles to protect your eyes when
roughing out work.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.121
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Make chisel handle, table lamp stand on wood turning lathe
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• set the job between centers
• turn the chisel handle
• turn the table lamp stand top.
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Job Sequence
TASK 1: Turn a chisel handle

• Check the material for the required size of 50 x
50 x 200: 1 No. with a folding rule.

• Plane the stock as per the given dimensions, using
jack plane. (Fig 1)
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• Draw the diagonals on both the ends of the stock to
locate the centres, using try square and scriber.
(Fig 2)

• Remove the roughly corners of the job. (Fig 3)

• Remove the live centre from the lathe.

• Drive the live center on one end of the diagonals of the
stock and place it in the head stock spindle.

Do not drive the stock on to the live centre,
while it is in the lathe, because the blows will
injure the bearings.

• Clamp the tail stock in position and turn its hand wheel
so that the dead centre exerts pressure against the
stock.

• Put a few drop of oil or apply the wax into the dead
centre.

• Clamp the dead centre with the tail stock spindle
clamp.

• Adjust the tool rest to the height of the centre and 3mm
away from the stock.

• Check the set up once again and switch on the lathe.

• Use the gouge chisel for shaping as per drawing of
stock.

• Roll the gouge towards the right and left till the stock
is turned to the required shape.

• Switch off the machine to see if the stock is nearly in
required shape and size.

• Make the concave surface using the round nose chisel
as per the required shape and size and make the
convex surface using the skew chisel as per the
required shape and size (Fig 4).

• Join both the surfaces using round nose chisel.
(Fig 5) Finish the surfaces using flat chisel.

• Remove the tool rest from the lathe.

• Finish the chisel handle using sand paper.

• Remove the turned chisel handle from the lathe.
(Fig 5)

TASK 2: Lamp stand top

• Check the work piece for required size 90 x 90 x 260
1No. Using steel rule

• Mark the centres on both ends of the job. Make a
shallow saw cut on one end and punch a small hole on
the other end of the job.
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• Remove the roughly corners of the job.

• Set the job firmly between centres (Live centre and
dead centre) (Fig 1)

• Set the tool post near to the job. (Fig 2)

• Grease or wax the point of dead centre.

• Set the tool rest 3mm below the centre and close to the
job as for as possible for rough turning.

• Set the machine for slow speed to make rough cut.

• Switch on the machine. Turn the job from square to
round using gouge chisel through out its length from left
to right leaving some portion for finishing.

• Increase the speed for smooth turning. Read just the
tool-rest near to the job for smooth turning. Finish the
job to the required dimension, using the flat, skew
chisel.

• Mark the dimensions on the job as per drawing using
skew chisel. (Fig 3)

• Form convex surface as per dimensions using skew
chisel. (Fig 3)

• Form the concave surface as per dimensions using
round nose chisel. Fig 3)

• Form the beads and steps using flat or skew chisel.
(Fig 3)

• Make the tenon with 35 mm length and 20 mm dia using
flat chisel. (Fig 3)

• Check the diameter of the job using outside caliper.

• Remove the tool rest from the lathe.

• Check the diameter of  the job using outside calliper.

• Finish the job using sand paper.No.80 and No.120.

• Make a deep cut on waste portion of the job using
parting chisel.

• Remove the job from lathe.

• Separate the waste portion using tenon saw.

Skill sequence

Turning concave and convex surface
Objective: This shall help you to
• turn concave and convex surface on the job.

Concave and convex turning

Clamp the tool rest firmly in position.

Rotate the stock by hand to make sure that the clearance
between stock and tool rest.

Check the set up once again and then switch on the
machine.

Use the gouge chisel for rounding the stock. (Fig 1)
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Hold the handle of the chisel with the right hand and the
blade at a distance of 25mm from cutting edge with the left-
hand. (Fig 1)

Have the palm of the left hand in contact with the tool rest
to act as a guide for the tool. (Fig 2)

Roll the gouge little towards the right begin the cut from
dead centre pushing the gouge towards right.

Make several cuts in the same direction until the stock
becomes round.

Move the gouge towards the left and pull in to the right.

Move the tool from one end of the stock to the other until
a uniform surface is produced.

Stop the lathe to see if the stock is fully round.

Move the tool rest closer to the work piece. Increase the
speed for smooth turning.

Finish the stock with smooth surface using flat/skew
chisel.

Square the end of the stock on the dead centre using
parting or skew chisel. (Fig 3)

Mark all dimension and the total length of the stock from
squared surface as per drawing using skew chisel.

Form the different shoulder cuts according to the
dimensions given in the drawing using parting chisel.

Hold the chisel perfectly flat on the tool rest, start concave
cutting with centre of the bevel and move the chisel
gradually work down at the bottom of the cuts using round
nose chisel.

Hold the chisel perfectly flat on the tool rest start the
convex cuts from the middle of the stock and by the tip of
chisel cutting down using skew chisel to right and left side
and join the surfaces together to finish the stock using
round nose chisel.

Turn all the beads using a skew chisel.

Reduce the dimension of tenon using round nose chisel.

Finish the tenon surface using flat chisel as per drawing.

Make a deep cut on waste portion the stock using parting
chisel. (Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.122
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Internal turning operation for lamp stand base using face plate and lamp stand
assembling
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• fix the job on face plate
• internal turn the job on face plate.

Note: It is lamp stand top is available in Ex.No.2.1.121
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Job Sequence

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.122

Assembling

• Apply fevicol lamp stand tenon surface and lamp stand
base drill surface using the brush.

• Assemble both pieces together using wire rail.

• Fix the lamp stand between centres.

• Switch on the machine.

• Same the lamp stand using sand paper No.100 and
120.

• Apply polish all over the surface of the lamp stand.

• Allow the stock polish to dry.

• Apply a thin coat of polish using cotton pad and allow
it to dry.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the polished lamp stand from lathe. (Fig 1)

• Check the work piece for required size of dia
140 x 145 – 1 No.

• Plane the face side of the stock flat and smooth to fix
with the face plate.

• Mark the centre on both sides of the stock.

• Set the wing compass for 75 mm radius and draw the
circle on the stock little larger than the finished
dimension. (R.65 mm)

• Cut the stock on band saw machine leaving turning
allowance.

• Place the face plate on the stock (on planed surface)
and fasten it with screws.

• Mount the face plate on the lathe spindle (live spindle
until it is tight against shoulder.

• Place the tool rest parallel to be turned and little below
the centre.

• Turn the stock to the required thickness using round..
nose chisel and skew chisel.

• Mark the dimensions on the job using divider and steel
rule.

• Form the internal surface for concave and convex
surface using round nose chisel and skew chisel.

• Switch off  the machine and check their measurements.

• Remove the tool rest from the bed.

• Fix the drill chuck with φ20 mm dill bit on tail stock
spindle.

• Adjust the tail tock near to the stock and clamp it using
bolt and nut on the lathe bed.

• Switch on the machine.

• Move the drill bit (tail stock) slowly even pressure using
adjustment hand wheel to get through hole in the stock.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the drill chuck from tail stock spindle.

• Keep the tail stock away from head stock for sanding.

• Finish the job using sand paper.

Skill sequence

Setting the job on face plate
Objective: This shall help you to
• fix the job on face plate.

Fixing the top on face plate

Check the work piece for the required size of dia 140 x
45mm.

Plane the face side of the stock flat and smooth to fix with
the face plate.
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Mark the centre on both sides of the stock.

Draw a circle φ140 mm on the stock (little larger than the
finished size) dimension of  φ130 mm using wing compass.
Size the stock using band saw machine leaving turning
allowance.

Mark a circle equal to the diameter of  the face plate on the
centre of the job to centre the face plate accurately.

Place the face plate on the marked circle, fasten it with
screws.

Mount the face plate on the lathe spindle (live centre) until
it is tight against shoulder.

Place a leather or cardboard washer on the live spindle to
prevent the face plate from jamming against the shoulder
of the live spindle.

Turning the lamps stand face on face plate
Objective: This shall help you to
• turn the job on face plate.

Place the tool parallel to the disc to be turned a little below
this centre.

Hold the round nose chisel perfectly flat on the tool rest
and start turning from the centre of the stock and move the
chisel slowly with even pressure towards the left end of the
stock.

Reduce the thickness leaving finishing allowance using
round nose chisel.

Adjust the tool rest near to the stock.

Hold the skew chisel perfectly flat on the tool rest and start
turning from the centre of the stock, and move the chisel
slowly with even pressure towards the left end of the stock
and finish the required thickness of the stock 35mm.
(Fig 1)

Switch off the machine. Check the thickness using steel
rule.

Test the flatness of surface using try square. (Fig 2)

Switch on the machine. Set the wing compass for 65mm
(Radius).

Switch on the machine. Place the wing compass one leg
at centre of the stock, the other leg on the tool rest, and
gradually bring its point in contact with the revolving stock.

Hold the skew chisel perfectly flat on the tool rest and at
right angles to the stock.

Switch off the machine. Check the required diameter of the
stock using outside calliper.

Set the wing compass 27.5 mm (Radius) and draw a circle
on the stock.

Switch on the machine. Hold the round nose chisel
perfectly flat on the tool rest start concave cutting on the
face side of job and move the chisel gradually down at the
bottom of the stock.

Hold the skew chisel start convex cuts from the bottom of
the stock and join the concave and convex surface using
round nose chisel.

Remove the tool rest from the bed.

Finish the job using sand paper.

Take several light cuts gradually and finish the required
size (dia) using skew chisel. (Fig 3)
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Assembling

Apply glue on both surfaces of pin (tenon) and drilled hole
(mortise) of lamp stand using the brush.(Fig1)
Set the top piece with base piece by pressing down.

Nail both the pieces together using 50mm wire nail form
bottom of the lamp stand. (Fig 1)

Check the vertical position of the assembled lamp stand
using plumb bob.

Allow the glued surface to become hardened.

Lamp stand assemble
Objective: This shall help you to
• assemble the job together.

Polishing on lamp stand
Objective: This shall help you to
• finish the job with polish.

Polishing

Fix the lamp stand between centres.
Move the tool rest outwards from the lathe, switch on the
machine.
Begin sanding with No:100 for rough sanding.
Move the sand paper quickly with even pressure all over
the surface while the stock is revolving.
For beads and shoulders use a narrow strip of sand paper
held between the thumb and fore fingers with both hands.
Do not leave any scratches on the surface of the job.
Continue this sanding procedure withNo:120 sand paper
until the surface of lamp stand to become very smooth and
free from scratches.
Apply stain all over the surface and allow it to dry.
Run the lathe for a short while to dry the stain more rapidly.
Rub the stained surface lightly with a ball of wool.
Apply a thin coat of thin polish using a cotton pad and allow
it to dry.
Rub a few drops of oil on the turned stock for uniform
distribution of polish throughout the surface.

Run the lathe at its lowest speed, hold the ends of the pad
firmly with both hands and move it slowly and continuously
with even pressure on all over the surface of the lamp
stand.

Allow the stock to dry.

To keep the pad moist and soft, apply a little
alcohol on it and keep it in a tight fitting lid.
After each successive coat add a little more
alcohol to the mixture.

Increase the drying time between successive coatings.

Continue the same procedure until to get glossy
surface of the stock. (Fig 1)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.123
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate working of mortise machine parts,  operational techniques and
safety precaution
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the mortise machine parts
• demonstrate the mortise machine operational techiques
• demonstrate mortise machine safety precautions.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
mortising machine for chain and chisel mortise
brief the parts names, operational techniques
and safety precautions to followed by students.

• Trainees will note down all the parts name of machines
and their operational techniques and safety
precautions.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

 Identification of mortise machine parts name (Fig 1)

Parts No. Name of Parts Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Skill sequence

Tenoning machine operational techniques and safety precautions
Objective: This shall help you to
• operational techniques and safety precautions while working tenoning machine.

Tenoning machine

Sl.No. Operational Techniques Safety Precautions

1 Tenoning • Wear safety gloves
• Switch off to make any adjustments
• Switch off and disconnect power when fitting cutters

or attachments
• Use sharp cutters they work better
• Lost longer and reduse motor load
• To avoid over loading the motor cut wide tenon

2 Rebating • Cutters properly set in the cutter block
• Move the work evenly
• Never bend down to lock into tenoning while it is

running
• Make sure the guard is in place and ttght

Mortise machine operational techniques and safety precautions
Objective: This shall help you to
• operational techniques and safety precautions while working, mortise machine.

Sl.No. Operational Techniques Safety Precautions

1 Mortising • Wear safety gloves
• Make all adjustments with the power off
• Adjust the auger bit so that it extends 1/16" to 1/8" beyond

the end of the chisel
• If you are attempting to chisel completely through the

stock, place a wood pad beneath the stock so the chisel
will not damage the table

• Do not use this machine unless you have been trained
in its safe use and operation

2 Grooving • Secure guards over chains
• Only use handles provided to control tools
• Timber must be securely clamped
• Keep the area around mortises clear of slip and trip

hazards
• Lock out all power supplies before maintenance and

cleaning
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.124
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Adjust table along with feed and job holding by mortise machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• holding the job on the mortise machine table.

Job Sequence

Holding the job on the table of the machine.

• Place the job on the table against the fence for
mortising.

• Set the job in correct position on the table vice to form
the mortise. (Fig 1)

• Set the chisel exactly paralled with the mortise gauge
lines.

• Clamp the job properly to the table vice against the
fence to make the mortise.

• Set the depth gauge required depth of mortise. (Fig 1)

• Select the chisel and auger bit to make mortise.

• Adjust table along with feed using hand wheel.
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.125
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Mortising operation on chisel mortiser
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• marking the mortise on the job
• setting the hollow mortise chisel
• make the mortise on the job.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material box 300 x 50 x 25 mm - 1 No.

• Plane the job to required size of 300 x 48 x 24 mm.

• Mark the mortise on the job face edge using mortise
gauge try square and steel rule as per drawing.

• Select the 7 mm auger bit and 10 mm hollow chisel to
set on the machine for mortise. (Fig 1)

• Press the chisel head using operating handle on one
end of the mortise.

• Lift the chisel and move the job for some distance
according to the width of the chisel

• Press the chisel head to make the mortise

• Continue the procedure to obtain the required width
and depth of mortise

• Finish the mortise operation.

• Switch OFF the machine.

Do not give excess feed.

• Remove the job from machine table. (Fig 2)
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• Set the hollow mortise chisel on chisel head of the
mortising machine and set 48 mm depth using
adjustment depth gauge.

• Set the job on table of the machine of vice at the
required position for mortising.

• Switch on the machine.

Skill sequence

Setting of hollow mortise chisel
Objective: This shall help you to
• set the hollow mortise chisel.

Setting the hollow mortise chisel

• Select 7 mm auger bit and 10 mm hollow mortise chise
for mortising as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Set the auger bit in hollow mortise chisel by pushing
them together by hand.

• Bush the chisel in the respective collars. (Fig 2)

• Place the collars on spindle of the mortising machine.
Tight the collar on spindle the machine using set
screw.

• Set the depth gauge to 48 mm.

• Check depth of the mortise, on a waste piece of wood.
(Fig 3)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.126
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Remove and refit of chain & sprocket wheel with the machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• remove chain for sprocket wheel
• refit the chain for sprocket wheel
• set the sprocket wheel on machine.

Job Sequence

• Loosen the fitted nuts of the sprocket wheel and guide
bar using spanner.

• Dismantle chain assembly and sprocket wheel out of
the machine.

• Clean it, using brush.

• Remove chain from sprocket wheel assembly by
adjusting guide bar.

• Sharpen chain teeth if required.

• Re-assemble the chain to the sprocket wheel.

• Tight the chain by adjusting guide.

• Chain must revolv so that the cutting edges descent
into the work.

• Use only the sprocket wheel and guide bar for the
mortise required.

• Keep the chain adjusted 80 mm that it can be pulled
away up to 6mm (Slackness) To attain correct tension.

• Fix assembling to the machine by means of nuts using
spanner.

• Oiling is done whenever required.

Do not over fight the chain

Fix the chain 80 mm that cutting edges descent
the work.

Fig 2
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.127
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Make groove of the face edge by mortise machine
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make a groove on the face edge.
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Job Sequence

• Check the raw material size 50 x 35 x 300 mm - 1 No.

• Plane the material to the required size as per drawing
45 x 30 x 200 mm.

• Mark the groove on  face edge as per dimensions on the
job.

• Set the work piece on the work table of the machine at
the required position for grooving help vice properly.

 • Select and fix the chain pitch 22 mm for large depth
6 mm to 22 mm wide and 38 mm to 75 mm long.

 • Table is adjusted 20 mm that the chain is just over the
marked lines.

 • Switch on the machine.

 • Press the operating lever downwards jently to start
cutting groove.

 • Move the job for some distance. According to the
length hand  wheel properly.

• Continue this procedure to obtain the required width
and length of groove.

• To correct the depth, set the depth gauge to the
required depth.

• To finish bottom of groove a finish cut is made through
out the length.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the job and clean the machine properly.

Do not give excess feed.
Lubricate chain assembly frequently.

• Finishing the grooving. (Fig 1)
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.128
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Demonstrate the  different sanding machine its  parts, operational techniques
and safety precaution
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the different sanding machines parts and their operational techniques
• demonstrate the safety precaution to the followed while working sanding machine.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate the
different type sanding machine along with
parts, operational techniques and safety
precaution to followed the student.

• Trainees will note down all the parts name, different
types sanding machine name and their operational
techniques with safety precaution.

• Record it in table 1 and 2.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identification of parts name

Fig No. 1      Name of parts

Table 2

Identification of sanding machine  name

Fig. No. 1                     Name of machine

1

2

3

4

Skill sequence

Sanding machine operational techniques and safety precaution
Objectives: This shall help you to
• different types of sanding operation
• sanding machine safety.

Sanding operation technique

Edge sanding (Straight and convex)

Horizontal sanding

Vertical sanding

Irregular sanding

Flat sanding

Safety precautions

Do not sand work that has excess glue or nailed surface.

Wear goggles or eye shield

Do not sand small piece, they may become trapped
between the disc and table

Be sure that the belt or disk is correctly mounted.

The belt must be tracked in the centre of the drums and
plates.

Use personal protective using meets live, safety goggles,
hand gloves and safety mask while sanding.

Do not operate the disk sander if the abrasive paper is in
loose condition.

Check the guards and table adjustment are in the correct
position and securely locked in place.

Use the table, fence and guides to control the position of
the  work when ever possible.

When sanding the end grain of narrow pieces on the belt
sander always support the work against the table.

Sand only on the side of the disk sander that is moving
down towards the table.

Sand only clean new wood.

Move the work along the surface only.

             1

   2

   3

   4

   5

   6

   7

   8
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Construction   Exercise 2.1.129
Carpenter - Advanced wood working machines

Sanding operation using sanding machine
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• sanding the convex surface with a disk sanding machine
• sanding the edge surface with a belt sanding machine
• sanding for irregular surface with a spindle sanding machine.

Job Sequence

TASK 1: Convex sanding

• Check the wooden piece for its size 50 x 25 x 300 mm
using folding rule.

• Set the sanding disk in the machine.

• Switch on the machine.

• Work piece placed on the table and move towards
revolving disc slowly. (Fig 1)

•  Disc is covered with either garnet or aluminium oxide
paper.

• When the work is in contact with the disc sanding
starts.

• Sanding continued till the required are is a sanded well

• Switch off the machine and clean the machine.

Mostly edge sanding is done on the table dia
ranged from 250 mm to 600 mm

TASK 2: Edge sanding

• Check the work piece size 75 x 25 x300 mm.

• Switch on the machine.

• Place the work on table. (Fig 2)

• Towards the rotating push it sanding belt

• As the work proceeds the remaining sanding belt finish
the sanding work

• Switch off the belt sanding machine and clean the
machine with brush.

• Finish the edge sanding.
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TASK 3: Irregular shape curve sanding

 • Check the work piece. Size 100 x 20 x 300 mm.

• Switch on the spindle sanding machine.

• Place the work is on table and all the irregular shape
curves are sanding properly. (Fig 3)

• The table can be adjust at angle for 90°.

• Finish irregular shape sanding.

• Switch off the spindle sanding machine and clean the
machine with brush.

Check the guards table adjustment are in
correct position and securely locked in place.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.1.129
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Construction Exercise 2.2.130
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Identify pattern making hand tools
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the pattern making hand tools.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and the pattern making hand tools in the section and brief their names of each
pattern making hand tools

• Trainees will note down all the displayed pattern
making hand tools names.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identify the pattern making hand tools names

Fig No. Name of tools

         1

         2

 3

 4

 5

 6

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

        20

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.130
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.131
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Use contraction rule
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• use of contraction rule.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display the contraction rule demonstrate and uses to the students regarding the
contraction rule

• Trainees will note down display contraction rule use.

Skill Sequence

Use of contraction rule
Objective: This shall help you to
• contraction rule uses.

This rule is used only by the pattern maker.

All the metals used for casting shrink in size after
solidification and cooling in the mould.

To compensate this the finished size of the pattern should
be made larger than the finished size of the casting.

This amount of the allowance is known as contraction or
shrinkage allowance when added to the ordinary scale, it
gives the contraction scale.

With the help of this rule the pattern layout is directly
prepared and the necessary amount of shrinkage allowance
gets included automatically in all the dimensions.

This  (rule) eliminates the trouble of adding this allowance
every time a dimension is set.

Thus a lot of time and labour can be saved and chances of
mistakes are eliminated.

CA
N

22
13

1H
1
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.132
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Demonstrate application of different type of pattern allowances
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the pattern allowance
• demonstrate the application of different type of pattern allowances.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall demonstrate to the students regarding the application of different type of pattern
allowance and name.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed pattern
allowance and names.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identification of pattern allowance

Fig No. Name of pattern allowance Application

1

2
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Skill Sequence

Application of different type pattern allowance
Objective: This shall help you to
• application of pattern allowance.

Shrinkage or contraction allowance

All the metals used for casting contracts and shrink in
size after solidification and cooling in the mould.

To compensate for this the pattern must be made larger
than the finished casting by an amount known as
contraction/shrinkage allowance.

Machining or finishing allowance

Many parts of the machine required machining to get
accurate size components.

Machining or finishing allowance is the extra material
added to the certain part of the casting to enable their
finishing or machining to the required size and accurate
surface finishing.

Draft or taper allowance

It is provided on both internal (hollow) and external
surfaces of the pattern.

The amount of draft on internal surfae of the pattern is
more than external surface of the pattern.

The purpose of providing this taper or draft is to facilitate
easy withdrawal of pattern from the mould without
damaging the surfaces and edges of the mould.

Rapping or shanking allowance

When the pattern is rapped or shaken for easy withdrawal,
the cavity in the mould gets slightly increased in size.

This causes the size of casting also to increase.

To compensate for this increase the pattern should be
initially  made slightly smaller than the required size.

Distortion allowance

This allowance is considered only for casting having an
irregular shape and which have tendency to get distored
(eg) long flat casting, casting with unequal arm.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.132
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.133
Carpenter - Pattern making

Layout simple solid pattern on layout board
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for simple solid pattern
• smooth the layout board using distemper
• select the contraction scale as per the metal
• add the drafting allowance on layout.
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Job Sequence
Preparation of layout board

• Prepare the layout board with all the sides square to
one another.

• Clean the surface of layout board using smooth sand
paper.

• Apply the distemper on layout board evenly using brush
and allow the distemper to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using No.120 sand
paper.

• Choose the contraction steel rule as per the metal
given in the drawing.

• Mark the horizontal centre line and perpendicular line
across the centre line on layout board proportionately
using contraction steel rule and pencil HB. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 70 mm and mark the arc above and
below the centre line from P and Q. Join the arcs
tangentially. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider for 70 mm on the centre line and cut
the previously drawn line from R and S at T, U, V and
W line. (Fig 2) Join the arcs tangentially U and W; T
and V.

• Set the divider for 40 mm and mark the arcs above
and below the centre line. (Fig 3) Join the arcs
tangentially.

• Set the divider for 40 mm and mark the arcs both
sides of the centre line from R1 and S1. Join the arcs
tangentially.

• Join the angular line on layout board. (Fig 3)

• Extend the horizontal line and vertical line above the
centre line to the required length. (Fig 4)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.133

• Set the divider for 30 mm and cut both the side lines
above the top line 'T' 'U' (140 mm distance line). Join
the arcs tangentially. (Fig 4)

• Set the divider at 20 mm and cut both the side lines
above the 30 mm line. Join the arc tangentially.

• Set the divider for 10 mm and cut both the side line
above the 30 mm lines at A and B. Join the arc
tangentially.

• Set the divider at 40 mm and cut both the side lines of
top surface of the elevation line (thickness of the pattern)
from 'X' at C and D join the angular line of CA and DB.
(Fig 4)
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• Add the 2 mm drafting allowance at all sides of the
layout. (Fig 5)

• Show the drafting allowance in blue colour on the
layout. (Fig 5)

• Show the parting line PP on layout.
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.134
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Make the solid pattern as per layout
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make the solid pattern as per layout.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size 150 x 25 x
150 mm using steel rule.

• Plane the face side of the pattern piece perfectly flat
using jack plane.

• Plane the face edge at the pattern piece square to the
face side using jack plane, marking gauge and try
square.

• Mark and make the thickness of pattern as per the
layout.

• Mark the centre lines (horizontal & vertical) on both
the surfaces (top and bottom side) of the pattern piece
as per the layout.

• Transfer the width from layout and mark on both the
surfaces (top and bottom side) of the pattern piece.

• Transfer the length from layout and mark on both the
surfaces (top and bottom side) of the pattern piece.

• Add the drafting allowance on pattern piece as per
the layout using contraction rule.

• Plane the extra portion of the pattern piece up to the
marked line.

• Check the angle and squareness of the pattern using
try square and bevel square.

• Transfer and mark the 10 mm measurement on all the
edges of the pattern pieces from the layout.

• Transfer the angular line on top surface of the pattern
piece from the layout.

• Plane the taper surface of the pattern piece (angular
line) up to the marked line as per the layout.

• Check the length, width, thickness and drafting
allowance of the finished pattern placing on the layout
board.

• Finish the pattern using sand paper without changing
the dimensions.

• Paint the pattern as per ISI colour code.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.134
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.135
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Make layout of split pattern
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for split pattern
• smooth the layout board using distemper
• select the contraction scale as per the metal given in drawing
• add machining, drafting allowance on layout.
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Job Sequence

Preparation of layout board

• Prepare the layout board all the sides square to one
another.

• Clean the surface of layout board using smooth sand
paper.

• Apply the distemper on layout board evenly by brush.
Allow the distemper to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using No.120 sand
paper.

• Choose the contraction steel rule as per the metal
given in drawing.

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the
other equally spaced from centre using  contraction
scale and pencil. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 22 mm and draw the semi circular
arc above and below the centre line at X and Y on
layout board. Join the arc tangentially. (Fig 2)
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• Set the divider for 80 mm and cut the top and bottom
line from 'P' and 'Q' at A, B, C and D on layout. (Fig 3)

• Join the points AD and BC in layout board.

• Mark dowel pin position on layout. (Fig 3)

• Add machining allowance 3 mm on layout and show it
in red colour on layout. (Fig 4)

• Add the drafting allowance 2 mm on layout and show
it in blue colour. (Fig 4)

• Show the parting line in layout.

• Darken the scribed line in layout using HB pencil.

Dowelling position should be carefully marked.
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.136
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Make split pattern as per layout
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make the split pattern as per layout.
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Job Sequence
Preparation of split pattern

• Check the raw materials of the pattern as per the
required dimensions.

• Plane face side of both the pattern pieces perfectly
flat using jack plane, contraction steel rule and surface
plane. (Fig 1)

• Plane the face edge of both the pattern pieces square
to the face side. (Fig 1)
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• Mark the centre line on both the pattern pieces as per
the layout.

Centre line mark should be in face side of both
the pattern pieces as per layout.

• Transfer the drill hole position from layout to the pattern
piece for the location of dowel pin. (Fig 2)

• Mark the drill hole position on centre line of the pattern
pieces. (Fig 3)

• Clamp both the pattern pieces together using 'G' clamp.

• Centre line should tally while clamping the pattern
pieces together.

• Mark 10 mm through drill hole on the centre point of
both the pattern pieces as per the layout. (Fig 3)

• Prepare the wooden dowel according to the size of the
drilled hole. (10 mm)

• Make a taper cylindrical surface on one end of the dowel
pins as per the layout. (Fig 4)

• Insert the dowel pin through the drilled hole until it
reaches full depth on the pattern pieces.

• Cut down the dowel pin projection on pattern pieces
as per layout.

• Repeat the same procedure to fix the dowel pin in the
other drill hole also.

• Plane the joined pattern piece to square as per the
layout.

All the sides must be equal from centre line of
the pattern piece.

• Draw the diagonals on both the ends of the pattern
piece to locate the exact centre. (Fig 5)

• Make shallow saw cut on one end of the pattern piece
and punch a small hole on the other end of the pattern
piece.

• Fix the corrugated fastener on both the ends of the
pattern piece leaving the centre line. (Fig 6)

• Remove the sharp corners from the pattern piece.
(Fig 7)
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• Clamp the tail stock its position.

• Turn the tailstock hand wheel until the dead centre
exerts pressure against the pattern piece.

• Clamp the tailstock spindle using calmping lever.

• Adjust the tool rest level at the centre height of the
pattern piece.

• Set the tool rest 3 mm away from the pattern piece.

• Clamp the tool rest in proper position.

• Revolves the stock by hand to check the tightness of
the pattern piece and make sure the clearance between
stock and tool rest.

• Use the gouge chisel for rough turning and rounding
the pattern piece.

• Make two or more cuts until the pattern piece becomes
round.

Do not begin the cuts at the ends of the pattern
piece because the gouge may catch the wood
(pattern piece) and cause it to be thrown from
the lathe.

• Switch off the machine.

• Set the tool rest closer to the pattern piece.

• Switch on the machine. Do smooth turning using flat
chisel.

• Check the flatness and outside dimension of the pattern
piece from the layout using try square, contraction steel
rule and outside caliper.

• Finish the required diameter of the pattern piece as
per the layout using flat/skew chisel. (Fig 8)

• Remove the live centre from the lathe.

• Drive the live centre at one end where the shallow cuts
are made.

Do not use hammer to drive the live centre
because the blows from a steel hammer will
damage the end of the live centre. Use only
the wooden mallet.

• Without removing the pattern piece from the live centre
fix the live centre with head stock spindle.

• Use soap or wax into the hole bored on the other end
of the pattern piece.

• Slide the tail stock along the bed until its dead centre
enters the hole in the other end of the pattern piece.

• Transfer the length on to the pattern piece from layout
using divider. (Fig 9)
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• Transfer the drafting allowance on to the pattern piece
from layout using divider. (Fig 10)

• Make a deep under cut on the waste portion on both
the ends of the pattern piece as per the layout.
(Fig 11)

• Check the length of the pattern piece (including drafting
allowance) with layout using contraction steel rule and
divider.

• Form the taper surface (drafting allowance) on both
the ends of the pattern piece as per the layout using
skew chisel. (Fig 12)

• Check again the length, diameter and drafting allowance
of the pattern piece with layout before removing the
pattern from the wood turning lathe.

• Sand with No.120 sand paper on all over the surface of
the pattern piece evenly.

• Switch off the machine.

• Remove the pattern piece from wood turning lathe
carefully.

• Cut off the waste portion from pattern pieces using tenon
saw. (Fig 13)

• Separate the pattern pieces carefully using firmer
chisel. (Fig 14)

• Make the tally mark on both the flat surface of the
pattern pieces. (Fig 14)

• Shape the dowel pin as per the measurements in layout.

• Dowel pin should not be too loose or too tight.

• Position the finished pattern on layout and check the
required measurements.

• Paint the pattern as per ISI colour code. (Fig 14)
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.137
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Make dowels for split pattern
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make the dowel pin for split pattern.

  Job Sequence

TASK 1:

• Check the raw materials of the dowel as per the
required dimensions 15 x 15 x 150 mm using
 steel rule.

• Plane the dowel piece perfectly square using
smoothing plane.

• Place the dowel piece on bench hook plane the
round shape using smoothing plane.

• Prepare the wooden dowel according to the size
using tenon saw.

• Make a taper cylindrical surface on one end of
 the dowel pin as per the layout using disk sanding
machine.

• Finish the dowel pins using sand paper.

TASK 2:

• Check the wooden piece for its size using steel rule.

• Place the wooden piece on bench hook.

• Remove the roughly corners of the job using firmer
chisel. Set the job on wood turning lathe firmly
between centres.

• Turn the dowel and place the round shape using flat
chisel.

• Make one end of dowel pin taper cylindrical surface.

• Sand all the surface using No.100 sand paper.

• Cut down the dowel pins projection on pattern pieces
as per layout.

• Finish the dowel pins for split pattern as per layout.
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Job Sequence

Construction   Exercise 2.2.138
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Use a dowel pin, nail and screw
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• use a dowel pin on the pattern
• use a nail on the pattern
• use a screw on the pattern.

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the students regarding the use of dowel pin, nail and screw.

Skill Sequence

Use dowel pin, nail and screw
Objective: This shall help you to
• use dowel pin, nail and screw on the pattern making.

Dowel pin

Dowel pins are used to hold the pattern.

Dowel pins in their proper relative parts in their proper
relative position.

Split the pattern for easy withdrawal from the mould sand.

Dowel pins are used in core boxes to prepare the core.

Nail and screw

Nail and screw used to hold the wooden fillets in their
proper relative position for sharp corners.

Used for prepare the core box.

Greater holding power is required.
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.139
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Make templates by sunmica
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make  template on the sunmica.

Job Sequence
Template

• 18 mark horizontal and  vertical line one
over the other as required on sunmica using
steel rule, try square and scriber.  (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 20 mm and draw the semi
circular arc below the horizontal centre line from
'P' and 'Q'.

• Join the arcs tangentially together. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 35 mm and cut both top and
bottom horizontal line from 'O' and 'P' at 'R' and
'Q' and 'S' and 'T'.

• Join the points PS and QT together on sunmica.
• Set the divider for 15 mm and draw the semi

circle from 'R' on sunmica. (Fig 2)
Sunmica

• Cut the marked sunmica template using sunmica
cutter.

• Finished template using sand paper as per
drawing.
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.140
Carpenter - Pattern making

Make fillets
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make fillets on the wood.
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Job Sequence

• Check the wooden piece for its size 55 x 55 x 200 mm
using folding rule.

• Hold the piece on a bench vice.

• Plane the wooden piece to required size 50 x 50 x
200 mm using jack plane, try square and marking
gauge.

• Draw the diagonals on both the ends of the job. Using
bevel square and scriber. (Fig 1)

• Hold the job vertically on the bench vice.

• Keep the saw on the diagonal and start sawing.

• Cut the piece into two halves diagonally.

• Hold the piece on a planing troughs the diagonal side
using convex moulding plane.

• Make several planing in same direction until the stock
becomes concave curve surface.

• Finish the curve surface using convex moulding plane.
(Fig 2)

• Smooth the surface of the fillet using sand paper..
(Fig 2)

Care must be taken to see that plane does not
planing vice jaws.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.140
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.141
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Layout of multi piece pattern
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for multi pieces pattern
• select the contraction scale as per metal
• add machining and drafting allowance on layout.
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Job Sequence
Preparation of layout board

• Prepare the layout board, all the sides square to one
another.

• Clean the surface of layout board using smooth sand
paper.

• Apply the distemper on layout board evenly by brush.
Allow the distemper to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using No. 120 sand
paper.

• Choose the contraction steel rule as per the metal given
in drawing.

Part 1 - Cope

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the other
at equally spaced from centre. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 6 mm and draw the semi circular arc
above and below the centre line at 'X' and 'Y' on layout.
Join the arc tangentially. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 39 mm and cut the top and bottom
line from 'P' and 'Q' at A, B, C and D. (Fig 1)

• Join the points AC and BD on layout. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 57 mm and draw the arc above the
top line from point 'I' and  'J'. (Fig 2) Join the concave
arcs E and C, F and D.
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Part 2 - Cheek

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the other
at equally spaced from centre. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider for 18 mm and draw the semi circular
arc above and below the centre line at 'X' and 'Y' on
layout. Join the arc tangentially. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider for 30 mm. Cut the top line from 'P' at 'E'
and 'F'. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider 42 mm cut the bottom line from 'Q' at 'C'
and 'D'.

Part 3 - Drag

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the other
at 9 mm equally spaced from centre. (Fig 3)

• Set the divider for 75 mm and cut the top and bottom
line from 'P' and 'Q' at A, B, 'C' and 'D'. (Fig 3)

• Join the points AC and BD on layout. (Fig 3)

• Set the divider for 36 mm. Cut the bottom line from E
and F from point 'Q'. (Fig 3)

• Set the divider for 54 mm. Cut the vertical centre line at
'R' from point 'Q.'

• Mark the horizontal line on layout from 54 mm point R.

• Set the divider for 30 mm. Cut the bottom line from G
and H from point 'R'.

• Join the taper cylindrical surface on 'E', 'G' and 'F', 'H'.
(Fig 3)
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• Add 2 mm drafting allowance on parts 1 and 3. Show it
in blue colour on layout. (Fig 4)

• Show the machining allowance in red colour on
layout,(Fig 4)

• Mark dowel pin position on layout. (Fig 4)

• Show the parting line on layout darken the scribed line
in layout using HB pencil.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.141
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.142
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Mark and make multi piece pattern
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make multi piece pattern on teak wood.
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Job Sequence

Part 1

Cope (Fig 1)

• Plane the pattern piece as per the dimension.(Fig 1)

• Mark and make the pattern as per layout.

• Add the drafting and machining allowance as per layout.

• Check the squareness at the pattern with try square.

• Mark dowel pin position as per layout.

• Make 6 mm blind hold on the centre point of pattern
piece as per the layout.

• Prepare the wooden dowel according to the size at the
drilled hole 6 mm.

• Insert the dowel pin through the drilled hole, until it
reaches full depth on the pattern piece.

• Repeat the same procedure to fix the dowel pin in the
other drill hole also.

Part 2

Cheek (Fig 2)

• Mount the face plate on the lathe spindle (live spindle)
until it is tight against shoulder.

• Place the tool rest parallel to be turned and little below
the centre.

• Turn the stock to the required thickness using round
nose chisel and skew chisel.

• Mark the dimensions on the job using divider and steel
rule.

• Form the concave surface using round nose chisel.

• Switch off the machine and check the measurements.

• Remove the tool rest from the bed

• Mark the dowel pin position as per layout.

• Fix the drill chuck with 6 mm drill bit on tail stock spindle
and make blind hole as per layout.

• Prepare the wooden dowel according to size at the
drilled hole. (Fig 2)

• Repeat the same procedure to make dowel pin hole in
other side.

• Remove the drill chuck from tail stock spindle.

• Insert the dowel pin through the drilled hole until it
reaches full depth on the pattern piece.

• Keep the tail stock away from head stock for sanding.

• Finish the cheek using sand paper.

Part 3

Drag

• Check the work piece for required size of 155 x 155 x
90 mm - 1 No.

• Plane the face side of the stock flat and smooth to fix
with the face plate.

• Mark the centre on both sides of the stock.

• Set the wing compass for 75 mm radius and draw the
circle on the stock little larger than the finished
dimension.

• Cut the stock on band saw machine leaving turning
allowance.

• Place the face plate on the stock (on planed surface)
and fasten it with screws.

• Mount the face plate on the lathe spindle (live spindle)
until it is tight against shoulder.

• Place the tool rest parallel to be turned and little below
the centre.

• Turn the stock to the required diameter of the pattern
using round nose chisel as per layout.
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• Check the work piece for required size of 90 x 90 x
50 mm  - 1 No.

• Plane the face side of the stock flat and smooth to fix
with the face plate.

• Mark the centre on both sides of the stock.

• Set the wing compass for 44 mm radius and draw the
circle on the stock little larger than the finished
dimension. (R 42 mm)

• Cut the stock on tenon saw leaving turning allowance.

• Place the face plate on the stock (on planed surface)
and fasten it with screws.
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• Checkk the dimensions on the job using divider and
steel rule. (Fig 3)

• Shape the dowel pin as per the layout.

• Place the pattern pieces on layout and check the
required measurement.

• Paint the pattern as per ISI colour code. (Fig 5)

• Set the taper cylindrical surface. Mark and repeat the
same procedure.

• Make a taper cylindrical suface on the pattern using
flat on skew chisel maintaining major dia ø72 mm and
minor dia ø 60 mm.

• Add 2 mm drafting allowance in addition to machines
allowance.

• Switch off the machine.

• Mark the dowel pin position on pattern.

• Make 6 mm drill hole on centre of  surface of the pattern.

• Assemble the pattern pieces as per the layout. (Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.143
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Mark and make half core and core print
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare core sand
• make half core
• mark and make core print.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Prepare materials for plumbego mixture

• Take (Fig 1)

Blumbego    -     710 gms

Bentonite     -     210 gms

Dextrine       -       40 gms

Water          -        40 gms

by weight (Fig 1)

• Sieve them separately and keep it in tray.

• Mix all materials in dry statein order by order.

• Sprinkle water over the mixture using water sprinkler
little by little.

• Make a lump and keep it for while use.

Sieve the material before mixing.

Prepare the mixture

• Take a mug and put required amount to coat a core.

• Mix properly adding water little by little.

• Check the consistency of the liquid.

Prepare re-inforcement rod for half core

• Check size of the core.

• Provide one or two re-inforcements.

• Measure re-inforcement wire as required dimension of
core.

• Mark the dimension on the re-inforcement rod.

• Cut with chisel and hammer.

Don't use tempered wire, it may crack the core
while backing.
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Make half core box. (Fig 2)

• Place the half core box on moulding board.

• Clean the core box with kerosene.

• Fill the core sand partially.

• Ram with hook rammer gently.

• Add and fill the core sand completely.

• Ram, level and smooth the surface of the core.

• Sprinkle parting materials.

Vent the core

• Take vent - wire.

• Apply pierced venting.

• Vent the core.

Take care the vent wise should not tourch strike
the core.

Roll over the core.

• Put the layer of rough sand on core.

• Place the core plate on core.

• Roll-over the core box with core plate.

• Rap gently and remove the core box.

• Trim the core with cleaners.

• Apply plumbego coating on core surface.

• Keep the core in the oven for dry.

• Remove the core from the core oven.

• The half core is ready for use.

Use 'C'. Clamp for heavy core box.

All the dextrine cores are to be dried in the
core over before use.
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TASK 2: Core print

Preparation of layout board.

Follow Ex. No.133 and 135. Job sequence dimensions for
Fig 1.

Preparation of core print.

• Check the raw materials of the core print as per the
required dimensions.

• Smooth the all side of the core print piece.

• Mark the centre line (horizontal and perpendicular)
on both the top and bottom sides of the core print piece
as per the layout.

• Set the divider to 25 mm and transfer the circle mark
on one side of core print.

• Set the divider to 20 mm and transfer the circle mark
on other side of core print.

• Hold the core print on vice..

• Make the saw cut on waste portion of core print with
tenon saw.

• Push the firmer chisel a shearing motion in a series of
short strokes to taper cylindrical surface.

• Finish the core pirnt using No.100 sand paper.
(Fig 2)
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.144
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Prepare half core box
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for half core box
• smooth the layout board using chalk powder
• mark and make the half core box as per the layout.
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Job Sequence

Preparation of layout board.

• Prepare the layout board all the side square to one
another using try square.

• Prepare the chalk powder mixing with fevicol and water
proportionately.

• Apply the chalk powder on layout board evenly using
brush.

• Allow the layout board to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using No.120 sand
paper.

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the
other at equally spaced on layout board. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 15 mm (core cavity) and draw the
arc above and below the centre line from P & Q.
(Fig 1)

Preparation of half core box.

• Check the raw materials for the required size as per
the layout.

• Plane width and thickness of core box piece as per
the measurement in layout.

• Mark and make the total length of core box piece as
per layout.

• Ends must be flat and square to the face side of the
core box piece.

• Mark the horizontal centre line on face side, both at
left and right end surface of core box.

• Set the divider for 15 mm and transfer the semi circle
mark on both the ends of core box from layout.

• Join both left and right end semi circular points by
straight line on face side of core box piece.

• Make the saw cut on waste portion of core box cavity
leaving the semi circular line.

• Remove the waste portion from core box using gouge
chisel.

• Finish the core cavity using gouge chisel and straight
lines by using firmer chisel in half core box as per layout.

• Check the core cavity in core box by using the template.
(Fig 2)
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• Join the arcs tangentially.

• Set the divider for 35 mm (width of core box) and draw
the semi circular arc above and below the centre line
from 'P' and 'Q'.

• Join the arcs tangentially together.(Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 130 mm (length of core box) and
draw the semi circular arcs both at left and right and
top and bottom line from R and S at T, V and U, W.

• Join the arcs tangentially together at both left and right
ends of top and bottom line at T, U and V, W. (Fig 1)

• Extend the centre line, top and bottom line to the
required length to draw side view of core box on layout
board. (Fig 1)

• Mark the vertical line, 'X' and 'Y' to the centre line on
layout board to draw side view of core box. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 15 mm (core cavity) and draw the
semi-circular arc from 'Q'.

• Set the divider for 35 mm (thickness of core box) and
cut top and bottom line at 'M' and 'N' from 'X' and 'Y'.

• Join the points 'M' and 'N' together on layout. (Fig 1)

• Finish the core cavity using No.120 sand paper without
changing the dimensions.

• Check the core box by placing over the layout for the
required measurements.

• Paint the core box as per ISI colour code.

Fig 2
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.145
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Casting pattern (Cam pattern)
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for cam pattern
• smooth and layout board using distemper powder
• select the contraction scale as per the metal given in drawing
• add the machining allowance on layout
• add the drafting allowance on layout
• mark and make the cam pattern as per layout.
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Job Sequence

Preparation of layout board.

• Prepare the layout board all the sides square to one
another. Clean the surface of layout board using
smooth sand paper.

• Apply the distemper on layout board evenly using brush
and allow the layout board to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using 100 sand
paper.

• Choose the contraction steel rule as per the metal given
in drawing.

• Mark the horizontal and vertical centre line on layout
board proportionately. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 40 mm and cut the centre line at 'A'
and 'B' from point '0'. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider for 20 mm and draw the semi circular
arc from point B. (Fig 2)

• Set the divider for 30 mm and draw the semi circular
arc from point A. (Fig 2)

• Join both the arcs tangentially above and below the
centre line. (Fig 2)
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• Set the divider for 60 mm and draw the arc above the
centre line from point 'A' and 'B' (Fig 3). Join the arcs
'm' and 'n' tangentially.

• Set the divider for 20 mm and draw the arc above the
60 mm line or from 'm' and 'n'. (Fig 3). Join the arcs
'm' and 'n' tangentially. Extend the points 'C' and 'D'
above the centre line 'A' and 'B". Join all the scribing
lines to make darker with pencil.

• Add the machining allowance on top and bottoms
surface of the layout. (Fig 4)

• Show the machining allowance in red colour on layout.

• Add the drafting allowance at the necessary sides in
the layout.

• Show the drafting allowance in blue colour on layout.
(Fig 4)

• Add 2 mm drafting allowance at parting line on layout.

• Add 3 mm machining allowance on layout.
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• Set the divider for 10 mm. Fig 5 "O" as a centre and
cut the centre line at 'X' and 'Y'. (Fig 5)

• Set the divider for 10 mm and draw the semi circular
arc at 'X' and 'Y' as centre (Fig 5). Join the arcs
tangantially.

• Mark the centre line (horizontal and perpendicular) on
both the top and bottom sides of the pattern piece as
per the layout.

• Transfer all the centre points on both the top and bottom
sides of the pattern piece from the layout.

• Transfer the major arcs and minor arcs on both the top
and bottom sides of the pattern from layout.

• Join the major arcs and minor arcs on both the top and
bottom sides of the pattern tangentially.

• Add the machining allowance on top and bottom surface
of the pattern as per the layout.

• Add the drafting allowance on pattern pieces as per
the layout.

• Saw the waste portion of the pattern using tenon saw.

• Plane the taper surface of drafting allowance on the
pattern piece up to the marked line as per the layout.

• Finish the curved surface of the pattern by chiselling
on both top and bottom surface as per the layout.

• Check the tapered surface of the pattern using bevel
square.

• Check all the shapes and sizes of the finished pattern
placing on the layout.

• Make the drill on the slot portion using drilling machine.

• Remove the waste portion and finish the slot using
gouge and firmer chisel on both top and bottom sides.

• Finish the slot surface using half round file.

• Check the correct measurements of the slot by placing
the pattern on layout.

• Finish the pattern using sand paper.

• Paint the pattern as per ISI colour code.
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• Add the drafting allowance inside the slot of the pattern
in layout.

• Show the parting line on layout.

Preparation of "cam pattern".

• Plane the face side of the pattern piece perfectly flat to
the surface plate.

• Plane the face edge of the pattern piece square to the
face side.

• Mark and make the thickness of the pattern piece
including the machining allowance as per the layout.
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.146
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Positioning of core print
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the layout board for flanged position
• positioning of core print size add in layout.
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Job Sequence

Preparation of layout board for positioning of core
print on flanged pattern.

• Prepare the layout board, all the sides square to one
another.

• Clean the surface of layout board using smooth sand
paper.

• Apply the distemper on layout board evenly by brush.
Allow the layout board to dry.

• Smooth the surface of layout board using No.100 sand
paper.

• Choose the contraction steel rule as per the metal given
in drawing.

• Mark the horizontal and vertical lines one over the other
at equally spaced from centre. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 20 mm and draw the semi circular
arc above and below the centre line at 'X' and 'Y' on
layout. Join the arc tangentially. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 75 mm and cut the top and bottom
line from 'P' and 'Q' at 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D'. (Fig 1)

• Join the points AC and BD on layout. (Fig 1)

• Set the divider for 35 mm and draw the semi circular
arc above and below the centre line from the point 'X'
and 'Y' (Fig 2)

• Join the arc tangentially to the length required.

• Set the divider for 95 mm and cut both the sides of top
and bottom line from point 'R' and 'S' at EG and FH.

• Join the points 'E', 'F', 'G' and H together.

• Extent the AC line on both the sides upto A1 and C1
on layout.

• Extend the BD line on both the sides upto B1 and D1
on layout. (Fig 2)

• Mark the dowel pin position on layout.
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• Add 3 mm machining allowance on both the ends of
flange (at 'E' and 'G', 'F' and 'H') of the pattern and show
it in red colour on layout. (Fig 3)

• Add 2 mm drafting allowance in addition to machines
allowance and show it in blue colour on layout. (Fig 3)

• Mark the dowel pin position on layout.

• Set the divider for 15 mm and draw the semi circular
arc above and below the centre line at XY on layout.
(Fig 3)
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• Set the divider 130 mm and cut both sides of the middle
line from 'm' and 'n' at 'R',.'S',.'T' and 'U' on layout.
(Fig 3)

• Set the divider for 12 mm and draw a semi circular arc
above and below the centre line at 'XY' layout.

• Joint the arc tangentially to the length required.

• The 3 mm machine allowance on both top and bottom
of core dia shows it in red colour in layout.

• Join the points R, T and S, U together on layout.
(Fig 3)

• Add 2 mm drafting allowance on both the end surface
of core prints and show it in blue colour on layout.

• Form 5 mm fillet on inside the flanged surface on layout.

• Join all the required lines together and make the line
darken using HB pencil on layout. (Fig 3)

• Show the machining allowance in red colour on layout.

• Show the parting line on layout.

Marked machine symbol at flanged outer area
of both flange. Smooth finish symbol to given
i.e.∇∇∇∇∇

Marked machining symbol at box area of
flanged pattern. Rough finish symbol to be
given i.e.∇∇∇∇∇

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.2.146
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Construction   Exercise 2.2.147
Carpenter -  Pattern making

Apply colour code on pattern, core box as per is specification
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply the colour code used on pattern and core box.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the students regarding the colour code is specification
pattern and core box.

Skill Sequence

Pattern colour code
Objective: This shall help you to
• using the colour code on pattern and core print.

The pattern colour scheme recommended by IS: 1513-1971

Surface Colour/Mark

Surface to be left as unmachined Blue (steel)

Red (Grey cast iron)

Grey (Malleable cast iron)

Orange (Heavy metal castings)

Brown (Light metal castings)

Surfaces to be machined Yellow

Core prints for unmachined opening and end prints

Periphery Black

Ends Black

Core prints for machined openings

Periphery Yellow strips or black

Ends Black

Pattern joints (split patterns)

Cored section

Metal section Clear varnish

Touch core

Core shape Black

Legend "Touch"

Seats of and for loose core prints: Green

Stop-offs: Diagonal black strips or clear varnish

Chilled surfaces

Outlined in legend Black "chill"

Fillets Black broken line
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Construction Exercise 2.3.148
Carpenter - Basic fitting

Mark and make hanging plate, corner plate, name plate, corner clamp and
angle plate
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make hanging plate and corner plate
• mark and make name plate and corner clamp
• mark and make angle plate.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Hanging plate

• Check the raw material for its size using steel rule.

• File the surfaces and edges using flat file.

• File the other edges flat and square to one another.

• Apply copper sulphate solution on the surface and
allow it to dry.

• Layout the lines as per drawing on the flat.

• Punch the centres of the all drill holes.

• Cut off the marked line by hack sawing.

• Drill two holes of dia 1.5 mm with centres 30 mm apart

• Countersink both the holes with suitable bits.

• Drill centre hole of dia 10 mm in the centre.

• Chain drill 3 holes of dia 3 mm portion for parting of
excess material from inside.

• Separate the inside material using a chisel.

• File the inside slot as per drawing.

• File and finish the other sides.

• File the curved surface and finish it using a half round
file.

• File and finish hanging also all sides as per sizes within
±0.5 mm.

TASK 2: Corner plate
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• Check the raw material for its size using steel rule.

• File the surfaces and edges using flat file.

• File the other edges flatly and square to one another.

• Apply copper sulphate solution on the surface and
allow it to dry.

• Layout the lines as per drawing on the flat.

• Punch the centres of the all drill holes.

• Cut off the marked lines by hacksawing and filing.

• Drill four holes of dia 5 mm with centres.

• Countersink both the holes with suitable bits.

• File the outside as per drawing.

• File and finish the other sides using flat file.

• File and finish corner plate all sides as per sizes within
±0.5 mm.

TASK 3: Name plate

• Check the raw material for its size with steel rule.

• File the surfaces and edges with flat file.

• File the other edges flatly and square to one another.

• Apply solution on the surface and allow it to dry.

• Layout the lines as per drawing on the flat.

• Punch the centres of the all drill holes.

• Cut off the marked lines by hacksawing.

• Drill center two hole of dia 5 mm in the centre.

• Chain drill 3 holes of dia 3 mm for portion of excess
material from inside.

• Separate the inside material using a chisel.

• File the inside two slot as per drawing.

• File and finish the other sides.

• File the two curved surface and finish it using a half
round file.

• File and finish name plate all sides as per sizes within
±0.5 mm.

TASK 4: Corner Clamp

• Check the raw material for its size using steel rule.

• File the surfaces and edges using flat rule.

• File the other edges flatly and square to one another.

• Apply copper sulphate solution on the surface and allow
it to dry.

• Layout the lines as per drawing on the flat.

• Punch the centres of the all  drill holes.

• Cut off the marked lines by hacksawing.

• Drill center hole of dia 5 mm in the centre.

• File the outside as per drawing.

• File and finish the other sides.

• File and finish corner clamp  all sides as per sizes
within ±0.5 mm.
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Skill Sequence

Parting off by chain drilling
Objective: This shall help you to
• part off metal by chain drilling.

TASK 5: Angle plate

• Check the raw material for its size using steel rule.

• File the surfaces and edges using flat rule.

• File the other edges flatly and square to one another.

• Apply solution on the surface and allow it to dry.

• Layout the lines as per drawing on the flat.

• Punch the centres of the drill holes.

• Cut off the marked lines by hacksawing.

• Drill center four hole of dia 5 mm in the centre.

• File the outside as per drawing.

• File and finish the other sides.

• File and finish angle plate all sides as per sizes within
±0.5 mm.

The shape of certain job features is such that metals are
to be cut in places which are inaccessible for hacksawing
by hand.

While there are many methods for doing this, the most
common method adopted in bench fitting is to chain drill
in such places and hacksaw other sides, if possible.

After chain drilling and hacksawing the other sides, a chisel
is used to part off the metal A. (Fig 1)

If the workpiece is not thick enough, parting with an ordinary
flat chisel will cause distortion to the workpiece.

The best method is to use a PUNCHING CHISEL or WEB
CHISEL to remove the metal web between the drilled holes.

If the web thickness is kept too small, a slight in accuracy
in drilling will draw the drill to the hole already drilled and
cause damage to the drill.

For easier parting off, select suitable hole size to permit
the chisel to enter and leave minimum material for filing.

Cutting with a web chisel will produce sharp
cutting edges. Handle the work pieces
carefully.

The web chisel (punching chisel) has a double cutting
edge and this reduces the possibility of distortion to work
pieces.
While cutting the web, the chisel is kept at an angle.
(Fig 2)

Remove only thin chips of equal thickness.
Thick workpieces need cutting with a web chisel from both
sides.
While marking for chain drilling, place the location of drill
centres in such a way that the web is not too thick.
(Fig 3)

About 1 mm thick web is convenient for drilling and
separating with a chisel.
 If  the web thickness is kep too small, a slight in accuracy
in drilling with draw to the hole already drilled and base
damage to the drill for easier parting off, select the suitable
hole size to permit the chisel to earlier and clearance.
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Hints on chipping
Objective: This shall help you to
• chip metals observing safe practices.

Before commencing the chipping operation we must ensure
the following:

The hammer-head must be properly secured. (Fig 1)

Wipe off oily substances, if any, from the face of the
hammer.

The chisel head must be free from mushroom formation.
(Fig 2)

Wear safely goggles.
Remove bangles and wrist watches.
Install chip-guard against chips flying off. (Fig 3)

Grip the work must be properly in the vice. Support the
work on the wooden block (Fig 4) if necessary.

At the head of the chisel while chipping, look at the cutting
edge of the chisel and not. Also position the chisel in
such a way as to cut the metal in uniform thickness.
(Fig 5)

Stop chipping before the end of the surface, otherwise,
the edge of the job will break off. (Fig 6)

Chip the end of the job from the opposite direction.
(Fig 7)

Hold the hammer at the end of the handle for maximum
leverage. (Fig 8)
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Hacksawing (Holding pitch selection)
Objectives: This shall help you to
• select blades for different metal sections
• hold different sections of workpieces for hacksawing..

Holding the workpiece

Position the metal to be cut according to the cross-section
for hacksawing.

As far as possible the job is held so as to be cut on the
flat side rather than the edge or the corner. This reduces
the blade breakages. (Figs 1, 2 & 3)

Select of the blade depends on the shape and hardness
of the material to be cut.

Pitch selection

Use 1.8 mm pitch blade for soft materials such as bronze,
brass, soft steel, cast iron, heavy angles etc. (Fig 4)

Use 1.4 mm pitch for tool steel, high carbon, high speed
steel etc. use 1 mm pitch blade. For angle iron, brass
tubing, copper, iron pipe etc. use 1 mm pitch blade.
(Figs 5 & 6)
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Use 0.8 mm pitch blade for conduit and other thin tubing,
sheet metal work etc. (Fig 7)

Hacksawing
Objectives: This shall help you to
• fix hacksaw blades maintaining correct tension and direction
• cut metal pieces with a hacksaw.

Fixing of hacksaw blades
Keep the teeth of the hacksaw blade point in the direction
of the cut and away from the handle. (Fig 1)

Keep the blade should be held straight and correctly
tensioned before starting.
Make a small notch while starting the cut. (Fig 2)
Study the cutting movement and use the full length of the
blade.

Apply pressure only during the forward stroke. (Fig 3)

Cut atleast two to three teeth in contact with the work.
Select a fine pitch blade for thin work. (Fig 4)

Turn and change position of the pipe while hacksawing.
(Fig 5)

Normally, a coolant is not necessary while
hacksawing. Do not move the blade too fast.
While finishing a cut slow down to avoid
breakage of blade and injury to yourself and
other.
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For removing the local uneveness draw filing can also be
done. (Fig 6) The same filing can also be done for fine
finishing.

Filing flat surface
Objective: This shall help you to
• file flat.

Check the height of the bench vice. (Fig 1) If the height is
more, use a platform and if it is less, select and use another
work bench.

Hold the job in the bench vice with projection of 5 to 10
mm from the top of the vice jaw.

Select flat files of various grades and length according to
the

– Size of the job

– Quantity of metal to be removed.

– Material of the job.

Check whether the handle of the file fits tightly. Hold the
handle of the file (Fig 2) and push the file forward using
your right hand palm on left hand palm.

Hold the tip of the file according to the quantity of the
metal to be removed.

For heavy filing. (Fig 3)

For light filing. (Fig 4)

For removing local uneveness. (Fig 5)

Start filing by pushing the file uniformly during the forward
stroke and release the pressure during the return stroke.

Continue giving strokes. Balance the pressure of the file
in such a way that the file always remains flat and straight
over the surface to be filed.
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Remove the drill and fix the countersink tool on the machine
without disturbing the alignment. (Fig 2)

Countersinking
Objective: This shall help you to
• countersink holes of different sizes.

Selection of countersinks

Select the countersinking tool according to the angle of
the taper head of the screw. Use the table for countersink
holes.

Procedure

Fix the job in the machine vice (if necessary, use parallel
blocks) and set it square.

Align the machine spindle with the drilled hole to be
countersink. (Fig 1)

Set the spindle speed of the drilling machine to the nearest
calculated r.p.m. Use the formula.

Substitute the recommended value of 'V' and diameter of
countersink. (V = 1/3rd of drilling cutting speed)

Countersink the hole to a depth equal to the head length
of the screw. (Fig 3)

Check the countersink hole with a suitable countersink
headscrew for proper seating. (Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.3.149
Carpenter - Basic fitting

Make bolt, nut and washer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make square bolt
• mark and make square nut
• mark and make plain washer.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Square head bolt

• Check the raw material size using steel rule.

• Cut the square rod to size 53 mm using hacksaw.

• File square, rod side 25 mm to side 24 mm and length
50 mm.

• File to size Ø 11.9 mm x 40 mm length as shown in
Fig 1.

TASK 2: Square nut

• Check the raw material size 15 mm using steel rule.

• File nut to size 12 mm thickness in 25 mm side square
rod.

• File chamfer in one end to 2 mm x 30°.

• Determine tap drill size for M12 tap.

• Mark centre of hole for tapping hole.

• Punch on the tap drill hole centre with centre punch
90°.

• Make centre drill to locate hole centre.

• Drill Ø 6 mm pilot hole in square nut.

• Drill Ø 10.5 mm for tapping hole.

• Chamfer both ends of drilled hole to 2 mm x 45°.

• Hold the nut in bench vice parallel to vice jaws.

• Fix M 12 first tap in tap wrench and cut internal thread
as per drawing.

• Similarly, fix M12 second tap, third tap and cut and
form full internal thread.

• Check the threaded hole with screw pitch gauge and
matching bolt.

• Clean the thread in bolt and nut.

• Match the nut with bolt as shown in Fig 1.

• Apply a little oil and preserve it for evaluation.

TASK 3: Plain washer

• Check the raw material size.

• Mark centre of hole and outer circular line.

• Punch on the washer drill hole centre with center punch
90° and drilled circular line.

• Make centre drill to locate hole centre.

• Drill Ø 6 mm pilot hole in washer.

• Drill Ø 12 mm for washer hole.

• Sawing and filing outer circular line.

• One face is chamfered at 2 mm x 45°.

• Clean the washer.
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• File chamfer in blank end to 2 mm x 45° and head
side 2 x 30°.

• Hold the square head bolt blank in bench vice to 90°.

• Fix M 12 split die in die stock.

• Set M 12 split die on square head bolt blank end and
cut external thread.

• Repeat the thread cutting process until the nut
matches.

• Check the external thread using screw pitch gauge
and matching nut.
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Skill sequence

Drilling through holes
Objective: This shall help you to
• drill holes of different diameter in a drilling machine.

Punch the centre of the hole to be drilled by a centre
punch.

Set the job in the machine vice securely by using two
parallel bars to clear the drill. (Fig 1)
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Fix the drill chuck into the spindle of the drilling machine.

Fix the 6 mm dia drill in the drill chuck for pilot hole.

Select the spindle speed by shifting the belt in the
appropriate cone pulleys.

Drill the pilot hole for 6 mm.

Remove the 6 mm drill and fix the 10.5 mm.

Make drill Ø 10.5 mm hole.

Remove the drill and drill chuck.

Caution

Do not remove chips with your bare hands -
use brush.

Do not try to change the belt while the
machine is running.

Ensure that the drill do not penetrate into the vice.

Fix securely the drill deep into the drill chuck. (Fig 2)

Since the web of large diameter drills are thicker, the dead
centres of those drills do not sit in the centre punch marks.
This can result in the shifting of the hole location. Thick
dead centres cannot penetrate into the material easily
and will impose severe strain on the drill.

These problems can be overcome by drilling pilot holes
initially. (Fig 3)

Tapping through holes
Objective: This shall help you to
• cut internal threads using hand taps.

Determine the tap drill size either using the formula or the
table.

Drill the hole to the required tap drill size. [An undersized
hole will lead to breakage of the tap].

Chamfer the end of the drilled hole for easy aligning and
starting of the tap. (Fig 1)

Hold the work firmly and horizontally in the vice. The top
surface of the job should be slightly above the level of the
vice jaws. This will help in using a try square without any
obstruction while aligning the tap. (Fig 2)
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Fix the first tap (taper tap) in the correct size tap wrench.
Too small a wrench will need a greater force to turn the tap.
Very large and heavy wrenches will not give the ‘feel’
required to turn the tap as it cuts and may lead to breakage
of the tap.

Position the tap in the chamfered hole vertically by
ensuring the wrench is in a horizontal plane.

Exert steady downward pressure and turn the tap wrench
slowly in the clockwise direction to start the thread. Hold the
tap wrench close to the centre. (Fig 3)

Remove the wrench from the tap when you are sure of
starting the thread without disturbing the setting.
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Check and make sure that the tap is vertical by using a try
square in two positions at 90° to each other. (Figs 4 & 5)

Make correction if necessary by exerting slightly more
pressure on the opposite side of the tap inclination.

Check the tap alignment again. The tap alignment should
be corrected within the first few turns. If it is tried afterwards
there is a chance of breaking of the tap.

Turn the wrench lightly by holding at the ends without
exerting any downward pressure after the tap is positioned
vertically. The wrench pressure exerted by the hands
should be well balanced. Any extra pressure on one side
will spoil the tap alignment and can also cause breakage
of the tap. (Fig 6).
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Continue cutting the thread. Turn backwards frequently
about quarter turn, to break the chips. (Fig 7) Cut the thread until the hole is totally threaded.

Finish and clean up  using the intermediate and plug  tap
will not cut any thread in the first tap as entered the hole
fully.

Remove the chips from the work and clean the tap with a
brush.

Make sure that the dia of the hole to be tapped
is correct for the given size of the tap.

Turn backwards to break the chip after every
quarter  turn.

Select the length of wrench suitable to the size
of the tap over length of wrench may cause the
breakage of tap.

Stop and turn backwards when any obstruction to the
movements is felt.

Use a cutting fluid while cutting the thread to
minimize friction and heat.

External threading using dies
Objective: This shall help you to
• cut external threads using dies.

Check blank size.

Blank size = Thread size - 0.1 x pitch of thread.

Fix the die in the diestock and place the leading side of the
die opposite to the step of the die stock. (Figs 1 & 2)

Place the leading side of  the die on the chamfer of the work.
(Fig 3)

Make sure that the die is fully open by tightening the centre
screw of the diestock. (Fig 4)

Use vice clamp for ensuring a good grip in the
vice.

Project the blank above the vice - just the
required thread length only.

Start the die, square to the bolt centre line. (Fig 5)

Apply pressure on the diestock evenly and turn in a
clockwise direction to advance the die on the bolt blank.
(Fig 5)

Cut slowly and reverse the die for a short distance in order
to break the chips.
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Use a cutting lubricant.

Increase the depth of the cut gradually by adjusting the
outer screws.

Check the thread with a matching nut.

Repeat the cutting until the nut matches.

Too much depth of cut at one time will spoil the
threads. It can also spoil the die.

Clean the die frequently to prevent the chips
from clogging and spoiling the thread.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.3.149
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Construction   Exercise 2.3.150
Carpenter - Basic fitting

Grind chisel, drill and check for correct cutting angle
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• grinding of flat chisel
• grinding of twist drill bit and check the cutting angle.

Job Sequence

Task 1: Grinding of flat chisel

• Rock the point on both sides in an arc to provide
convexity at the cutting edge.

• Dip the chisel in the coolant as and when it is required
so as to avoid overheating.

• Repeat the grinding on opposite side of the cutting edge.

• Check the chisel wedge angle.

• Set the bevel protractor for check wedge angle.

• Hold the grind chisel in left hand.

• Hold the bevel protractor in right hand.

• Check the wedge angle of accuracy 60°. (Fig 2)

• Do not use cotton waste or other material for holding
the chisel while grinding.

• Use only the face of the wheel and not the sides.
(Fig 1)

• Switch on the grinder.

• Hold the chisel edge parallel to the wheel surface; the
body of the chisel must be at an angle of 30° in such a
way as to get 60° wedge angle. (Fig 2)

• Rest the body of the chisel on the tool rest (A) and
allow the point to touch the wheel. (Fig 2)

• Keep the pressure as minimum as possible to prevent
excessive heating of the cutting edge (avoid blue colour
i.e., annealing effect).

• Check the grinding wheel for cracks.

• Ensure that there is enough coolant in the container.

• Protect your eyes with goggles or lower the protecting
shield near the tool rest.

• Adjust the tool rest 2 mm closes to the wheel, it
necessary.

CA
N
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Fig 1
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Fig 2
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Task 2: Grinding a twist drill bit and check cutting angle

• Dip the tool in a coolant frequently.

• Finish the clearance angle from 9° to 12°.

• Clean the cutting edge of the drill bit.

• Hold the drill gauge in left hand.

• Hold the grind drill bit in right hand. (Fig 2)

• Check the clearance angle and tip length and maintain
both sides equal.

• Reduce the web thickness at dual centre.

• Deburr the cutting edge by an oil stone.

• The hand near the point should be pivoted lightly on
the tool rest for easy manipulation.

• Lightly press the drill with and angle of 59° against the
grinding wheel and at the same time; the drill shank is
moved up and down to get the lip clearance angle of 8°
to 12°.

• Switching the shank of the drill slightly downward and
towards the left.

• Repeat the operation for the other lip.

• Check for loading glazing and trueness of wheel and
cracks.

• Switch on the grinding machine.

• The drill bit is hold behind the point with the thumb and
index finger of the left hand, shank with the thumb and
index finger of the right hand. (Fig 1)
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Construction Exercise 2.4.151
Carpenter - Sheet Metal

Marking make various sheet metal joints
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make a pane down seam joint by using hand tools
• mark and make a knocked up seam joint by using hand tools
• mark and make a locked groove joint using hand groovers.
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Job Sequence
TASK 1: Pane down seam joint

• Mark and cut sheet to the size as per drawing

(Part I ISSH 60 x 50 x 0.6mm G.I. sheet)

(Part II ISSH 80x50x0.6mm G.I. sheet)

• Flatten the sheets using a mallet on a dressing plate.

• Remove burrs on edges of the sheet with flat smooth file.

• Mark the setting down operation for the single seam
(pane down joint) in part 1. (Fig 1)

• Fold edge of the sheet to 90o using a hatchet stake and
a mallet for single seam in part 1. (Fig 2)

• Mark the setting down operation for the single seam in
part 2 (pane down joint) (Fig 3)

• Fold edge of the sheet using a hatchet stake and a mallet
for single hemming in part 2. (Fig 4)

• Set the part 1 and 2 using try square as per shown in
the sketch for single seam pane down joint. (Fig 5)

• Strike on the edge of the flange and complete, the
operation for the pane down joint. (Figs 6 & 7)

• Examine the pane down joint, without gap.
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TASK 2: Knocked up seam joint (single seam)

• Mark and cut sheet to the size as per drawing.

(Part 1 ISSH 65x50x0.6 G.I SHEET)

(Part 2 ISSH 85x50x0.6 G.I SHEET)

• Flatten the sheet using a mallet on a dressing plate.

• De-burr on edges of the sheet with flat smooth file.

• Mark the setting down operation for the single seam in
part 1 (knocked up seam joint) (Fig 1)

• Fold to form the edge of the sheet using a hatchet stake
and a mallet for single seam in part 1. (Fig 2)

• Mark the distance in part 2 for single seam. (Fig 3)
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• Form the edge of the sheet using a hatchet stake and
a mallet for single seam in part 2. (Fig 4)

• Set the job part 1 and part 2 on a half moon stake and
join bent leg with a mallet as shown in figure. (Fig 5)

• Support the job by hand and strike with the mallet all
around to an angle as shown in figure to form knocked
up joint. (Fig 6)

• Increase the angle of the bend gradually while striking
with the mallet all around the seam as shown in figure
to form knocked up joint. (Fig 7)

• Tighten the double seam (knocked up joint) using the
planishing hammer as shown in figure. (Fig 8)

• Place the edge of the joint on the square stake and lightly
dress the bottom with the planishing hammer as shown
in figure and finish the knocked up joint. (Fig 9)

• Examine the knocked up joint.
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TASK 3: Locked grooved joint

• Mark and cut the sheet into two pieces as per drawing

Part 1 and Part 2 - ISSH 75x60x0.6 mm each one

• Flatten the sheet metal.

• De-burr on edges of the sheet.

• Determine the fold size of the given seam.

• Mark the straight lines for folding on the two sheets
using a steel rule and a scriber as shown in fig 1

• Fold the two sheets to an acute angle on the marked line
using a hatchet stake, steel plate / hammering block and
a mallet to form the hooks as shown in fig 2.

• Make the folded widths flat by filling with a scrap bend
sheet of approximately 1.5 times thickness of sheet and
pressing with a mallet to get the pocket for lock in two
sheets. (Fig 3)
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• Inter lock the folded sheets and place the sheets on the
dressing plate. (Fig 4)

• Press the joint to close down using the wooden mallet,
to get the grooved joint (seam) as shown in fig 5.

• Select the correct size of hand groover of a given width
of lock (seam), as shown in fig 6.

• Place the groover over the fold and strike it using a ball
pein hammer, lock the joint and finish. (Fig 7)

• Check the locked grooved joint to its requirement.
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Skill sequence

Marking and folding
Objectives: This shall help you to
• mark the allowance for double hemming
• do double hemming on the edges of the sheet using a hatchet stake.

Mark the first hemming allowance  equal  to double
hemming  dimensions ie., 2 times the thickness of the sheet
to be used.

Fold the sheet metal; edge to be folded more than 900 on
the hatchet stake using a mallet. (Fig 1)

Flat the folded edge on the dressing plate using the mallet.
Ensure that there is no gap between the folded edges.
(Fig 2)

Mark a line from the folded edge at a distance equal to the
thickness of the sheet, providing clearance for the second
fold. (Fig 3)

Now fold the edge further on the  dressing plate using the
mallet. (Fig 5)

Flatten the edge, without any gap, using the mallet. (Fig 6)
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Hold the workpiece vertical, set the marked line matching
with the bevelled edge of the hatchet stake and fold the edge
to approximately 900 using a mallet. (Fig 4)

Check the double hemmed edge for flatness and
straightness.

Rectify, if necessary.

Pane down joint
Objective: This shall help you to
• set the part and finish the pane down joint (single seam).

The setting down operation for the single seam (pane down
joint) should be carried out stage by stage as shown in
Fig 1.

While striking, stretching and buckling of the metal is oc-
curred at the bottom edge. (Fig 2)
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Setting and double seaming
Objectives: This shall help you to
• place the joint on half moon stake and square stake
• finish the knocked up joint (double seam).

For knocked up seam, the pane down joint is turned up.
Place the pane down joint on a half moon stake and join
by a mallet as shown in Fig 1.

Support the job by hand and strike with the mallet all around
to an angle as shown in Fig 2.

Increase the angle of the bend gradually, while striking
with the mallet all around the seam as shown in Fig 3.

Tighten the double seam (knocked up  joint) using the
planishing hammer as shown in Fig 4.

Place the edge of the joint on the square stake and lightly
dress the bottom with the planishing hammer as shown in
Fig 5.

The Finished double seam (knocked up joint) is shown  in
Fig 6.
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The finished single seam (pane down joint) is shown in
Fig 3.
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Marking and forming lock grooved joint
Objectives: This shall help you to
• mark the allowance for double hemming
• make double hemming at the edges of a sheet metal using a hatchet stake.

First determine the fold size for the given width of the seam.

Fold size = Width of the lock - 3 times the material
thickness.

Now from the fold size determine the total allowance for
the locked grooved joint.

Total allowance = (3 x the fold size) + (6 x the thickness of
the sheet)

For example, if the width of the lock is 6mm and the thick-
ness is 0.5 mm then, the fold size = 6- (3 x 0.5) = 4.5 mm

The total allowance = (3 x 4.5) + (6 x 0.5) =
13.5 + 3=16.5 mm.

Mark the line at a distance of 1/3rd of the total allowance
on one sheet and two lines at a distance of 1/3rd and 2/3rd

of the total allowance on another sheet.

For example, if the total allowance is 16.5 mm then, mark
the line at a distance of 5.5mm from the edge on one
sheet and two lines at a distance of 5.5mm and 11.00mm
from the edge on another sheet. (Fig 1)

Fold the workpiece to more than 900 on the hatchet stake
using a wooden mallet (Fig 2) and then place the  band
sheet of 1.5 times the thickness as shown in Fig 3 and
flatten the edge using the wooden mallet.  This looks like
a hook.
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Select the hand groover of a given width of the lock (seam).
If proper size groover is not used, it may cause improper
locking of the grooved joint. (Fig 6)

Make a similar hook on the other workpiece also.

Interlock and place the workpiece on the dressing plate.
(Fig 4)

While interlocking, ensure that the interlock is parallel and
tight at both ends visually.

Press the joint to close down using the wooden mallet, to
get the grooved joint (seam). (Fig 5)

Place the groover over the fold at one end as shown in
Fig 7.

Fig 3

Fig 3
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Hold the hand groover in one hand and strike the top of the
groover with ball pein hammer by the other hand and clinch
the groove. Similarly clinch the groove at the other end.

Advance this work every 1/3 of the groover length, until the
entire groove is clinched down. (Fig 8)

Finish the locked grooved joint (seam) with the hand
groover and the hammer.
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Construction   Exercise 2.4.152
Carpenter - Sheet Metal

Develop and mark simple square container
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• develop and mark metal sheet simple square container
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Development of square container body

• Develop and layout the pattern by parallel line method,
considering the wiring allowance lap  joint  and knocked
up joint for the body and bottom as shown in Fig 1.

TASK 2: Development of square container bottom sheet

• Develop and layout the pattern by parallel line method,
considering the hemming allowance and also to fit into
the body as shown in Fig 2.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.4.152
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Construction   Exercise 2.4.153
Carpenter - Sheet Metal

Make simple square container with wired edge and riveted joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the square container body
• prepare the bottom with knocked up joint
• finish the square container with wire edge.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Prepare the square container body

• Cut the layout pattern using scissors for body  as shown
in Ex. No.2.4.152, Fig 1.

• Paste the pattern on sheet metal.

• Cut the sheet metal on the outline of layout pattern
pasted to the sheet using straight snips.

• Cut straight notch at bend line upto the hemming line at
both ends of the body.

• Prepare the hem at bottom of the body to fix bottom sheet
and lap joint.

• Prepare the hem to fold as flange for knocked up joint.

• Fold the sheet metal against the angle iron/folding bar/
square stakes suitably clamped.
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• Strike with wooden mallet, gradually along the bend
line.

• Ensure the edges of  body to be jointed and free of  burr
and straight.

• Calculate the distance of the lap.

• Distance of the lap = 6 x dia of the rivet (D).

• Diameter of the rivet = 2.5 (or) 3 mm.

• Mark the pitch of the rivet using steel rule and divider.

• Punch the centre points of the rivets using a centre punch
and a setting hammer.

• Check using a try square/steel square and continue to
form the square body of the container.

TASK 2: Prepare the square container bottom and assembling

• Cut the layout pattern, square container or bottom
sheet using scissors as shown in Ex. No.2.4.152,
Fig 1.

• Cut the  square notch all four sides for hemming as
shown in figure.

• Prepare the hemming on four sides of the bottom sheet
using square stakes, so to make knocked up joint with
the body of square container.

• Fix the body of the square container on the bottom
sheet to fold seam.

• Fold the four sides of bottom to form the knocked up
joint using square stakes.

• Complete and finish as per sketch.

• Ensure the lid is in proper fit against the container body.

Body wired edge

• Place the wire on top of the body edge and form the
wired edge on four sides of the body continuously as
shown in Job Sequence.

• Finish the wired edge on hatchet stake and cut off the
surplus wire at the ends.

• Complete and finish the square container. (Fig 1)• Paste the pattern on sheet metal.

• Cut out the sheet metal on the outline of layout pattern
pasted to the sheet using straight snips.
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Calculate the distance of the first rivets from the side edge.

Distance of the first rivet from the edge = 2 x dia of rivet (D)

Mark the distance of the first rivets from the side edges on
the rivet line, on both the work pieces using a divider.

Calculate the distance between two rivets i.e. patch.

Pitch = 3 x the dia of rivet (D)

Mark the pitch of the rivets on the rivet lines, on both
workpieces (Fig 2) using a divider.

Punch the centre points of the rivets using a centre punch
and a setting hammer.

Skill sequence

Layout the spacing for rivet holes to make a single riveted lap joint
Objectives: This shall help you to
• calculate the distance of the lap, the distance between centre of first rivet and edges and the distance of

pitch as per BIS standard
• layout the spacing for rivet holes to make a single riveted lap joint.

Ensure the edges of the work pieces to be joined are free
of burr and straight.

Calculate the distance of the lap.

Distance of the lap = 4 x Dia of the rivet (D)
Diameter of the rivet = 2.5 or 3t from the known thickness,
calculate the dia of the rivet and calculate the distance of
the lap.
Mark the line of distance of the lap parallel to the edge, on
both work pieces using a scriber and a steel rule. (Fig 1)

Calculate distance of the rivet line from the edge of the
sheet.
Distance of the rivet line from the edge = 2 x the diameter
of the rivet (D)
Mark the rivet lines parallel to the edge, on both work
pieces. (Fig 2)

Drilling on sheet metal by power operated portable drilling machine
Objective: This shall help you to
• drill correct sized hole on sheet metal  by operating power operated portable drilling machiner properly.

Punch the marked centre points of the holes to be drilled
lightly using a centre punch and a setting hammer.

Insert a straight shank, drill bit in the drill chuck of the
portable drilling, machine and tight with the chuck key.
(Fig 1)

Before inserting the drill in the drill chuck of the
power operated portable drilling machine , be
sure that the switch is off and earthing is
provided.

Place the work peice on a suitable wooden support and
clamp, with the help of a 'C' clamp. (Fig 2)

Hold the butt of the portable drilling machine in one hand
and grasp the gun with fore finger and thumb of the other
hand, such that the drill is perpendicular to the surface of
the metal to be drilled. (Fig 2)

Switch 'ON' the trigger switch with second finger.

Apply pressure on the drilling machine till hole is drilled.
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Riveting snap head rivet
Objectives: This shall help you to
• make proper use of the dolly, rivet set and rivet snap to perform correct riveting
• form the rivet head in round shape, by applying the hammer blows properly by the ball pein hammer
• rivet snap head rivet to make the riveted joint tight without damaging the base metal.

Ensure that all the rivet holes are drilled on one sheet and
only one hole for the centre rivet is drilled on another sheet.

Ensure that the drilled holes are deburred and the sheets
are flat.

Hold vice dolly rigidly in the bench vice.

Place the sheet having all holes drilled over the other, align
the drilled hole and coincide the marked lines for lap with
the edges.

Insert the rivet in the centre hole and place the rivet head
on the vice dolly, to avoid deformation, while hammering.
(Figs 1 & 2)

Place the deep hole of the rivet set over the shank of the
rivet. (Fig 3)

Strike the rivet set with a ball pein hammer to bring the
sheets closer, to set the joint firmly for riveting. (Fig 3)

Remove the rivet set over the shank of the rivet.

Form the rivet head roughly by hammering it down initially and
then rounding the head using a ball pein hammer. (Figs 4 & 5)

Place the rivet snap over the rounded head of the rivet and
strike with a hammer over it to form and finish the rivet head
using a ball pein hammer. (Fig 6)
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While drilling by electric operated portable
drilling machine on a sheet metal, light pressure
should be applied otherwise, the drill will stall
or pick in the work piece. (Fig 3)

Switch off the drilling machine after the drilling is completed.
De-burr the holes by larger sized drill bit by rotating it on the
drilled hole by hand.
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Making wired straight edge for stiffening by hand process
Objectives: This shall help you to
• calculate the wiring allowance and total length
• form the edge around the wire and finish as a hatchet stake.

Calculate the wiring allowance for the given wire of diameter
‘d’ and sheet thickness ‘t’.

Wiring allowance = 2.5 times the diameter of the wire + the
sheet thickness.

Determine the total length of the side.

Total length = length of the side + wiring allowance.

Cut the sheet metal to the required size using a straight snip.

Flatten the sheet on the dressing plate by a mallet and
deburr the cut edges by a flat smooth file.

Mark two lines parallel to the edge of the sheet metal at a
distance of 1/4th of the total wiring allowance.

Fold at the first line nearer to the edge at right angle on the
steel plate or the hatchet stake using a wooden mallet.

Make an another fold at the second marked line to 30° on
a hatchet stake using a wooden mallet.

Take a wire of given diameter slightly longer than the length
of the edge to be wired.

Place the wire at the folded edge and tap the edge by a
wooden mallet using an anvil or anvil stake as base. (Fig 1)

Form the edge around the wire by striking the wooden
mallet. (Fig 2)

If the edge is too narrow, give blows in the direction shown
in Fig 3.
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If the edge is too wide give blows in the direction shown in
Fig 4.

Finish the wired edge on the edge of the anvil or anvil stake
by striking the wooden mallet in different directions.
(Figs 5 & 6)

Finally finish the wired edge on a hatchet stake as shown
in the Fig 7.

Cut off the surplus wire at the ends.

File the ends of wire using a flat smooth file.
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Construction   Exercise 2.4.154
Carpenter - Sheet Metal

Development and mark layout of funnel
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• develop and layout the pattern for the funnel.
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Job Sequence

Part 1

Development the pattern for the body of a funnel

• Development and layout the pattern for the body of a
funnel (frustrum of a cone) on a plain drawing paper
using a geometry box. (instrument box) as per Fig 1.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.4.154
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Part 2

Development of tail piece of funnel

• Development and layout the pattern for the tail of  funnel
(frustrum of a cone) on a plain drawing paper using a
geometry box. (instrument box) (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.4.154
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Part 3

Development of ferrule

• Development of the pattern layout the pattern for the
ferrule of funnel on sheet considering the wiring
allowance for 2 mm dia. Wire, the seaming allowance
for 4 mm locked groove joint. (Fig 3)
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Part 4

Handle

• Development of the handle to make the funnel. (Fig 4)
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Skill sequence

Development for a circular cone
Objective: This shall help you to
• develop a circular cone by the radial line development.

Develop a circular cone by the radial line
development. (Fig 1)
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Circular cone: Draw the front elevation and the plan.
(Fig 2)

While drawing the plan, the neutral plane (outer diameter
plate thickness) of the base circle is taken as the
diameter.

The neutral plane size is negligible, if the plate thickness
is less than 0.5 mm.

Divide accurately the circumference of the plan into
12 equal parts. (Fig 3)

With the radius of the circle, first divide the circumference
into 6 equal parts.

Then divide each part into two.

Draw a perpendicular line on the material. (Fig 4)

Draw the base line at about 5 mm from the end of the
material.

Draw a perpendicular line to the centre of the material blank
space.

Transfer the length of the edge line (slant height) to the
compass. (Fig 5)

Transfer it accurately.

Draw an arc with the centre at a point on the perpendicular
line (Fig 6) and the slant height as the radius.

Check the opening of the compass with each equally
divided points, to minimize errors.

Open the compass points to one of the 12 equally divided
parts of the circumferential length.

Open the compass by checking each equally divided point
to minimise errors.

Scribe 12 opening points of the compass on the arc.

Scribe six points on both the right and left sides of the
perpendicular respectively. (Fig 7)

Use the compass points alternately while scribing points,
without removing the compass from the arc at a time.
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Connect the right and left ends of the arc to the centre.
(Fig.8)

Fig 8 shows the development for the given cone.

Develop and layout the pattern for the frustrum of a cone by radial line method
Objective: This shall help you to
• develop and layout the pattern for the frustrum of a cone by radial line method.

Get a plain drawing paper large enough to make the flat
pattern layout.

Draw the elevation of the frustrum of a cone in full size
‘AGMN’ in Fig 1.

Continue the lines showing taper sides of the body till they
intersect at a point ‘O’.  ‘O’ is called as an ‘Apex’. (Fig 1)

Taking O’ as the centre and O’A as radius, draw an arc AG
and divide it into six equal parts A-B-C-D-E-F-G.
(Fig 2)

With centre ‘O’ draw arcs 'AX' and 'NY'.  X&Y are the points
on the centre line of the frustrum of a cone.  (Fig 3)

Take distance ‘X’ and mark off twelve lines along the arc AX
to obtain A1-B1-C1-D1.... to D2-C2-B2....A2. (Fig 3)

Join the points A1, B1, C1, .... C2, B2, A2 to the point 'O'

The development required is there  A1 A2 N1 N2.

This is the development of a frustrum of a cone without a
joining allowance.

Now add joining allowances ‘a’ & ‘b’ by drawing lines
parallel to A1N1 & A2 N2.  (Fig 4)

Add hemming or wiring or joining allowance ‘c’ & ‘d’ by
drawing arc inside the arc N1 N2  and outside the arc A1 A2.
(Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.4.155
Carpenter - Sheet Metal

Make a funnel with solder joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make frustrum cone by lap joint using hand tools
• make a top ring with grooved joint and wired edge
• make a wire edge along a curved surface by hand tools
• make handle with funnel shake and wooden mallet.
• assemble the funnel by soft soldering and finish the article.
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Job Sequence

Assembly of funnel

• Bend the joining allowance at larger end of body
(Part 1) using anvil stake and mallet. (Fig 1)

• Insert the ferrule (Part 3) in body (Part 1) and solder.

• Solder the lap joint of the tail. (Part 2)

• Flare 4mm edge of the larger dia end of the tail (Part 2)
to position it securely into the body.

• Insert the tail in the body and solder.

• Position the handle (Part 4) and solder as per job
drawing.

• Inspect the finished article for sharp edges, burr or any
irregularity and rectify if necessary.

• Wash the article with cold water.

Check the pattern and ensure that all the required
allowances are provided by using a steel rule as per the job
drawing. (Fig 1)

With a wooden mallet strike the edge of the job on both
ends. (Fig 2)  Observe break or fold mark formed.

Lower the end of the work slightly using the same angle of
striking, increasing the angle of turning.
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Remove burrs by using a flat file.  Mount the hatchet stake
on the bench plate.

Place the sheet horizontally on the hatchet stake edge at
the line marked previously for folding.

Make a funnel

PART 1 (Funnel Body)

• Cut the layout pattern using scissors and paste it on the
given raw material (sheet metal) using fevicol/gum.

• Cut the sheet metal on the outlines of the layout pattern
of the paper so pasted, using a straight and bend snips.

PART 2 (Funnel Tail)

• Cut the the layout pattern using scissors and paste it on
the given sheet metal using fevicol/gum.

• Cut the sheet metal on the outlines of the layout pattern
of the paper so pasted, using a straight and bend  snips.

PART 3 (Funnel Ferrule)

• Cut the sheet metal to the size 335x30, flatten the sheet
and deburr the cut edges.

• Develop the pattern layout on sheet considering the
wiring allowance for 2mm dia. wire, the seaming
allowance for 4mm locked groove joint and cut the
pattern with clips using a straight snip.

• Form the circular shape with locked grooved joint using
a round mandrel stake, a hand groover, a ball pein
hammer and a mallet.

• Make a 2mm dia wired edge along the circular edge of
the ring using a half moon stake and a setting hammer.

• Dress and check the ring for shape and dimensions.

PART 4 (Funnel handle)

• Make a handle (Part 4) as per drawing using funnel
stake and mallet.

Forming a frustrum of a cone with locked grooved joint
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• form a frustrum of cone using a funnel stake and a wooden mallet
• make locked grooved joint on tapered curved surface using a funnel stake, hand groover and a ball pein

hammer.
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Repeat the above operation till the edge is turned to the
required angle. (Fig 3)

For turning more than 900, support the work flat against the
face of the stake.
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Grip the stake with fingers at ‘A’ and hold the work in
position with the thumb. (Fig 4)

Mallet the edge over a piece of waste tin plate. (Fig 5)

Repeat the same operation on the other edge of the sheet
and form hooks. (Fig 6)

Mount the funnel stake on a bench plate. (Fig 7a)   Use “long
tapered beak horned iron stake” for the cones having small
radius, plate. (Fig 7b & 7c)

Place one end of the work piece  on the funnel stake parallel
to the axial line of the stake and bend as  shown in Fig 8.

Repeat the same operation on the other end of the
workpiece. Bend the workpiece evenly as shown in  Fig 9.

Check the turned up edge of the circular disc and curve
it gradually and make both ends to meet together. (Fig 10)
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Strike the top of the groover firmly with ball pein hammer
and lock same on the other end. (Fig 17)

Check the ends again to ensure that they are in line.
Continue to lock the seam along the line with the hand
groover.
Now the joint is fully locked. (Fig 18)

Finally smoothen with a mallet all over the body and check
the dimensions as per the job drawing by using a steel rule.
In order to get proper setting of seam of the required size,
it is necessary to use the correct size of a groover.  If not,
the seam is set too wide or too narrow. (Figs 19, 20 & 21)
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Ensure that the folded edges of the workpiece
are parallel, if not the edges will not match as
shown in Fig 11.

Hook the folded edges as shown in Fig 12.

Slowly lock the edges by light blows using a mallet as shown
in  Fig 13.  Start blows from one end of the joint to the other
end  to tighten the joint. (Now grooved seam is formed)

Select the correct size of the groover.

Place the groover over the grooved joint as shown in Fig 14.

Position the groover at a very slight angle.  The edge of joint
acts as a guide to the groover. (Fig 15)

Bring the groover to vertical position. (Fig 16)
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Making wired edge along a curved surface by hand process
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark the wiring allowance at the curved edge
• make a wired edge along a curved surface by hand process.

Mark the wiring allowance at the curved edge to be wired
using a gauge with sheet metal as shown in Fig 1.
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Flange the edge to be wired using a hatchet stake and a
setting hammer, step by step upto 900. (Fig 2).  Then upset
the flange to its half  the width and make curve on the flange
for wiring. (Fig 3)

Make a round ring from the given G.I.wire to the required
dia. (Fig 3)

The joint of the wire should be opposite to the
locked grooved joint.

Place the G.I. Wire ring on the flange. (Fig 4)

Complete the wiring using a creasing hammer. (Fig 5)

Redress the trueness of the cylindrical shape by a round
mandrel and a mallet.

Dress the wiring by using a half moon stake and a mallet.

Fold at right angle using folding bars
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• fold the sheet metal workpiece at right angle, in straight line, maintaining correct dimensions of the folded

sides, using folding bars.

Introduction

Folding bar is one of the holding tool used for folding sheet
metal. (Fig 1)

Tighten the jaws of the benchvice just enough to hold the
sheet metal workpiece between the legs of the folding bars

Hold the folding bars between the jaws of a benchvice
in horizontal position at the end part of the legs such that
the workpiece can be clamped between the round end
of the folding bars and the side of the jaws of the bench
vice. (Fig 2)

Hold the sheet metal workpiece between the legs of the
folding bars by one hand such that the marked bending line
coincides with the top edge of the folding bars  and tighten
the jaws gently by turning the handle of the vice by another
hand. (Fig 2)
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Ensure that the bending line coincides with the top edges
of the folding bar.  If not, adjust it with the help of a wooden
mallet.

Tighten the jaws of the bench vice fully.

Then fold the sheet metal part above the folding bar to the
required direction by striking with the wooden mallet with
required force, gradually along the bending line from one
end of the sheet to the other.  (Figs 3 & 4) (Fig 2 of skill
sequence folding using angle iron).
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While folding, always direct the wooden mallet
or the hammer to blow towards fixed jaws,
otherwise the position of the workpiece and the
folding bars may get disturbed.

While striking with the wooden mallet, ensure
that the striking force is not excessive.

Check the perpendicularity of the fold after folding using
a try square.  If slight error is observed, rectify it with a
wooden mallet, using a suitable wooden support.

If necessary complete the folding by flattening the bend
surface using a flattening piece with a setting hammer
(Fig 3) of skill sequence of folding by angle iron)

Fold at right angle using an angle iron
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• fold a sheet metal work piece at right angle, in straight line, maintaining correct dimensions of the folded

sides, using an angle iron.

Introduction

A pair of mild steel angle iron of suitable standard size is
used for folding sheet metal.

This process of folding a sheet metal is similar to the folding
using folding bars.  Only difference in this process is a pair
of mild steel angle iron of suitable size is used in the place
of folding bars and additional clamping using C clamp is
provided at another end.

Fig 1 shows clamping the work piece.

Fig 2 shows folding the work piece.
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Fig 3 shows flattening the folded side.

Checking the perpendicularity of the job by a try square
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• check the perpendicularity between two sides using a try square.

Introduction

Perpendicularity is a unit of measurement, which indicates
the deviation of two sides/edges meeting at right angle from
90°.

Generally in sheet metal working, perpendicularity is
measured by a try square or a steel square.

Place the stock of the try square on one side of the
workpiece at the bend.

Compare the other side of the workpiece with the edge of
the blade of the try square visually.

When no gap is observed, then the two sides are said to
be perpendicular. (Fig 1)

If the gap is observed, the workpiece is to be rectified, using
a wooden mallet and a suitable wooden support.  (Fig 1A)

If the inside bend radius is larger, then use the try square
from the outside of the bend for correct checking of the
perpendicularity.

Soldering
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the use sof oldering and their applications.

Soldering method

There are different methods of joining metallic sheets.
Soldering is one of them.

Soldering is the process by which metallic materials are
joined with the help of another liquified metal (solder).  The
melting point of the solder is lower than that of the materials
being joined.

The solder wets the base material without melting it.

Soldering should not be done on joints subjected to heat
and vibrations and where more strength is required.

Soldering can be classed as soft soldering and hard
soldering.

The process of joining metals using tin lead solders which
melt below 4200C is known as soft soldering.

The process of joining metals using hard solders consist-
ing of copper, zinc, cadmium and silver which melt above
6000C is known as hard soldering.

Brazing is a hard soldering process used to join copper,
brass and most ferrous metals.

The bonding filler metal usually consists of copper and zinc
alloys.  Silver brazing or silver soldering is a process used
to join steel, copper, bronze and brass and precious metals
like gold and silver.

The bonding filler metal consists of silver, copper and zinc
alloys.
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Soldering iron (soldering bit)
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the purpose of soldering iron.

Soldering iron: The soldering iron is used to melt the
solder and heat metal that are joined together.

Soldering irons are normally made of copper or copper
alloys.  So they are also called as copper bits.

Copper is the preferred material for soldering bit because

– it is a very good conductor of heat

– it has affinity for tin lead alloy

– it is easy to maintain in serviceable condition

– it can be easily forged to the required shape.

A soldering iron has the following parts. (Fig 1)

– Head (copper bit)

– Shank

– Wooden handle

– Edge

Soldering Copper bit

Types of soldering copper bits

There are 7 types of soldering copper bits in general use,

They are

– The pointed soldering copper bit

– The electric soldering copper bit

– The gas heated soldering copper bit

Solders
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the different types of solders

Solder is a bonding filler metal used in soldering process.

Pure metals or alloys are used as solders. Solders are
applied in the form of wires, sticks ingots, rods, threads,
tapes, formed sections, powder, pastes etc.

Types of solders

There are two types of solders.

– Soft solder

– Hard solder

Soft solders

Soft solders are alloys of tin and lead in varying proportions.
They are called soft solders because of their comparatively
low melting point. One distinguishes between soft solder
whose melting points are 4500C and hard solders whose
melting points lie above 4500C.

These are alloys of the materials tin, lead, antimony,
copper, cadmium and zinc and are used for soldering heavy
(thick) and light metals.Table shows different
compositions of solder and their application.

In the composition of soft solder, tin is always
stated first.

Warning

For cooking utensils, do not use solder containing lead.
This could cause poisoning. Use pure tin only.

Hard solders

These are alloys of copper, tin, silver, zinc, cadmium and
phosphorus and are used for soldering heavy metals.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.4.155
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Sl.No.  Types of solder Tin Lead Application

1 Common solder 50 50 General sheet metal applications

2 Fine solder 60 40 Because of quick setting properties and higher
strength, they are used for copper water tanks,

3 Fine solder (a) 70 30 heaters  and general electrical work.

4 Coarse solder 40 60 Used on galvanised iron sheets

5 Extra fine solder 66 34 Soldering brass, copper and jewellery

6 Eutectic alloy 63 37 Similar to fine solder

Soldering flux
Objectives: At the end of this lesson you shall be able to
• demonstrate the functions of soldering fluxes.

All metal rust to some extent, when exposed to the
atmosphere because of oxidation.  The layer of the rust
must be removed before soldering.  For this, a chemical
compound applied to the joint is called flux.

Function of the fluxes

1 Fluxes remove oxides from the soldering surface.  It
prevents corrosion.

2 It forms a liquid cover over the work piece and prevents
further oxidation.

3 It helps molten solder to flow easily in the required place
by lowering the surface tension of the molten solder.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.4.155
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Construction Exercise 2.5.156
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Revision of basic joint related with building work
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the basic joints
• identify the joints for specific uses for building work.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the students regarding the revision of basic joints related with
building work with uses.

• Trainees will note down all the displayed joint and
uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identify the joint

Fig No. Name of the joint Uses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Skill sequence

Specific use of joint with building work
Objective: This shall help you to
• name and use of joint in building work.

• Mortise and tenon joint used in framed doors, frames
for cabinets.

• Stub mortise and tenon joint used in framed lock rail
for doors.

• Double mortise and tenon joint used in framed bottom
rail for doors.

• Task tenon and mortise joint used in framed by wooden
floors.

• Henched mortise and tenon joint used in framed by
top rail for doors.

• Dove tail joint used in framed by door frame.

• Rebated, tongue and groove joint used in framed by
Ledged doors.

• Table scraf joint used in framed by roofs.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.157
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Mark and making door frame (model)
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make tenon and mortise joint
• make single dovetail joint
• make bridle joint
• make rebate on inside the frame
• assemble and finish the door frame.
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Job Sequence
• Check the size of the raw material using wooden rule.

• 75 x 65 x 1080  -   2 Nos.

75 x 65 x 690    -   2 Nos.

8 x 6 x 75     -   8 Nos.

• Plane the raw material to the required size of using
jack plane, try square and marking gauge.

• 66 x 50 x 1080  -   2 Nos.

66 x 50 x 690    -   2 Nos.

• Check the length and squareness of planed pieces
using try square and wooden rule.

• Mark the total length on A, B, C and D pieces as per
drawing. Wooden rule, scriber and try square.

• Mark and make the dovetail socket on left end of part
A as per the drawing using bevel square. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make haunched mortise on right hand end of
part A as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make dove tail pin on one end (left side) of
part B as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the pin portion of bridle joint on the
other end of part B as per the drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make haunched tenon on top end of part C
as per drawing. (Fig 5)
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• Mark and make dove  tail pin on bottom end of part C
as per drawing. (Fig 6)

• Mark and make bridle socket on left end of part D as
per drawing. (Fig 7)
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• Mark and make the single dove tail socket on right end
of the part D as per drawing. (Fig 8)
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• Mark and make the rebate of 30 mm deep and 10 mm
wide on the face side and face edge of all four pieces
A, B, C and D throught out length. (Fig 9)

• Check and assemble the joints, if any fault noticed
rectify with firmer chisel.

• Mark the drill hole position for wooden plug.

• Apply glue on all joint portions and fix the bar cramp
with supporting piece at the ends of the frame near the
joints and tighten it gently.

• Check the squareness and dimension using try square
and wooden measuring rule. (Fig 10)

• Adjust the bar cramp and set the frame using ball pein
hammer.

• Drill 6 mm hole on the centre of the joints.

• Prepare wooden peg (8 Nos.) of 6 mm dia.

• Apply glue on wooden peg of 6 mm dia and insert in
the drill holes and strike with ball pein hammer.

• Cut the projection of wooden peg using tenon saw.

• Remove the bar cramp.

• Allow the glue to dry. Finish the door fame using
smoothing plane as per drawing.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.158
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Making single panel door shutter
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make double haunched mortise and tenon joint
• make haunched mortise and tenon joint
• make groove panel
• make the panel on plank
• assemble and finished the panelled door shutter.
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Job Sequence

• Check all the wooden pieces of single panel door shutter
as per the required size using tape rule.

  55 x 35 x 960 mm    -     2 Nos.   Teak wood

  55 x 35 x 540 mm    -     1 No.     Teak wood

      190 x 35 x 540 mm    -      1 No.     Teak wood

      460 x 30 x 750 mm    -      1 No.     Teak wood

  8 x   8 x  75 mm       -      16 Nos.     Teak wood

  Fevicol 150 gm         -        1 No.

• Plane the wooden pieces to the required size using
jack plane, try square and marking gauge.

a Stiles 50 x 30 x 940 - 2 Nos.

b Top rail - 50 x 30 x 530 - 1 No.

c Bottom cross rail - 180 x 30 x 530 - 1 No.

d Panel plank -  450 x 24 x 740 - 1 No.

• Check the length and squareness of planed pieces with
try square and steel rule.

• Mark and make the total length on all pieces as per
drawing.

• Mark and make through the  haunched mortise on top
of the stiles as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make double through haunched mortise on
the bottom end of the stiles as per drawing.(Fig 1)

• Mark and make haunched tenon on both the ends of
the top rail as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the double through haunched tenon
on both the ends of the bottom rail as per drawing.
(Fig 3)

• Mark and make the groove on stiles, rails pieces as
per drawing. (Figs 1 to 3)

• Mark and make the bevels on panel piece of the door
as the drawing. (Fig 4)

• Check the required dimension of mortise, tenon, groove
and panel on respective pieces before assembling.

• Prepare the wooden pegs.

• Mark the drill hole position on stiles and rails.

• Apply the glue on mortise and tenon surfaces and
assemble the stiles, rails and panel with their respective
pieces for correct assembling.

• Clamp the pieces together using bar cramp on top cross
rail and stiles of the frame.

• Drill the holes at the centre of the mortise and tenon
joint.

• Insert the wooden peg in drilled hole of the frame.

• Repeat the same procedure on all other mortise and
tenon joints also.
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• Cut of the projected wooden pegs using hand saw.

• Remove the bar cramp.

• Finsih the doors shutter using jack smoothing plane.
(Fig 5)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.159
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Making glazed door shutter frame
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• making haunched mortise and tenon joint
• make rebate for fixing glass and bending
• assemble and finished the door frame.
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Job Sequence
• Check all the wooden pieces of fully glazed panel door

shutter as per the required size using tape rule.

  55 x 35 x 960 mm    -     2 Nos.     Teak wood

  95 x 35 x 550 mm    -     1 No.       Teak wood

      180 x 35 x 550 mm   -      1 No.      Teak wood

       8 x   8 x  75 mm      -      16 Nos.   Wooden peg

Fevicol 150 gm          -        1 No.

• Plane the wooden pieces the required size

Stiles 50 x 30 x 940 mm               -   2 Nos.

Top rail - 50 x 30 x 530 mm          -   1 No.

Bottom rail - 180 x 30 x 530 mm   -   1 No.

• Check the length and squareness of planed pieces with
try square and folding rule.

• Mark and make the total length on both the stiles, top
and bottom members as per drawing..

• Mark and make the haunched mortise on both top
and bottom stiles ends as per drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the top rail as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon (double) on both
ends of the bottom rail as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the rebate on vertical stiles, top and
bottom rails as per drawing.

• Check all the pieces for the required dimension and
proper shapes before assembling.

• Prepare a suitable wooden peg to fixing.

• Mark the drill hole position on stiles.

• Apply the glue on mortise and tenon surface for
assembling door shutter frame.

• Assemble the pieces together respective fitment
places.

• Clamp the assembled frame together using bar clamp
on top cross rail and stiles.

• Drill the holes at the centre of the mortise and tenon
joint.

• Insert the wooden peg in driller hole of the frame.

• Repeat the same procedure on other mortise and tenon
joints also.

• Cut off the projected wooden pegs using tenon saw.

• Finish the door frame using smoothing plane as per
drawing. (Fig 4)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.160
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Fitting, moulding with glass in door frame
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• setting the glass on the door frame.
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Job Sequence

• Check the glass for the required size.

• Prepare the glass for the required door frame size as
per drawing and using glass cutter.

• Prepare the wooden beading as required.

• Fix the glass on rebate surface with wooden beading
using panel pin with task hammer.

• Finish the glazed shutter using smoothing plane as
per drawing. (Fig 1)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.161
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Marking and making window frame and window shutter
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make single dove tail joint
• make through mortise and tenon joint
• make rebate on face side and face edge
• assemble and finish the window frame
• make single through haunched tenon and mortise joint
• make groove inside at the frame
• make assembling and finishing the shutter frame.
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• Check the raw material size for the required dimension
using wooden rule.

75 x 65 x 800 mm         - 2 Nos.

75 x 65 x 450 mm         - 3 Nos.

10 x 8 x 75 mm         - 10 Nos.

• Plane the width and thickness of window frame as per
the required dimensions using jack plane and try
square.

• Mark and make the total length on both the vertical
stiles. (A-A1) as per the drawing using wooden rule
and try square. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the dove tail pin on top and bottom
ends of the vertical stiles. (A, A1) as per drawing.

• Mark and make through mortise on middle of the vertical
stiles (A, A1) as per drawing. (Fig 1)
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Window frame

• Mark and make the total length on top of the cross rail
B1 as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the dove tail socket on both the ends
of the top cross rail (B1) as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the total length on middle cross rail
(B2) as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make tenon on both the ends of the middle
cross rail (B2) as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the total length of bottom cross rail
(B3) as per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the dove tail socket on both the ends
of the bottom cross rail (B3) as per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Make a rebate surface on a, A1, B1, B2 and pieces as
per drawing.
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TASK 2: Window shutter

• Plane the raw materials to required sizes

– Vertical rails 50 x 30 x 330   - 4 Nos.

– Cross rails 50 x 30 x 330     - 4 Nos.

– Beadings  15 x 15 x 330      - 4 Nos.

– Plank 250 x 25 x 50   - 1 No.

• Check the length and squareness of planed pieces
using try square and steel rule.

• Mark and make the total length on both the vertical
stiles A, A1 as per drawing. (for glass) (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the haunched mortise on both the top
and bottom ends of the vertical stiles (A, A1) as per
drawing (for glass). (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the top cross rail (B) as per drawing (for glass).
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the bottom cross rail (B1) as per drawing (to glass).
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make the rebate on vertical stiles (A, A1) top
cross rail (B) and bottom cross rail (B1) as per the
drawing (for glass). (Figs 1 and 3)

• Mark and make the total length on both the vertical
stiles. (D, D1) as per drawing. (for panel). (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the haunched mortise on both the top
ends of the vertical stiles (D, D1) as per drawing (for
panel). (Fig 4)

• Check all the pieces for the required dimensions and
proper shape as per drawing before assembling.

• Mark the drill hole position on stiles and rails.

• Prepare the suitable wooden peg for fixing the frame.

• Apply glue on dovetail pin, dovetail socket, mortise and
tenon surfaces.

• Assemble the pieces together to their respective fitment
places.

• Clamp the assembled window frame squarely using
bar cramp (at top cross rail)

• Make a drill  hole on the centre of dove tail pin and
socket joint. (Fig 5)

• Insert wooden peg in drilled hole of the window frame
properly.

• Cut off the excess projected peg using hand saw.

• Repeat the same procedure for fixing the wooden peg
on middle cross rail and bottom cross rail also. (Fig 5)

• Finish the assembled frame using smoothing plane.
(Fig 5)
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• Mark and make the haunched mortise on both the
bottom ends of the vertical stiles (D, D1) as per drawing
(for panel). (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the top cross rail (C) as per drawing (for panel).
(Fig 5)

• Mark and make the haunched tenon on both the ends
of the bottom cross rail (C1) as per drawing. (Fig 5)

• Mark and make the groove on vertical stiles (D-D1) top
cross rail (C) as per drawing. (Fig 5)

• Mark and make the groove on vertical stiles  (D-D1)
top cross rail (C) and bottom cross rail (C1) as per
drawing (for panel). (Figs 4 & 6)

• Prepare the panel piece for the required size as per
drawing (E). (Fig 7)

• Check all the pieces for the required dimension and
proper shapes before assembling.

• Prepare a suitable wooden peg for fixing.

• Mark the drill hole position in stiles.

• Apply the glue on mortise and tenon surfaces for
assembling (for panel).

• Assemble the pieces together to their respective fitment
places.

• Clamp the assembled frame to squarely.
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• Make a drill hole on the center of the mortise and tenon
joints.

• Insert the prepared wooden peg tightly on drilled hole.

• Cut off the excess projected pegs using hand saw.

• Repeat the same process for fixing the opposite side
of the frame and the other frame also.

• Finish the frame using smoothing plane.

• Prepare the glass for the required size. (Fig 8)

• Prepare the beading as required.

• Fix the glass on rebate surface with beading using panel
pin.

• Finish the window shutter using smoothing plane.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.162
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Use protection bar in window frame
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• use of protection bar in window frame.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the students regarding the use of protection bar for wooden
window frame.

• Check the window frame size.

• Check the M.S round rod (Protection bar) as per
required dimension. (Fig 1)

• Removed the wooden peg of the window frame.

• Dismantling the window frame with carpenter hammer.

• Mark the drill hole on two vertical stiles as per drawing
with foot rule, try square, marking gauge and scriber.

• Drill the 12 mm holes of the marked points on the two
vertical stiles with portable power heavy duty drill
machine.

• Apply glue on dove tail pin, dove tail socket, mortise
and tenon surface.

• Assembled window frame using bar clamp.

• Insert wooden peg in drilled hole of the window frame
properly.

• Cut off the excess projected peg using hand saw.

• Insert the M.S round rod (protection bar) in vertical stiles
12 mm drilled hole of the window frame.

• Repeat the same procedure for fixing the all protection
bar on vertical stiles.

• Finish the assembled frame using smoothing plane.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.162
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.163
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

King post and queen post roof trusses layout
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the layout for king post roof truss
• make the layout for queen post roof truss.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Draw the layout of king post roof truss  (Fig 1)

• Draw the section of king post truss a scale 1:50.

DATA

• Span = 700 cm.

• Thickness of main wall = 30 cm.

• Cross section size of wall plate = 10 x 15 cm.

• Cross section size king post = 10 x 10 cm.

• Cross section size of principle rafter = 10 x 15 cm.

• Cross section size of struts = 10 x 10 cm.

• Cross section size of tie beam = 10 x 20 mm.

• Cross section size of common rafter = 5 x 10 mm.

• Cross section size of ridge piece = 5 x 17.5 cm.

• Cross section size of purlin = 7.5 x 17.5 cm.

• Size of cleat = 20 x 10 x 2.5 cm.

• Cross section size of battens = 5 x 3 cm @ 35 cm
C/C.

• Cross section size of eaves boards = 5 x 20 cm.

• Eaves projection = 60 cm.

• Pitch of the roof = 30° or 1/3 of span.
• Draw two main walls with clear span 7000 mm.

• Complete the drawing as shown in figure 1.

• Draw concrete bed block 300 x 100 mm on the top of
main wall.

• Draw 7600 x 200 mm rectangle for tie beam.

• Draw centre line of king post truss.

• Draw centre line of struct (30° inclination)

• Draw wall plate at the end of tie beam as shown in
figure 1.

• Draw the centre line of principle rafter.

• Draw parallel line from the centre line to inside and
outside according to the size of members (king post,
strut, principle rafter)

• Draw ridge piece above the king post.

• Draw purlin above the principle rafter.

• Draw cleat to support the purlin.

• Draw common rafter above the purlin.

• Draw battens above the common rafter.

• Draw the roof tiles above the battens.

• Draw eave boards at the end of common rafter.

TASK 2: Draw the layout of queen post roof truss  (Fig 2)

• Draw the section of queen post truss a scale 1:50.

DATA

• Span = 1200 cm.

• Thickness of main wall = 30 cm.

• Cross section size of wall plate = 10 x 15 cm.

• Cross section size queen post = 15 x 17.5 cm.

• Cross section size of principle rafter = 15 x 17.5 cm.

• Cross section size of top joist = 15 x 17.5 cm.

• Cross section size of struts = 15 x 10 cm.

• Cross section size of tie beam = 15 x 20 cm.

• Cross section size of common rafter = 5 x 10 cm.

• Cross section size of ridge piece = 5 x 17.5 cm.

• Size of cleat = 20 x 10 x 8 cm.

• Cross section size of battens = (5 x 3) cm @ 35 cm
C/C.

Cross section size of elevation boards = 5 x 20 cm.

Elevation projections = 60 cm.

• Pitch of the roof = 30° or 1/3 of span.

• Draw two main walls with clear span 1200 cm.

• Draw concrete bed block 300 x 100 mm on the top of
main wall.

• Draw 1260 x 20 cm rectangle for tie beam.

• Draw centre line of queen post truss.

• Draw wall plate at the end of tie beam as shown in
figure.

• Draw lines parallel  to the centre line to show the
thickness of members. (queen post, top joist, strut,
principal rafter)

• Draw purlin above the principle rafter.

• Draw cleat to support the purlin.

• Draw common rafter above the purlin.

• Draw battens above the common rafter.

• Draw the roof tiles above the battens.

• Draw eave boards at the end of common rafter.

• Complete the drawing as shown in figure.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.163
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.164
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Make model type king post and queen post
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• make the mortise and tenon joint
• make the oblique mortise and tenon joint
• make the logged (brindle) joint
• assemble and finish the king post truss and queen post truss.
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• Check all the raw materials for the required size as per
drawing.

Teak wood

50 x 25 x 900 Tie beam -  1 No.

50 x 25 x 300 King post -  1 No.

50 x 25 x 450 Principal rafter -  2 Nos

25 x 25 x 450 strut -  1 No

Fevicol - 100 gm

Wooden peg 8 x 8 x 50 - 10 Nos.

• Mark and make the length of the tie beam as per
drawing layout. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the mortise on middle of the tie beam
as per the drawing to fix the king post tenon. (Fig1)

• Mark and make the bridle mortise (oblique mortise) on
both the end of the tie beam to fix the principal rafter
as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the length on king post as per the
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the tenon on bottom end of the king
post to fix on tie beam mortise portion as per the
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the mortise on bottom part of the king
post as per the drawing to fix the strut piece. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the mortise on top part of the king
post to join the common rafter as per the drawing. (Fig
2)

• Mark and make the slot (ridge) on top end of the king
post to fix the ridge piece as per the drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the total length on both the slot piece
as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the oblique tenon on top end of the
slot to fix principle rafter as per drawing. (Fig 3)
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: King post model

• Mark and make the oblique on bottom ends of the strut
piece. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the length on both the pieces of
principal rafter as per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the oblique tenon (brindle pin) on bottom
end of the principal rafter to fix on the beam as per
drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the tenon (mortise) on top end of the
principal rafter to fix on king post piece (mortise) as
per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the oblique mortise on middle of the
principal rafter as per the drawing. (Fig 4)

• Check the squareness and correct measurement of
prepared work pieces with prepared layout of king post
truss before assembling.
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TASK 2: Queen post model

Teak wood

50 x 25 x 1200 Tie beam -  1 No.

50 x 25 x 300 Queen post -  2 Nos.

50 x 25 x 450 Principal rafter -  2 Nos.

25 x 25 x 450 strut -  2 Nos.

Fevicol - 100 gm

Wooden peg 8 x 8 x 50 - 10 Nos.

50 x 25 x 650 straining beam - 1 No.

20 x 10 x 600 straining sill - 1 No.

• Check all the raw materials for the required size as per
drawing.

• Prepare the layout on plywood as per the drawing to
make the queen post truss.

• Mark and make the length of the tie beam as per
drawing layout. (Fig 1)

• Apply glue on all the joined surfaces.

• Mark the drill hole points on centre of the joints.

• Prepare the bar cramp to assemble the king post truss
pieces.

• Place the assembled pieces on bar cramp and tighten
it.

• Make the drill hole on centre of the joints.

• Insert the wooden peg on drilled hole and tighten it.

• Allow the king post truss to dry and cut of the projected
wooden pegs using tenon saw.

• Finish the king post truss using smoothing plane.

• Check the prepared king post truss by placing on layout.
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• Mark and make two mortise of the tie beam as per the
drawing to fix the queen post tenon. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the bridle mortise (oblique mortise) on
both the end of the tie beam to fix the principal rafter
as per the drawing. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the length of queen post as per the
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the length on both the pieces of
principal rather as per drawing.

• Mark and make the oblique tenon (brindle pin) on
bottom end of the principal rafter to fix on tie beam as
per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the tenon (mortise) on top end of the
principal rafter to fix on queen post piece (mortise) as
per drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the oblique mortise on middle of the
principal rafter as the drawing. (Fig 4)

• Mark and make the tenonn both end of the straining
beam to fix on queen post top as per the drawing.
(Fig 5)

• Mark and make the total length of bottom straining sill
as per the drawing.

• Check the squareness and correct measurement of
prepared work pieces with prepared layout of queen
post truss before assembling.(Fig 5)

• Apply glue on all the joined surfaces.

• Mark the drill hole points on centre of the joints.

• Prepare the bar cramp to assemble the queen post
truss pieces.

• Place the assembled pieces on bar cramp and tighten
it.

• Make the drill hole on centre of the joints.

• Insert the wooden peg on drilled hole and tighten it.

• Allow the queen post truss to dry and cut of the projects
wooden pegs using tenon saw.

• Finish the queen post truss using smoothing plane.

• Check the prepared queen post truss by placing or
layout.

• Mark and make the tenon on bottom end of the queen
post to fix on tie beam mortise portion as per the
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the mortise on bottom part of the queen
post as per the drawing to fix the strut piece. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the mortise on top part of the queen
post to join the straining beam as per the drawing.
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make the slot on top to tenon on end as
straining beam  to fix the queen post as per the drawing.
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make the total length on both the strut piece
as per drawing. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the oblique tenon on bottom ends of
the strut to fix the principle rater as per drawing.
(Fig 3)

• Mark and make the oblique tenon on bottom ends of
the strut piece. (Fig 3)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.165
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Angular cutting of aluminium two track channel sliding window outer frame
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the aluminium window sections for making aluminium sliding window outer frame
• mark and cutting two track bottom, top and side frames
• join two track bottom, top and side frames using screw.
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Job Sequence

• Identify two track bottom frames, two track top and
side frames to make an aluminium sliding window outer
frame. (Fig 1)

• Mark the two track bottom frame, two track top and
side frames required length as per the drawing Fig 1
using tape rule and try square.
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• Cut the 90° at two track bottom, top and side frames
to the required length, using hacksaw by hand.

• While cutting the frames, remember that the top and
bottom frames are fixed between two vertical side
frames. (Figs 2 and 3)

• After fixing two track side frames on both sides take
exact distances between the two at top and bottom,
accordingly hold the top and bottom frame in two track
position and fix on the side frames section similarly.
(Fig 4)

• Now apply rubber adhesive to rubber packing and insert
the packing in slots of track sections as shown in
Fig 6.

• Finsin  the sliding window outer frame as per the
drawing.

• First hold to track side frame vertically at side and
bottom, top to track section at side drill 3 mm holds
through inside of the track tracing through using power
operated portable drilling machine. Then enlarge the
holes on the track to 4 mm and fix ridigly with slotted
cheese head screws. Fix screws at a distance of
approximately 300 mm.(Fig 5)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.166
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Join angular aluminium sliding window shutter box by screw and modern
sliding window bearing
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify an aluminium window sections to make sliding windows shutter
• fix top and bottom shutters to the side and interlock shutters with cheese head screws
• fix the bearing on bottom track from using cheese head screws.
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Job Sequence

• Identify an aluminium window section required to make
an aluminium sliding windows. (Fig 1)
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• Top and bottom (SEC-AA) for part No.9.

• Side shutter (SEC-BB) for part No.8

• Inter lock shutter (SEC CC) for part No.10.

• Slotted cheese head screw  M.4 x 40 part No.18

• Mark and cut the sections to the required length square
to their length using try square and hacksaw by hand.

• While cutting the sections, remember that the top and
bottom shutters are fixed between the side and interlock
shutter. (Fig 2)

• Fix bottom and top shutters to the side and interlock
shutter as shown in Fig 3.

• For drilling the holes, first make the template for making
the position of holes as shown in Fig 4.

• Mark the position of holes, by placing the diameter of
the round groove using portable power operated hand
drilling machine.

• Now enlarge the diameter of the outside section to the
diameter larger than the diameter of the head of the
screw. (Fig 3)

• Now hold the bottom and the side shutter perpendicular
and insert the screws having root diameter of thread
equal to the diameter of round groove. (Fig 4)

• Tighten the screws as the material is aluminium, while
rotating threads will be formed inside the round groove
and screws get lightened.

• Similarly for interlock shutter is top and bottom shutter
at corners to make sliding window. Remember interlock
shutters are fixed in opposite direction to facilitate
interlocking of windows. (Fig 5)

• For fixing the bearing on bottom shutter from bottom,
cut the lower rib section in rectangular shape to
accommodate bearing in it (Fig 6) using chisel.

• Insert the bearing inside the bottom frame as shown in
Fig 6 and fix it on the horizontal round groove, by passing
mounting holes on bearing bracket through it. Drill
diameter should be equal to the diameter to the round
groove.

• Fix the bearing using slotted cheese head screw.
Ensure that the bearing roller groove is at the centre
line of the bottom shutter.

• Fix two bearing on each window at about 150 mm length
from its ends.
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Construction      Exercise 2.5.167
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Aluminium sliding window shutter joining by fibre glass
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• fix the fibre glassin the shutter frame along with rubber packing
• fix rubber packing interlock, top, bottom and shutter.
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Job Sequence

• Take the fibre glass of the required size (as supplied)

• Apply rubber adhesive in the middle slot of the rubber
packing and insert the rubber packing in the edges of
all the sides of glass.

• Now loosen the screws holding the shutter frame, open
it wide to accomodate glass in it. Hold the glass along
with rubber packing in position and tighten the screws
at corners, uniformly. (Fig 1)
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• Ensure that the glass is mounted properly in shutters.

• Insert the rubber packing in side of interlock shutter.
(Fig 2)

• Finishing the fixing fibre glass.

• Finishing the aluminium sliding window door shutter
as per the drawing.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.168
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Fibre glass shutter fitted with sliding window aluminium channel outer frame
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mount the sliding window shutters on tracks in aluminium sliding outer frame.
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Job Sequence

• First remove top track frame from the outer window
frame. (Fig 1)

• Mount one sliding window on each track vertically such
that interlock shutter interlocks the windows. See that
groove of bearing roller is engages with the track section
and it is property sliding on track section. (Figs 1 & 2)
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• Now holding both the sliding windows firmly by hand,
tilt it slightly and engage top track frame from top
properly and then again hold the windows vertical.
Before fixing top track frame to top partition, once again
check the movement of the sliding windows.

• After ensuring sliding movement of the window on
bearing, fix the top track frame to top pattern frame.

• After top track frame is fixed once again check the
movement of the sliding window and interlocking of the
window.

• Finish the door shutter for fitted in window outer frame.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.169
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Mark, make assembling and fixing of PVC door for kitchen, W.C bath
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• cutting angular wise PVC door frame
• forming shape by joining adhesive and screwing
• PVC shutter door finish by adhesive and screwing
• assembling and fixing the PVC door.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Make PVC 48 mm door frame

• Check the size of the raw material using steel tap.
(Fig 1) 48 x 40 x 4500, Eco frame - 1 No.
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• Mark and cut the total length on A, B and C using
portable power circular saw as per drawing.

48 x 40 x 1825  = 2 Nos.

48 x 40 x   650  = 1 No.

• Mark and cut the mitre on top end of A and B pieces
and C piece both end. (Fig 2)

• Check the plastic 'L' bracket.  (Fig 3)

230 x 75 = 2 Nos.

• Check and assemble the mitre joint on A, B and C, A
section. (Fig 5)

• Mark the drill hole position for screw on C piece both
end of the plastic L bracket centre.

• Place the screws on holes drive the screws through
pocket holes using screw driver properly. (Fig 4)

• Check the sequences and dimensions using try square
and wooden measuring rule.

• Insert the plastic/M.S galvanised tube in side on hinge
side section A, B piece. (Fig 6)

• Fix the plastic 'L' bracket top end of mitre place A and
B. (Fig 4)

• Mark and drill on plastic 'L'  bracket A and B using
portable drilling machine. (Fig 4)
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• Adjust the bar cramp and set the top horizontal on
frame.

• Drill 2 mm hole through the plastic 'L' bracket take to
the screw properly. (Fig 5)
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• Apply PVC adhesives on mitre joints.

• Allow the adhesives to try.

• Remove the bar clamp , finish the PVC door frame.

TASK 2: Make PVC 24 mm shutter door

• Check the raw materials to the required size.

PS. 62020/73020 solitairepen = 620 x 20 x 2100 mm

PS. 5924 Plaso A section = 59 x 24 x 5500 mm

PS 10024 plaso H section = 100 x 24 x 600 mm

Plastic L bracket = 230 x  75 = 4 Nos.

Galvanised Tie bar = 2 Nos.1 mm = 5200 mm

• Mark and make total length plaso A section (Fig 1) on
stiles AA 2 pieces as per drawing using portable power
circular saw.

• Mark and make the total lengh B plaso A section
Fig on BB top and bottom 2 pieces as per drawing.
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make mitre cut on both ends of the stiles
plaso A section (Fig 1) on AA - 2 pieces using portable
power circular saw as per drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the mitre cut on both end of the top
and bottom plaso A section on AA,  (Fig 2) BB - top
and bottom 2 pieces as per drawing.

• Mark the drill hole on stile AA 2 pieces and top and
bottom BB 2 piece at the centre of plastic L bracket
(Fig 3) as per drawing.

• Mark and cut the total length of stile on galvanised
tube (Fig 4) as per drawing.

• Insert the galvanised tube inside of the stile A section
on AA 2 pieces.(Fig 5)

• Insert the plastic L bracket mitre joint inside AA - 2
pieces both end of stile.

• Drill the 3 mm holes at the marked at the mitre both
and plastic  L bracket AA - 2 pieces of stile.

• Place the screws on 3 mm holes drive the screws
through holes using screw dirver properly. (Fig 6) Fit
the 'L' bracket.
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• Mark and cut the total length 'E' piece on lock rail  plaso
'H' section. Fg 8 as per drawing.

• Insert the galvanised the bar in 6 mm drill hole at the C
and D PS solitairepen pieces as per drawing.

• Check the required dimensions of stile  A section AA 2
pieces, BB 2 top and bottom pieces, PS solitairepen
C and D panel lock rail pieces and plaso H section
piece before assembling.

• Assemble the stile A section, PS solitairpen panel and
lock rail plaso H section with their respective pieces
for correct assembling as per drawing. (Figs10 & 11)

• Support the pieces together using bar clamp.

• Mark the drill hole position on B top rail  piece A section.

• Drill 3 mm hole on the centre of the plastic 'L' bracket
on top rail B piece A section.

• Place the screws on 3 mm holes. Drive the screws
through holes using screw driver properly.

• Repeat the same procedure on other bottom rail B piece
A section joints also. (Fig 12).

• Remove the bar clamp.

• Insert  the galvinised tie bar in 6 mm drill hole of the AA
stile section top and bottom properly tight. (Fig 12)

• Mark and make drill hole of 6 mm for galvanised tie bar
on the face edge of PS solitairepen  (Fig 8) C and D
stile pieces as per drawing. (Fig 9)

• Check the tightness of plastic L bracket. (Fig 6)

• Mark and cut the total length and width on panel C and
D,  PS solitairepen. (Fig 7) pieces as per drawing using
portable power circular saw machine and  wooden try
square.
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• Apply PVC adhesives mitre joint surface and joint at H
section and all the assemble place for A section front
and back side of the door shutter. (Figs 12 & 13).

• Repeat  the same procedure for fixing the other hinges.
(Fig 14)

• Mark the hinge position on PVC door frame after
marking the PVC door shutter.

• Transfer the door shutter hinge position to the inside of
the PVC door frame.

• Make a recess on door frame to fix the hinge as
explained earlier.

• Lay the door shutter in position to the door frame for
hinging screw the hinge to the door frame using one
screw in the centre hole of each leaf after making the
pilot hole.

• Check the alignment of the door leaf.

• Insert suitable screws in all holes after making pilot
holes.

• Check once again the fitting of PVC door shutter.

• Clean all the surface of the PVC door frame and PVC
door shutter using dusting brush. (Fig 14)

• Finish the PVC door for kitchen, WC bath.

• Allow the PVC adhesives to dry.

• Select steel hinges for PVC door shutter, (Fig 13)

• Mark the hinge position on the PVC door shutter.
(Fig 14)

• Press the hinge leaf in place once the recess base
completely flate.

• Make a pilot hole the hinge hole to fix the screw as per
drawing. (Fig 14)
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.170
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Removal of old painting by application of chemical paint remover
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply paint remover on the old painting surface
• remove the softened paint
• scrap and sand old painting surface.

Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the
students regarding the application of chemical
paint remover.

• Clean all the old painting surfaces with dry cloth.

• Apply of thick coat of remover caustic soda/mixture of
soda/washing soda all the painting surface with
inexpensive paint brush.

• Dry the coating for 20 minutes.

• Remove the softened paint with plastic scraper.
(Fig 1)

• If necessary apply second coat of paint remover.

• Dry the second coating for 20 minutes.

• Dip the steel wool with mineral spirits.

• Scrape the dust of remaining paint surface with scraper.

• Sanding all the surface using No.80, 120 sand paper.

• Finish the old paint surface with soft cloth/mineral
spirits.

Wear heavier duty rubber gloves and a
respirator when using them.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.171
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

New painting for door, window, stair and furniture
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• scrap the surface door, window, stair and furniture
• sand the surface door, window, stair and furniture
• apply the wood putty on the gaps
• painting to all the surface.

• Apply the wood primer using brush for first coat.

• Allow the primer to dry.

• Apply wooden putty to cover the gap with maching
colour.

• Rubbing again using No.120 sand paper.

• Apply the wood primer second coat.

• Allow the primer second coat to dry.

• Give a first coat of paint. (Fig 3)

• Sand all the surface using No.80 sand paper for rough
finishing.

• Repeat the same procedure using sand paper No.100
and 120 for fine finishing surface. (Fig 2)

Job Sequence

• Clean the door, window, stair and furniture surface with
dusting brush or dry cloth.

• Scrap the door, window, stair and furniture surface with
scraper. (Fig 1)

• Allow it to dry for 8 hours.

• Finishing coat is apply straight from tin brush.

Clean the brush after painting with thinner.

• Finish the painting even and uniform and without
any brush marks.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.172
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Plain and smoothing of door and window and staircase railing
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• plain the door, window and staircase railing surface
• smooth the door, window and staircase railing.

Job Sequence

• Select the smoothing plane for planing.

• The cutting edge is sharpened slightly oval across the
cutting iron.

• Set the gap between cap iron and cutting iron as
1 mm in the smoothing plane.

• The edge of the cutting iron placed 0.001 mm extended
from the base.

• Start the planing along the grain for door, window and
staircase railing surface. (Fig 1)

• Adjust the plane to make finished surface.

• Repeat the same procedure for planing finishing
surface.

• Scrap the surface using scraper.

• Sanding all the surface using No.80 sand paper.

• Apply the wooden putty to cover the gap with matching
colour.

• Rubbing again using No.120 sand paper.

• Finish the door and window and staircase railing to
the smooth.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.173
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Apply synthetic enamel primer on the new surface
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• prepare the priming surface
• apply the primer on new surface.

Job Sequence

• Check the prepared surface for enamel priming.

• Clean all the surface of the surface using dusting brush.

• Select the brush for enamel priming.

• Open the enamel primer container with opener.

• Shake the enamel primer with flat stick paddle.

• Dip the brush with enamel primer quenching level for
1/4".

• Apply first coat of enamel primer which acts as a filler
and obsorption well into the pores of surface.

• Apply first coat in crossing and re crossing motion.

• After enamel priming fill up the nailed holes, cracks
etc. with putty made by mixing whiting with linseed oil
to a thick past, with matching colour.

• Allow the first coat to dry and finishing coat. Apply the
enamel primer along the direction with light quick
storkes.

Priming is one of the strong, elastic foundation
film before painting.

• Finishing the apply synthetic enamel primer to the new
surface.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.174
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Apply synthetic enamel paint or oil paint on the priming surface as finishing
coat
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply the enamel paint on priming surface as finished coat.

Job Sequence

• Check the priming surface for enamel painting.

• Clean all the surface using dusting brush.

• Select the brush for proper enamel painting.

• Open the enamel paint container with opener.

• Shake the enamel paint with flat stick paddle.

• Give a first coat of enamel paint applied evenly and
smoothly in the direction of the grain.

• Apply the enamel paint covering the priming surface
area.

• Finally brushing lightly in a direction at right angles to
the grains in first coat.

• Allow it to dry for 8 hours.

• Sand again lightly using No.120 sand paper to get the
smooth surface.

• Clean the dust with dusting brush.

• Finishing coat is applied straight from the tin it brushed.

• Finish the enamel paint/oil paint even and uniformly
get the fine gloser  finish and without any brush marks.

Add paint with turpentine so that the brush will
move smoothly.

Apply the painting area should be well
ventilated and free from dirt and dust.

Enamel painting brush are normally 5-10 cm
width be used.

Apply the paint for uniformity of  thickness.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.175
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Identification of simple floor construction
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify the simple floor construction
• identify the parts and uses of floor construction.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall brief the simple floor construction name of the parts and uses

• Trainees will note down all the parts names and uses.

• Record it in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identify the parts name and uses of floor
construction

Sl. No. Name the parts Uses

1

2

3

4

5

6

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.175
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.176
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Use the cogged joint for wooden floors
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• use the cogged joint for wooden floors
• make the cogged joint.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display the wooden floor in the section and brief their cogged joint and their uses (Fig 1)

• Check the size of wooden pieces with foot rule.

• Plane the cogged joint pieces to the required size with
jack plane, try square and marking gauge. (Fig 2)

• Cut the planing wood  used in to two pieces for bridging
joist and binder with a tenon saw as per drawing.

Bridging joist

• Mark the measurements of bridging joist as per the
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Place the work piece on work bench vice properly.

• Saw  on waste portion of the bridging joist vertically.

• Pare out the waste portion of the bridging joist surface
with correct measurement. Smoothly using mortise
chisel, firmer chisel with mallet.

Binder

• Mark the measurements of binder as per the drawing
with foot rule, try square, marking gauge and scriber.
(Fig 3)

• Place the work piece on work bench vice properly.

• Chiseling on waste portion of the binder vertically and
surface with correct measurement smoothly using
firmer chisel with mallet. (Fig 3)

Assembling and finishing

• Check the correct measurements of these pieces before
assembling.

• Assemble the bridging joist and binder of the wooden
floor pieces together properly.(Fig 4)

• Check the squareness of the joint using try square.

• Finish the cogged joint using smoothing plane.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.177
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Demonstrate different type basement floor, single joist wooden floor, double
joist wooden floor and framed joist wooden floor
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• demonstrate the different type wooden floor
• identify the wooden floor.
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Job Sequence

Instructor shall display and demonstrate to the students regarding the different types of wooden floor in
the section brief the names and their applications.

• Trainees will note down all the parts displayed wooden
floor names and their applications.

• Record them in table 1.

• Get it checked by the instructor.

Table 1

Identify the wooden floors

Fig No. Name of the wooden Wooden floor
floor applications

1

2

3

4

5

6

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.177
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.178
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Make structure of wooden partition wall
Objective: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• mark and make structure of wooden partition wall.
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Job Sequence
• Check all the raw materials of wooden partition for the

required size as per the dimension given in the drawing
with foot rule.

• Plane all the wooden partition pieces to the required
width of 40 mm and the thickness of 20 mm as per the
dimension given in the drawing with jack plane, try
square and marking gauge.

• Mark and make the total length of head piece as per
the dimension given in the drawing with foot rule, scriber,
try square and marking gauge.

• Mark and make the mortise on head piece as per the
dimension given in the drawing using mortise chisel
and mallet. (Fig 1)

• Mark and make the total length of piece as per the
dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the total length of sill pieces as per
the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the mortise  sill pieces  as per the
dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the total length on stud pieces  as per
the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the tenon on both the ends, (top and
bottom) the cross half lap on below the top end (door
head) and the blind mortise on middle of the door post
as per the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the tenon on top and bottom ends and
the cross half lap on middle post of the stud pieces for
the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the mortise on both side pieces of
studs as per the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the total length on door post as per
drawing. (Fig 2)

• Mark and make the total length of door head as per the
dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the cross half lap on both the ends of
(overhangs piece) the door head as per the dimension
given in the drawing. (Fig 3)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.178

• Mark and make the total length of the nogging pieces
as per the dimension given in the drawing.

• Mark and make the blind tenon one end (left) and the
common tenon on the other end (right) and cross half
lap on middle of the nogging pieces as per the dimension
given in the drawing.

• Check all the dimensions, shapes of the wooden
partition pieces before assembling.

• Mark the drill hole positions in respective places.

• Prepare the wooden peg to the required size.

• Apply the glue evenly allower the surfaces of the joints.

• Assemble the pieces together with their respective
joints correctly.

• Place the bar cramp over the assembled frame and
tighten it gently.

• Make the drill holes on centre of the joints.

• Insert the wooden peg with glue in the drilled of holes
and strike it gently.

• Cut of the projected wooden pegs carefully.

• Finish the wooden partition surface smoothly.

• Prepare the plywood the reqiored size.

• Position the plywood over the wooden partition frame.

• Drive the nails through the plywood to the partition
frame.

• Finish the partition smoothly using smoothing plane.
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Construction   Exercise 2.5.179
Carpenter - Building construction - Wood, aluminium and PVC

Repair and recondition furniture, door, window and staircase hand railing
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• replace the table leg
• replace the door bottom rail
• replace the hinges on window frame
• replace the staircase hand rail.
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Job Sequence

TASK 1: Replace the table leg

• Remove the screws of top plank and separate it.
(Fig 1)

• Remove the wooden peg from the mortise and tenon
joint drilling through hole on wooden peg using hand
power drilling machine.

• Remove the remaining wooden peg carefully without
damaging the tenon of the table rails. (Fig 2)

• Remove the leg from table assembly.

• Mark and make the total length of the leg as per the
required size. (Fig 3)

• Mark and make the haunched mortise and blind mortise
on leg as per the required measurements. (Fig 3)

• Apply glue on mortise and tenon surface using brush.

• Assemble the rails with the prepared leg together.

• Hold the 'T' cramp up side down on the side of the
table and tighten it with wooden support pieces.

• Make a drill hole on the centre of the mortise and tenon
joint and insert the wooden peg through the drill hole.

• Tap the wooden peg with hammer.

• Cut the projection of wooden peg using hand saw.

• Repeat the same procedure to fix the bottom rail and
front rail also.

• Finish the surface of the table frame using smoothing
plane.

• Fix the top plank on the table frame by driving the
screws properly.

TASK 2: Replace the door bottom rail

• Remove the door from the door frame carefully using
suitable screw driver.

• Remove the damaged bottom rail from the door using
hand saw. (Fig 1)

• Chip of the remaining tenon portion from the door stile
using mortise chisel.

• Measure the dimensions of bottom rail from the door.

• Plane the width and thickness of the bottom rail as per
the required measurements.

• Make the total length of the bottom rail as per
requirement.

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.179

• Mark and make the haunched double tenon or both
the ends of the bottom rail as per the required
measurements.

• Mark and make the haunched double mortise on the
middle of the bottom rail as per the required size.
(Fig 2)

• Mark and make the groove on bottom rail as per the
required measurements. (Fig 2)

• Prepare the wooden peg to fix the rail in the door as
per requirement.
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• Apply the glue on tenon surface and fix the bottom rail
in the respective place of the door.

• Hold the door on 'T' cramp and tighten it with wooden
support pieces.

• Make a drill hole on a centre of the mortise and tenon
joint. Apply glue on the surface of wooden peg.

• Fix the wooden peg in the drilled hole using ball pein
hammers.

• Remove the projected pegs from the door by using tenon
saw.

• Finish the surface of the door smoothly using smoothing
plane.

• Position the door within the door frame. (Fig 3)

• Draw the screws through the holes of the hinge using
screw driver.

• Check the resetting of the door with the door frame
for the correct setting and proper movements.

TASK 3: Replace hinges on window frame.

• Mark out the recess on window shutter stile using hinge
itself as a template. (Fig 1)

• Gauge along the window shutter edge and the thickness
along the front of the window shutter as per the required
measurement of hinge. (Fig 2)

• Make the slant cut on waste side at each end to remove
the waste wood from the hanging stile. (Fig 3)

• Remove the screws of the window hinge and separate
the window shutter.

• Remove the screws of window shutter hinge and
separate the hinge.

• Plug the gap of hinged position with suitable wooden
plugs on both the window and window frame.

• Mark the hinge position on the window shutter.
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• Clamp a supporting block against the work. (Fig 4)

• Chip off across the grain with a firmer chisel and pare
down the gauge lines. (Fig 4)

• Stop the recess from full knuckle depth front to the
single leaf thickness at the back. (Fig 4)

• Press the hinge leaf in place once the recess base
completely flat.

• Make a pilot hole through the hinge hole to fix the screw.
(Fig 5)

• Secure the leaf initially with a single screw in the centre
hole of the hinge.

• Repeat the same procedure for fixing the other hinge
also.

• Secure the other two screws in the holes provided.
Wedge the window shutter in position allowing for
clearance it top and bottom.

• Mark the hinge position on window frame after marking
the window shutter.

• Transfer the window shutter hinge position to the inside
of the window frame.

• Make a recess on window frame to fix the hinge as
explained earlier.

• Lay the window shutter in position to the window frame
for hinging. Screw the hinge to the window frame using
one screw in the centre hole of each leaf after making
the pilot hole.

• Check the alignment of the window leaf.

• Insert suitable screws in all holes after marking pilot
holes.

• Check one again the fitting of window shutters.

TASK 4: Replace the staircase hand rail

• Remove the damaged hand rail from the staircase. Using
hammer hand saw, screw driver and pincer.

• Measure the dimensions of hand rail from staircase
using tape rule.

• Plane the width and thickness of the hand rail as per
required measurement.

• Mark the total length of the hand rail as per requirement.

• Mark and and  set up tenon on both the ends of the
hand rail as per the required measurements. (Fig 1)

• Mark and  set up mortise on bottom of the hand rail as
per the required measurements and Nos. of baluster.
(Fig 1)
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• The nail head should be just below the hand rail surface
using nail punch.

• Finish the surface of the hand rail smoothly using spoke
shave. (Fig 2)

Construction: Carpenter (NSQF Level - 4) - Exercise 2.5.179

• Prepare the wooden peg to fix the hand rail in the
staircase newel post.

• Apply the glue on tenon and mortise surface and fix
the hand rail in the respective place of the staircase.
(Fig 2)

• Make a drill hole on a newel posts stup mortise and
tenon joint. Apply glue on the suface of wooden peg.

• Fix the wooden peg in the drilled hole using ball pein
hammer.

• Remove the projected pegs from newel posts by using
tenon saw.

• Fix the wire nail in the joint of baluster using claw
hammer.
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